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III.  CONTRIBUTIONS

PRIVATE COMPANIES

DAKOTA GROWERS PASTA COMPANY
One Pasta Avenue, P.O. Box 21, Carrington ND  58421, U.S.A.

James Quick and Brad Miller.

Dakota Growers Pasta Company (DGPC) has launched its own durum-breeding program headed by James Quick, who
will serve as a consulting durum breeder for the company.  Quick retires as head of the Colorado State University Soil
and Crop Sciences Department on 30 June, 2003.  His experience in plant breeding and genetics spans nearly 40 years,
including 12 from 1969 to 1981 as a durum breeder at North Dakota State University, where he developed 10 durum
wheat varieties, including the first semidwarf and the first strong-gluten cultivars developed for the major durum region
of the U.S.  For several years, DGPC has been working with Quick and Western Plant Breeders to conduct field trials,
including research on FHB resistance, which has been causing durum quality and grain yield problems.

Having its own breeding program will allow DGPC to develop specialized durums to fill niche or identity-
preserved markets.  The company already has pasta customers that request specialized semolina.  Establishing a durum-
breeding program fits into the company’s objective of satisfying growing IP market opportunities.

DGPC’s breeding program hopes to develop further collaboration with the durum-breeding programs at North
Dakota State University and elsewhere.  NDSU has released numerous cultivars with good agronomic and quality
attributes in recent years.  Breeding is a numbers game.  With more breeders working on a problem such as scab and
more crosses being made through more diverse genetic material, the better the chances that a scab-resistant cultivar will
be found.  DGPC also will be able to respond more quickly to fill niche or IP markets.

Organized in 1991 as a coöperative of durum-wheat growers, Dakota Growers Pasta is the third largest producer
of dry pasta products in North America and the leading supplier of retail store brand pasta and a leader in the food-
service and ingredient pasta markets.  The company’s processing plants in Carrington, ND, and New Hope, MN, employ
over 400 people.  Grower members voted to convert the company from a closed coöperative to a common stock corpora-
tion last year.

STOLLER ARGENTINA S.A.
Av. Malagueño s/n-Complejo Industrial U. CO. MA. Ferreyra, C.P. X5020CST,
Córdoba, Argentina.

Foliar fertilization in bread wheat and hexaploid triticale.

W. Londero, Stoller Argentina S.A., and L.E. Torres and R. Maich College of Agriculture (Córdoba National University).

A trial to evaluate the effect of the foliar fertilizer Mastermins® on agronomic performance in bread wheat (eight entries)
and hexaploid triticale (nine entries) under rainfed conditions was conducted at the experimental farm of the College of
Agriculture (Córdoba National University, 31°29’S, 64°00’W).  Each plot consisted of four 7-m rows, 0.20 m apart, and
was sown in May 2002 at seeding rate of 200 seeds/m2.  A complete randomized block design with three replications was
used.  Each block was subdivided transversely in order to pulverize a 6 l/Ha dose of Mastermins® on a half block during
growth stage 4 (Feeke’s scale).  At harvest, we measured or estimated grain yield, aerial biomass, harvest index, grain
number/m2, and 1,000-kernel weight.  Data were processed with ANOVA and Duncan’s Multiple Range Test.  No
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significant differences were noted between treatments for any of the analyzed traits.  Similar results were observed when
analyzing each species separately.  Overall, a positive effect of the foliar fertilizer over all characters, except grain
number/m2, was found in bread wheat.  On the other hand, the fertilizer effect was negative, except on harvest index, in
hexaploid triticale.

ITEMS FROM ARGENTINA

CÓRDOBA NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
College of Agriculture, P.O. Box 509, 5000 Córdoba, Argentina.

Flag leaf morphology changes after six cycles of recurrent selection in bread wheat.

S.P. Gil, L.I. Mas, A. Semino, R.H. Maich, and M.M. Cerana.

The flag leaf is well-known as one of the main organs related to grain filling in bread wheat, and its morphology was
modified after three cycles of recurrent selection (see Cerrana et al. Ann Wheat Newslet 48:23).  Today, we are working
with six cycles (C

0
 to C

6,
) of recurrent selection in order to evaluate the effects of plant breeding on three morphological,

flag-leaf characteristics:  length, width, and area.

Plants were grown at the Experimental Farm of the College of Agriculture (31° 29’S and 64° 00’ W), Córdoba,
Argentina, during 2002 under rainfed and semiarid conditions.  Five flag leaves from each of the 12 S-derived families/
population were studied.  Data were processed with ANOVA and Duncan’s Multiple Range Test.  We observed that the
C

6
-derived families had shorter leaves than those of the C

0
.

Publications.
Cerana MM, Gil SP, and Maich RH.  2002.  Plant breeding scheme effects on the flower number and grain yield compo-

nents in bread wheat.  Cereal Res Commun  30(3-4):307-313.
Maich RH, Ordóñez, AV, and Manero de Zumelzú D.  2002.  Multiple characters selection and genetic progress in

triticale and bread wheat.  In:  Proc 5th Internat Triticale Symp (Arseniuk E ed).  Pp. 37-40.

‘Genotype x environment’ interactions — response to negative recurrent selection.

R. Maich, G. Manera, and M.E. Dubois.

For wheat cultivars of intermediate biological cycle grown under rainfed conditions in central Argentina, choosing an
accurate sowing date is recommended so that the end of the heading stage is in late September, when better environmen-
tal conditions will assure the highest seed set.  During 2002, a drought occurred during the heading and ripening stages in
the Córdoba province in central Argentina.  In these conditions, the shorter cycle, commercial cultivars yielded more
than the long cycle cultivars (89 %).  Simultaneously, we evaluated 84 S-derived families; 12 from each cycle of
recurrent selection (C

0
 to C

6
) and 12 bread wheat cultivars provided and suggested by National Institute of Agricultural

Technology (INTA) Marcos Juárez.  Plot data were recorded on grain yield, seed number/spikelet, spikelets/spike, spike
and grain number/m2, 1,000-kernel weight, and sowing/heading interval.  Samples of the S-derived families or cultivars
were grouped according their biological cycle, heading before or after 30 September.  The first group (before 30 Septem-
ber) included the C

0
, C

1
, C

2
, and C

3
 samples, whereas C

4
, C

5
, and C

6
, and the commercial cultivars were in the second

group (after 30 September).   The mean value for grain yield of the shorter-cycle material (238.3 g/m2) was higher than
those of the longer cycle (184.1 g/m2).  A similar tendency was observed for the remaining characters measured except
1,000-kernel weight.  Contrasting the number of cycles of recurrent selection (C

0
–C

3
 versus C

4
–C

5
), a difference of 16.3

% was observed for the physical grain yield component grain number/spikelet.  Comparing these results with those
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previously reported (see Maich et al. Ann Wheat Newslet 48:22), we conclude that the G X E interaction is of the
crossover type.

Reference.
Cantarero M, Dardanelli J, and Badiali O.  1998.  Factores ambientales que determinan el rendimiento potencial en trigo.

In:  Riego y Agricultura de Presición, 16–26. EEA INTA Manfredi, Córdoba, Argentina (in Spanish).

Bread-making quality of lines after six cycles of recurrent selection versus that of 12 commercial
wheat cultivars.

M.E. Dubois, R. Maich, and Z. Gaido.

The bread-making quality in wheat lines of six cycles (C
0
–C

6
) of recurrent selection for grain yield was evaluated

together with 10 bread wheat cultivars
for the first time.  The cultivars,
provided and suggested by the INTA
Marcos Juárez (ACA 223; Buck Farol
and Sureño; Cooperación Nanihue;
Desimone Caudillo; Klein Escorpión
and Estrella; and PROINTA Puntal,
Bonaerense Alazán, and Redomón),
were all released commercially in 2001.
The highly promoted Baguette 10 and
Las Rosas INTA, the best parental line
for recurrent selection, also were
evaluated.

No significant differences were
observed in the bread-making quality of
the C

0
, the C

6
-derived lines, Baguette

10, and Las Rosas INTA.  Among the
commercial cultivars, one line was low
(Klein Estrella), no differences were
observed in four, and five were higher
when compared to the checks (Table 1).

INSTITUTO DE BIOTECHNOLOGIA, INTA CASTELAR
C.C. 25 (1712), Pcia Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Cloning and characterization of a novel fructosyl transferase gene in wheat.

F. del Viso, A.F. Puebla, R.A. Heinz, and H.E. Hopp.

During low-temperature acclimation, several physiological changes are induced, including increased levels of sugars,
soluble proteins, prolines, and organic acids; the appearance of new isoforms of proteins; and an alteration in lipid
membrane composition (Hughes and Dunn 1990).  Several studies report that grasses from temperate and cool climate
zones respond to chilling and drought by accumulating fructans (fructose polysaccharides) (Levitt 1980).  Fructans not
only are considered to be reserve polysaccharides but also to play a role as protective agents against chilling and freez-
ing.

Table 1. Grain protein and humid gluten in wheat lines after six cycles of
recurrent selection and in 12 commercial wheat cultivars.

Cultivars/selection cycle Grain protein % Humid gluten %

ACA 223 12.15 30.29
Buck Sureño 9.63 22.57
Buck Farol 10.52 25.29
Cooperación Nanihue 11.53 28.41
De Simone Caudillo 11.95 29.69
Klein Escorpión 11.90 29.52
Klein Estrella 8.62 19.47
ProINTA Bonaerense Alazán 12.71 32.02
ProINTA Bonaerense Redomón 13.04 33.03
ProINTA Puntal 11.34 27.80
Baguette 10 10.97 26.69
Las Rosas INTA 10.71 25.88
C

0
11.52 28.36

C
6

10.46 25.68
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Characterization of Argentinian wheat cultivars shows a high correlation between low-temperature tolerant
cultivars and high levels of fructans in the shoots of stressed plants (Tognetti et al. 1990).  Two cDNAs were recently
cloned and characterized in T. aestivum that encode the 1-SST (1-sucrose-sucrose fructosyl transferase) and 6-SFT (6-
sucrose-fructan fructosyl transferase) fructan enzymes (Kawakami and Yoshida 2002).  The levels of 6-SFT mRNA
increased through autumn into winter and high levels of fructans were shown in snow mold-resistant cultivars.

To study low-temperature tolerance and fructan-gene expression, we cloned the fructosyl-transferase genes
related to fructan metabolism in wheat.  A BAC genomic library from T. monococcum (Lijavetsky et al. 1999) was used.
High-density filters were hybridized using a 6-SFT cDNA probe.  Sixteen positive clones were found and analyzed
through restriction analysis and hybridization.  A 4.2-kb NotI fragment of one of the positive clones was subcloned and
sequenced by chromosome walking.  The nucleotide sequence showed a high similarity with the Graminean fructan
genes and a 63 % and 70 % similarity with the 1-SST and 6-SFT wheat cDNAs, respectively.  Our results confirmed that
the isolated genomic clones share homology but are definitely different than any previously reported cDNA sequences
(Kawakami and Yoshida 2002) and most likely represent another fructosyl transferase gene type.  Functional analysis
using transient transformation of heterologous tissues will confirm the enzyme activity of the encoded protein and its
involvement in stress tolerance.

References.
Hughes MA and Dunn MA.  1990.  The effect of temperature on plant growth and development.  Biotech Genet Eng Rev

8:161-188.
Kawakami A and Yoshida M.  2002.  Molecular characterization of 6-SFT and 1-SST associated with fructan accumula-

tion in winter wheat during cold hardening.  Biosci Biotech Biochem  66:2297-2305.
Levitt J.  1980.  Responses of plants to environmental stresses, Vol I and II.  Academic Press, New York, NY.
Lijavetzky D, Muzzi T, Keller B, Wing R, and Dubcovsky J.  1999.  Construction and characterization of a bacterial

artificial chromosome (BAC) library for the A genome of wheat.  Genome  42:1176-1182.
Tognetti JA, Salerno GL, Crespi MD, and Pontis HG.  1990.  Sucrose and fructan metabolism of different wheat culti-

vars at chilling temperatures.  Physiol Plant  78:554-559.

ITEMS FROM AUSTRALIA

UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE
Waite Campus, School of Agriculture and Wine, Glen Osmond, SA 5064, Australia.

Preharvest-sprouting tolerance.

Daryl Mares and Kolumbina Mrva.

Preharvest sprouting periodically causes massive losses to the Australian wheat industry and affects all states, albeit with
different frequency.  Understandably, in 2002, when most of Australia was gripped by severe drought, there were few
reports of sprouting damage.  Cultivar improvement, using dormancy from older white-grained genotypes introduced
from South Africa and, more recently, landraces from China, has proven to be quite difficult due to inefficient screening
techniques, strong environmental effects, a complex mode of inheritance, and a need for extensive capital and labor
infrastructure.  Despite these obstacles, parental germ plasm has now been developed that combines sprouting tolerance
(tolerance equivalent to the South African parental genotype AUS1408) with black point tolerance, absence of late
maturity α-amylase, and low polyphenol oxidase in a locally adapted, semidwarf background.  A major QTL associated
with dormancy in this germ plasm corresponded to a QTL on chromosome 4A previously identified in the partially
dormant Australian white wheat Halberd and in some dormant red-grained cultivars overseas.

The impact of black point in reducing the grain dormancy phenotype has been clearly demonstrated in several
seasons where this defect was evident.  This interaction also was captured in mapping studies where grain dormancy
phenotypic data from black point-affected trials was used.  QTL known to be associated with black point were identified
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as dormancy QTL even though grains with obvious black point symptoms were carefully excluded from dormancy
testing.  By contrast, when dormancy data for the same populations was obtained from trials free from black point, the
black point QTL was not significant.  These results suggest that the physiological/biochemical changes that lead to the
appearance of black point symptoms may affect the dormancy phenotype even before significant amounts of black
pigment are formed in the seed coat overlying the embryo.

Late-maturity ααααα-amylase in wheat.

Kolumbina Mrva and Daryl Mares

Progeny from three DHs and one RIL population, involving three different sources of late-maturity α-amylase (LMA)
(Spica, Seri, and Cranbrook) and containing either the Rht1, Rht2, or Rht1 + Rht2 genes were phenotyped following
exposure to a standard cool-temperature treatment designed to promote expression of LMA.  The genetic control of LMA
was reëxamined, and the interaction of dwarfing genes with putative LMA genes or QTL was investigated.  In all the
populations, there were a greater proportion of low LMA and non-LMA lines in semidwarf subpopulations providing
further evidence that Rht1 and Rht2 reduced expression of LMA.  Significantly, LMA was reduced even further in lines
that contained both Rht1 and Rht2.  Late maturity α-amylase in Spica and Cranbrook appears to be controlled by similar
genes or mechanisms, but that these differ from Seri where the response is more extreme and less sensitive to the effects
of dwarfing genes.

ITEMS FROM BRAZIL

NATIONAL WHEAT RESEARCH CENTRE — EMBRAPA TRIGO
Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Trigo (Embrapa Trigo), Rodovia BR 285, Km 174,
99001-970, Passo Fundo, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.

BRS Angico, a new wheat cultivar from Embrapa Trigo.

Cantídio N.A. de Sousa, Leo de J.A. Del Duca, Pedro L. Scheeren, Márcio Sóe Silva, and Alfredo do Nascimento Jr.

BRS Angico was selected from the cross ‘PF 87107/2*IAC 13’ made in Passo Fundo in 1991.  The cross was made with
the objective of combining the characteristics of IAC 13, a cultivar released in the states of São Paulo and Mato Grosso
do Sul, and the better resistance to stem and leaf rusts from PF  87107.  Bulked in the F

9
 as line PF 960198 in 1996 using

the pedigree method, BRS Angico was released for cultivation in the state of Rio Grande do Sul in 2002.

BRS Angico is an early cultivar, short to medium in height, and shows good resistance to lodging.  A soft wheat
cultivar, BRS Angico has an alveogram W value of 98 x 10-4 J (11 samples).  BRS Angico yielded 3,161 kg/ha based on
41 trials conducted in the state of Rio Grande do Sul from 1999 to 2001.  This yield represents 10.5 % over the check
CEP 27-Missões.

Wheat BRS Figueira – new alternative of cycle diversification for the state of Rio Grande do Sul,
Brazil.

Leo de J.A. Del Duca, Aroldo G. Linhares, Alfredo do Nascimento Jr,, Cantídio N.A. de Sousa, Gilberto Cunha, Diego
Pegoraro, Eliana M. Guarienti, Leila M. Costamilan, Maria Imaculada P.M. Lima, Martha Miranda, Márcio Sóe Silva,
Osmar Rodrigues, Pedro L. Scheeren, and Renato S. Fontaneli.

Seeking to diversify sowing times and cycles, minimize risks, and promote green cover under a no-till system at early
planting dates, the wheat cultivar BRS Figueira was released in 2002 for the state of Rio Grande do Sul.  Developed by
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Embrapa Trigo, BRS Figueira was derived from the backcross ‘Coker 762*2/CNT 8’ made in Passo Fundo in 1989,
looking for selection of a late–early cycle (emergency-heading period longer than the conventional early cultivars) after
early sowing.

BRS Figueira has a semilate cycle and a mid to low stature.   The cultivar is resistant to powdery mildew,
moderately susceptible to leaf rust and glume blotch, susceptible to WSBMV, and resistant to soil aluminum toxicity.  In
double-purpose trials (forage and grain production) sown in Rio Grande do Sul (Passo Fundo, Cruz Alta, São Borja,
Uruguaiana, and Vacaria) between 1999–2001, BRS Figueira produced 1,407 kg/ha of dry matter, 35 % greater than the
production of the common black oat (dry matter check).  In this period, grain-yield averages were 3,582 kg/ha and 2,651
kg/ha in the treatments without and with one clipping, respectively, 28 % better in both treatments than the average of the
two better, early checks (among BR 23, CEP 24, and CEP 27).  BRS Figueira is classified as a soft wheat with uses for
cookies, sweet shop products, fresh pasta, in mixes with strong wheat for bread, and/or domestic use.

Brazilian wheat production and grain yield.

Leo J.A. Del Duca and Eliana M. Guarienti.

Considerations regarding Brazilian wheat production and consumption were previously reported (Ann Wheat Newslet
48:35-7, 2002).  With the elevated price of imported wheat and a shortage of the product in the internal market, mainly
due to the crop frustration, Brazilian prices increased 46 % in 3 months.  Analysis of the national supply indicates that
imports for 2003 could reach 7.3 x 106 tons, representing an expenditure of 1.3 x 109 USD.  Thus, the wheat sector,
several representative entities, and different government levels directly related to agribusiness are contemplating how to
stimulate an increase in wheat-growing area for the next 5 years.  A plan is being formulated by the development of the
Wheat Chain.  With those measures, and considering a exchange stability, the expectation is that the price will remain
high, favoring a significant increase in the wheat area (AC Jacobina, http://www.conab.gov.br).  In 2002, adverse
climactic conditions faced by the wheat crop, most notedly in the state of Paraná, were responsible for the fall in the
projected Brazilian wheat production (initially in 4 x 106 tons).  Production estimates are for an increase for the 2003
crop, which could reach 4.5 x 106 tons (Table 1).  High prices this year and the delay of soybean sowing in some areas
are two factors that should determine an increase in the wheat-cropping area.  However, that scenario depends on the
climate, which in
the last 2 years has
been adverse
because of
droughts and frosts
mainly in Paraná.
This Brazilian state
is responsible for
55 % of the
Brazilian wheat-
growing area
(http://
www.conab.gov.br).
On the other hand,
Rio Grande do Sul,
the second state in
terms of wheat-
growing area,
registered exces-
sive rainfall with
negative conse-
quences repre-
sented by plant
disease and grain-
quality damage.

Table 1.  Production and grain yield for the Brazilian wheat crop for the 2001–02 and 2002–03
seasons (Source: Companhia Nacional de Abastecimento (CONAB).

State Production  (1,000 t) Grain yield (kg/ha)

2001–02 2002–03 2001–02 2002–03

Paraná 1,621.6 2,426.4 1,435 1,970
Santa Catarina 82.2 115.9 1,550 1,900
Rio Grande do Sul 977.6 1,600.2 1,300 1,900
Total for southern Brazil 2,681.4 4,142.5 1,386 1,940

Minas Gerais 26.7 45.4 4,450 4,450
São Paulo 59.5 75.6 1,700 1,800
Total for southeast Brazil 86.2 121.0 2,102 2,318

Mato Grosso do Sul 78.8 191.5 860 1,850
Goiás 45.1 42.8 2,200 1,830
Distrito Federal 2.3 2.3 4,535 4,535
Total for westcentral Brazil 126.2 236.6 1,121 1,857

Total for all Brazil 2,893.8 4,500.1 1,386 1,944
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Main Brazilian wheat cultivars sown in the 2000–01 season.

Leo J.A. Del Duca and Eliana M. Guarienti.

During the 2000–01 wheat seasons in Brazil, 21 cultivars made up more than 1 % of the total seed available (Table 2).
Information on the pedigree and industrial quality of the cultivars is provided.

Considering the industrial quality of these 21 cultivars, only seven are classified as soft wheats (CEP 27-
Missões, FUNDACEP 30, FUNDACEP 32, Trigo BR 23, BRS 120, BRS 179, and FUNDACEP 32).  The remaining
genotypes, including CD 104 (strong gluten), are considered of good bread-making quality.

Seed production in all Brazilian states was from eight (59.5 %) out of 63 wheat cultivars including BRS 49,
IAPAR 78, Rubi, IAPAR 53, CEP 24, OR 1, CEP 27, and BR 18 (each cultivar with more than 5 % of the total seed
available).

Larger cultivar diversification is desirable, considering the size of the Brazilian wheat-cropping area in 2000–01
(1.59 million ha) and the great ecological diversity.  The Brazilian wheat crop depends greatly on the climatic variation,

Table 2.  Seed availability and quality of the prevalent wheat cultivars grown in Brazil in 2000–01.  Industrial quality
are values (W) from the alveograph method, the deformation of dough, where soft = W ≥ 50 < 180, bread = W ≥ 180 <
300, and strong  = W ≥ 300.  Source of seed availability data is MAPA/Embrapa/ABRASEM, Embrapa-SNT.

Industrial
Seed quality

Rank Cultivar Cross availability (t) % in Brazil

1 BRS 49 BR 35/PF 83619//PF 858/PF 8550 22,941.36 14.13 bread
2 IAPAR 78 VEE SIB/BOW SIB 14,134.45 8.71 bread
3 Rubi PF 869107/KL H 3450 C 3131 11,243.90 6.93 bread
4 IAPAR 53 Sulino/IA 7929 10,384.40 6.40 bread
5 CEP 24-INDUSTRIAL BR 3/CEP 7887//CEP 7775/CEP 11 10,190.99 6.28 bread
6 OR 1 EMBRAPA 27/Bagula SIB 9,591.80 5.91 bread
7 CEP 27-Missões CEP 8057/Butuí//CEP 8324 9,481.40 5.84 soft
8 BR 18-Terena D6301/NAI60//W/WRM/3/CIA*2/CHR=ALD45 SEL

8,603.53 5.30 bread
9 FUNDACEP 30 BR 32/CEP 21//CNO 79 6,336.02 3.90 soft

10 TRIGO BR 23 CC/ALD SIB/3/IAS 54-20/COP//CNT 8 6,010.28 3.70 soft
11 CD 104 PFAU SIB/IAPAR 17 4,798.90 2.96 strong
12 BRS 120 PF 83899/PF 813//F 27141 4,270.57 2.63 soft
13 BRS 179 BR 35/PF 8596/3/PF 772003*2/PF 813//PF 83899

4,051.57 2.50 soft
14 Granito PF 869107/KL H 3450 C 3131 3,699.21 2.28 bread
15 FUNDACEP 31 BR 8//PVN/ANI SIB 3,519.42 2.17 bread
16 FUNDACEP 32 CEP 85155/3/CEP 7780*2//H499.71A/4*JUP 73/4/BR 23

3,094.46 1.91 soft
17 FUNDACEP 29 BR 23/CEP 8423//BUC SIB 2,894.37 1.78 bread
18 BRS 119 PF 82252/BR 35//IAPAR 17/PF 8550 2,711.90 1.67 bread
19 Alcover OCEPAR 16/EMBRAPA 27//OCEPAR 16 1,820.75 1.12 bread
20 EMBRAPA 16 HHN/CNT 7//AMI/CNT 7 1,722.40 1.06 bread
21 EMBRAPA 40 PF 7650/NS 18-78//CNT 8/PF 7577 1,706.34 1.05 bread

Range 19,153.22 11.80
Total 162,361.20 100.00
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which can cause crop failure in one of every 3–4 years (FNP Consultoria & Trade Ltda, Agrianual 2002).  Thus, geno-
type diversification could contribute to reduce risks.

The states of Paraná and Rio Grande do Sul are responsible for most Brazilian wheat production.  These states
have a large number of growing conditions, such as rainfed or irrigated fields, the presence or absence of aluminum
toxicity in the soil, and high or low soil fertility levels.  The most important wheat cultivars of each state are listed in
Table 3, with additional information regarding the cross that originated the genotype and its industrial-quality classifica-
tion.Similar to the 1999–2000 season, BRS 49 was the most widely adopted Brazilian wheat cultivar, having an out-
standing percentage of the production area in the three southern states (Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina, and Paraná).

Table 3.  Seed availability of the most grown wheat cultivars in the Brazilian wheat-producing states in 2000–01.

Quality Available % for
State 1 Cultivar Cross in Brazil 2 seed 3 state 4

RS CEP 27-Missões CEP 8057/Butuí//CEP 8324 soft 9,010.40 11.94
Rubi PF 869107/KL H 3450 C 3131 bread 8,710.15 11.54
BRS 49 BR 35/PF 83619//PF 858/PF 8550 bread 8,163.86 10.82

SC BRS 49 BR 35/PF 83619//PF 858/PF 8550 bread 2,178.95 31.06
Rubi PF 869107/KL H 3450 C 3131 bread 1,500.35 21.39
BRS 119 PF 82252/BR 35//IAPAR 17/PF 8550 bread 734.80 10.48

PR IAPAR 78 VEE SIB/BOW SIB bread 14,134.45 18.88
BRS 49 BR 35/PF 83619//PF 858/PF 8550 bread 12,591.05 16.82
IAPAR 53 Sulino/IA 7929 bread 10,076.40 13.46

SP IAC 24-Tucuruí IAS 51/IRN 597-70 strong 1,428.00 53.30
IAC 350-Goiapa 2109-36/SERI bread 690.00 25.75
BR 18-Terena D6301/NAI60//W/WRM/3/CIA*2/CHR=ALD45 SEL bread 561.38 20.95

MS BR 18-Terena D6301/NAI60//W/WRM/3/CIA*2/CHR=ALD45 SEL bread 5,414.95 87.52
IAPAR 53 Sulino/IA 7929 bread 308.00 4.98
BR 40-Tuiúca ANAHUAC 75/HUACAMAYO SIB strong 235.17 3.80

MG BRS 207 SERI 82/PF 813 bread 209.85 32.03
IAC 350-Goiapa 2109-36/SERI bread 180.00 27.48
IAC 289-Marruá VEE 5 bread 142.50 21.75

1  Brazilian states are RS (Rio Grande do Sul), SC (Santa Catarina), PR (Paraná), SP (São Paulo). MS (Mato Grosso do Sul), and
MG (Minas Gerais).

2  Industrial quality are values (W) from the alveograph method, the deformation of dough, where soft = W ≥ 50 < 180, bread = W ≥
180 < 300, and strong  = W ≥ 300.

3  Seed availability expressed as tons available for the 2000–01 season.
4  Percentage for state is the most used cultivars ordered by state.  Information for the states of Goias and Distrito Federal are

incomplete or not available for the 2000–01 season.  Source of seed-availability data is MAPA/Embrapa/ABRASEM, Embrapa-
SNT.
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ITEMS FROM CROATIA

BC INSTITUTE FOR BREEDING AND PRODUCTION OF FIELD CROPS
d.d. Zagreb, Marulicev trg 5/I, 10 000 Zagreb, Croatia.

Results of 2-year testing of Bc wheat cultivars in large-scale trials in the Republic of Croatia.

Slobodan Tomasovic, Rade Mlinar, Ivica Ikic, and Kristijan Pusaric.

Introduction.  Wheat cultivars of the Bc Institute are regularly tested every year in a network of large-scale trials
throughout Croatia covering all major production areas.  Cultivars developed by local breeding companies and intro-
duced foreign cultivars also are tested in these trials.  The objective was to compare yield data from 2001 and 2002 from
two groups of cultivars developed by the Bc Institute:  the standard cultivars (Marija, Sana, Patria, Tina, and Liberta) and
more recently developed cultivars (Zdenka, Mihelca, Aura, Lana, Nina, and Prima).  Results of milling and baking
quality tests of Bc wheats also were compared.

Materials and methods.  The 2-year yield data covers the mean of each year (2001 and 2002).  These data were
obtained from locations in Belje, Vinkovci, Osijek, Nasice, and Koprivnica.  Mean values for milling and baking quality
parameters (grain and flour quality) were obtained from large-scale trials at Vinkovci, Belje, Kutjevo (the mill in
Pozega), and Koprivnica (the mill in Podravka).

Results and discussion.  The 2-year yield data of Bc wheat cultivars show that the average yield of the standard culti-
vars was 7.15 t/ha and 7.23 t/ha for the current cultivars in 2001–02.  The standard cultivars produced an average grain
yield of 7.22 t/ha in 2001 and 7.12 t/ha in 2002; a slight reduction in 2002.  Newer cultivars had an average grain yield of
7.34 t/ha in 2002, which is an increase compared with the average grain yield of 7.12 t/ha in 2001.  When compared
individually, similar yields were obtained by Tina, Marija, and Sana among the standard cultivars, whereas among the
newer cultivars, Prima (7.7 t/ha) and Nina (7.35 t/ha) stand out.  These cultivars had the highest individual yields (Figs. 1
and 2).

By comparing the averages of the milling and baking properties of both sets of cultivars developed by the Bc
Institute, improvement of flour and
bread quality was achieved in the
newer cultivars.  Better results were
obtained for the most important
quality parameters (wet gluten,
softening, quality number and group,
dough energy, O/R, and falling
number) by the more recent cultivars
when compared with the standards,
especially for Zdenka, Mihelca,
Aura, and Lana, which are classified
by their properties as quality bread
wheat (Tables 1 and 2).

Conclusion.  Testing standard and
more recent Bc wheat cultivars in
large-scale trials in the Republic of
Croatia proved that progress made in
our breeding programs has been the
result of development of winter
wheat genotypes with high and
stable yields and improved grain,
flour, and bread quality.

Fig. 1.  Yield (t/ha) of standard Bc wheat cultivars in large-scale trials in
Croatia in 2001 and 2002.

Fig. 2.  Yield (t/ha) of new Bc wheat cultivars in large-scale trials in Croatia
in 2001 and 2002.

2001 2002
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Comparison of two media
for the production of
Fusarium graminearum
inoculum for screening
of wheat cultivars for
resistance to Fusarium
head blight.

Slobodan Tomasovic, Branko
Palavercic, and Rade Mlinar.

Fusarium head blight is one of
the most important diseases in
winter wheat world wide
(Cvjetkovic et al. 1987;
McMullen et al. 1997; Wang
and Miller 1987; Wiese 1987).
Besides reducing yield, FHB
affects grain quality due to the
formation of the mycotoxins
deoxynivalenol and
zearalenone (Miller and
Trenholm 1994).  Breeding for
resistance and growing of
resistant cultivars is, in terms
of ecology, the best means of
FHB control in wheat.  Breed-
ing involves reliable methods
of artificial infection, screening
of the infection, identification
of sources of resistance, and
incorporation of resistance into
adapted genotypes.  Our
objective was to compare two
media for production of F.
graminearum spores.  We
compared the inoculum
produced on solid potato-
dextrose agar and a that from a
modified Bilay’s liquid
medium (Reid et al. 1996).
Two field trials with five
replications were conducted
involving 18 wheat cultivars

including three sources of resistance (Tomasovic et al. 1993; Tomasovic 1997).  Artificial infection was made at three
intervals beginning when 50 % of the spikes were flowering.  Inoculum was prepared from three F. graminiarum
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isolates.  Their pathogenicity was checked
according to Mesterhazy (1984).  The percent-
ages of disease incidence and severity were
estimated on spikes in the field after inoculation.
Visual indices were calculated (percentage of
incidence x percentage of severity/100) (Gilbert
and Morgan 1999).  In both trials, significant
differences in the visual rating index between
wheat cultivars were obtained regardless of the
kind of inoculum.  The cultivar Poncheau was the
best source of resistance compared to the two
other sources, (D 48  x 42 x 6)

2
 and Roazon,

although Roazon possesses valuable agronomic
characters.  We should emphasize that the
agronomically valuable cultivars Bc 5792, Bc
5210, and Bc 733 have high resistance to FHB
and can be used as controls (Table 3).  Regardless
of the medium used for inoculum production,
wheat varieties were differentiated by their
resistance (r = 0.78).  Differences in the level of
resistance were observed for Bc 5108, Bc 4685,
and especially for Bc 165 depending on the
inoculum used.  In both trials, the varieties Bc
5792, Bc 5210, Bc 733, Bc 163, and Bc 18 were
significantly superior compared to the relatively
susceptible lines Bc 165, Bc 6152, Bc 123, Bc
6881, and Bc 6161.  Nevertheless, by using the
liquid medium, slightly higher than average
infection rates were obtained, and the varieties
could be distinguished better with the visual
rating index.  Due to abundant sporulation, the
modified Bilay’s liquid medium is suitable for the
rapid production of F. graminearum inoculum
and is recommended in breeding for resistance to
FHB.
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Table 3.  Screening of wheat cultivars for resistance to Fusarium
head blight, Botinec, Croatia, 2001.  The visual-rating index
(VRI) were recorded on field-grown plants with inoculum
produce on potato dextrose agar (PDA) and a modified Bilay’s
medium (MB).  Statistical data was made on the basis of
transformed values where — = very susceptible, – = susceptible,
~ = moderately susceptible, + = moderately resistant, and ++ =
resistant.

Exp 1      Exp 2

Cultivar VRI PDA VRI MB

Poncheau 0.0 ++ 0.1 ++
Bc 5792 1.4 + 2.4 ++
(D48 x 42 x 6)

2
1.8 + 2.0 +

Bc 5210 2.2 + 3.8 +
Bc 733 3.8 + 2.7 +
Bc 163 2.4 + 6.1 +
Roazon 3.0 + 5.0 +
Bc 18 3.6 + 5.8 +
Bc 5108  2.8 + 6.8 ~
Bc 845 7.8 ~ 7.3 ~
Bc 5887 8.3 ~ 7.8 ~
Bc 6601 8.8 ~ 8.0 ~
Bc 6161 11.6 – 14.5 –
Bc 4685 10.1 ~ 20.0 —
Bc 6881 12.8 – 24.3 —
Bc 123 14.8 – 32.0 —
Bc 6152 25.0 — 27.5 —
Bc 165 46.5 — 19.3 –
Mean  9.3 11.0
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ITEMS FROM ESTONIA

INSTITUTE OF EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY AT THE ESTONIAN
AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
Department of Plant Genetics, 76902, Harku, Harjumaa, Estonia.

Collection and preservation of the wheat genetic resources in Estonia.

O. Priilinn, T. Enno, and H. Peusha.

Maintaining, evaluating, and exploiting the wild and cultivated wheat species in gene banks is an important task of wheat
geneticists and breeders and should be regarded with international significance.

Our Institute possesses of a collection of diploid and tetraploid wheat accessions, provided by the VIR (Institute
of Plant Industry, St. Petersburg, Russian Federation) that includes T. monococcum subsp. monococcum, five accessions;
T. turgidum subsp. dicoccoides, one accession; T. turgidum subsp. dicoccum, one accession; T. turgidum subsp. durum,
two accessions; T. turgidum subsp. persicum, three accessions; T. timopheevii subsp. timopheevii, one accession; and T.
turgidum subsp. militinae, one accession.  These species are sources of genes for use in wheat improvement as donors of
new genes for disease resistance, higher protein, and other agronomically important traits.

Our collection also includes the set of 21 monosomic lines of Chinese Spring wheat, which has been used as the
recipient tester variety for genetic analysis of common wheat varieties; the NILs of Chancellor and Thatcher with known
genes for resistance to powdery mildew and leaf rust, respectively; and the ph1b mutant stock that is deficient for the
pairing suppressor Ph1, pairing homoeologous locus.

Introgressed hybrid wheat lines (about 50) were selected in the progenies of the wide crosses between bread
wheat cultivars and related wheat species including T. turgidum subspp. timopheevii, militinae, and dicoccum, and Ae.
speltoides, which were used as donors of disease resistance.  Monosomic analysis and molecular-genetic techniques were
used to locate and identify powdery mildew-resistance genes in these wheat lines.  Chromosomes involved in reciprocal
translocations were identified by cytogenetical analysis at meiosis.  Evaluating, describing, characterizing, documenting,
and preserving the most valuable 10 wheat lines began in 2002.  The available data will be stored in the Gene Bank at the
Jõgeva Plant Breeding Institute in 2003 to ensure long-term preservation of the wheat assessions in accordance with the
state program ‘Collection and Preservation of the Agricultural Genetical Resources in 2002–2006’.

Acknowledgment.  This work is carried out with financial support from Ministry of Agriculture and Estonian Science
Foundation (grant 4720).
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Priilinn O, Peusha H, and Enno T.  2002.  Genetic control of powdery mildew resistance in common wheat (Triticum
aestivum).  Biologija (Vilnius)  3:44-46.

ITEMS FROM GERMANY

INSTITUT FÜR PFLANZENGENETIK UND KULTURPFLANZENFORSCHUNG —
IPK
Correnstraße 3, 06466 Gatersleben, Germany.

A. Börner, A. Bálint, K.F.M. Salem, E. Pestsova, M.S. Röder, and E.K. Khlestkina.

Copper tolerance.

We evaluated a new testing method to screen for copper tolerance in wheat genetic stocks in the greenhouse.  Three
copper concentrations (1,000, 1,500, and 2,000 mg/kg) were tested on two hexaploid-wheat genotypes (Chinese Spring
and synthetics) to find a suitable concentration for the screening.  We found that copper concentrations between 1,000–
1,500 mg/kg in the soil are most efficient for testing.  Copper tolerance was evaluated by calculating the tolerance index.

Using wheat–rye substitution lines (T. aestivum cultivar Saratovskaya 29 and S. cerale cultivar Vietnamskaya),
we found significant effects for copper tolerance.  Rye chromosome 5R (5R/5A substitution line) increased copper
tolerance, which was significant at P = 0.01 level, whereas rye chromosome 1R had no effect.  This result reinforced the
idea that wheat chromosome 5A plays a role in reducing the toxic effect of copper.  In the coming season, we will screen
other wheat genetic stocks available at IPK Gatersleben (ITMI-mapping population, T. aestivum–Ae. tauschii introgres-
sion lines) to detect the QTL that determine copper tolerance.

Stem reserve mobilization.

A selection of 12 tetraploid and two hexaploid wheat accessions was grown in the field and evaluated for the ability to
mobilize stored stem reserves.  We used a method for the chemical desiccation of the plant canopy for this investigation.
In one replication, the canopies were sprayed with potassium iodide (0.5 %) 2 weeks after anthesis.  In order to calculate
the rate of reduction in grain weight caused by the treatment, the 1,000-kernel weight of the treated plants was compared
with that of the controls after harvest.  The percentage reduction ranged between 33.80 % and 77.97 % (Table 1).

Genetic diversity of Siberian wheat cultivars.

A set of 54 common spring wheat cultivars grown in the Siberian region of the Russian Federation was analyzed using
22 wheat microsatellite markers that determine 23 loci located on 19 different chromosomes.  In total, 151 alleles were
detected with an average of 6.6 and a range of 3–11 alleles/locus.  The average PIC value was 0.70.  A wheat microsatel-
lite located on the B genome produced the most alleles/locus (7.6) compared to those located on the A (6.0) and D (6.0)
genomes.  Genetic similarity values between cultivars ranged from 0.19 to 0.96 and were used to produce a dendrogram.
With a few exceptions, the cultivars clustered in two groups consisting of old (before 1960) and modern cultivars,
indicating the qualitative shift in the diversity of the spring wheats grown in Siberia during the last century.

Acknowledgment.  E.K. Khlestkina thanks the ‘Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft’ (Project No. 436RUS17/16/02), the
Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Science (Lavrentjev award and the 45th Anniversary of SB RAS Award for
Young Scientists), and the Administration of the Novosibirsk region (special award for young scientists, 2002).
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Development of wheat–Aegilops tauschii introgression lines.

A set of T. aestivum cultivar Chinese Spring/synthetic, chromosome-substitution lines was used to create single-chromo-
some recombinant lines for the seven D-genome wheat chromosomes by backcrossing with Chinese Spring.  The
synthetic wheat used for the production of the substitution lines was obtained from a cross of tetraploid emmer with Ae.
tauschii and, therefore, the material produced contains different segments of individual Ae. tauschii chromosomes in the
Chinese Spring background.  After backcrossing with Chinese Spring, 85 defined homozygous T. aestivum–Ae. tauchii
introgression lines were selected using microsatellite markers.  Because Ae. tauschii is known to represent a valuable
source of genes for resistance against biotic and abiotic stress, the introgression lines produced have a high potential for
revealing and studying profitable genes or QTL in wild species.  The material is available on request.
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Table 1.  Reduction in grain weight in tetraploid and hexaploid wheats after chemical desiccation of the
plant canopy (TKW = 1,000-kernel weight).

Ploidy Growth TKW TKW
Accession Species level habit Origin (control) (treatment) %

H 1 T. turgidum subsp. turgidum 4x Winter Germany 48.04 20.43 42.53
H 2 T. turgidum subsp. turgidum 4x Winter Europe 40.01 28.45 71.11
H 3 T. turgidum subsp. turgidum 4x Winter Germany 38.85 20.41 52.54
H 4 T. turgidum subsp. turgidum 4x Winter Germany 31.40 11.98 38.15
H 5 T. turgidum subsp. turgidum 4x Winter Europe 30.64 23.89 77.97
H 6 T. turgidum subsp. turgidum 4x Winter Italy 42.63 25.50 59.82
H 7 T. turgidum subsp. turgidum 4x Winter Hungary 34.11 16.73 49.05
A 1 T. turgidum subsp. turgidum 4x Spring Spain 30.70 20.12 65.53
A 2 T. turgidum subsp. durum 4x Spring Tunisia 32.66 24.03 73.58
A 3 T. turgidum subsp. polonicum 4x Spring Germany 41.51 32.13 77.40
A 4 T. turgidum subsp. polonicum 4x Spring Germany 50.89 28.32 55.65
A 5 T. turgidum subsp. turanicum 4x Spring Iran 63.04 21.31 33.80
A 6 T. aestivum subsp. aestivum 6x Spring Canada 33.50 13.39 39.97
A 7 T. aestivum subsp. aestivum 6x Spring Australia 30.26 13.57 44.84
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AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF THE HUNGARIAN ACADEMY OF
SCIENCES
Brunszvik u. 2, H-2462 Martonvásár, Hungary.

The wheat season.  The abnormally warm, dry autumn resulted in uneven emergence and a considerable proportion of
the cereals became infected with viruses (BYDV and WDV).  After an average winter, the drought continued in spring,
so the national yield average was lower than expected.  The average protein content of the harvested wheat was over 13.8
%; as high as 14 % in some districts.  The high gluten content was combined with good gluten quality.
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Breeding.

Z. Bedö, L. Láng, L. Szunics, O. Veisz, G. Vida, I. Karsai, K. Mészáros, A. Juhász, M. Rakszegi, P. Szücs, K. Puskás, C.
Kuti, M. Megyeri, M. Gál, and I. Nagy.

Breeding.  Three high-quality, winter wheat cultivars bred at Martonvásár were registered in 2002.

Mv Süveges (Mv 14-2000) is a midseason quality wheat with good agronomic properties.  Selected from the
cross 'Mironovskaya 29/2* Mv Magdaléna', the new cultivar has 14.5–15 % protein and 37–42 % wet-gluten content, an
A1 farinograph value, high falling number, and high water uptake under Hungarian conditions.  Mv Süveges outyielded
Mv Emma, an older cultivar with similar quality, by 10 %.  The outstanding quality is accompanied by good stability.
The cultivar has good frost resistance, and good field resistance to powdery mildew and stem, leaf, and yellow rusts.

Mv Suba (Mv 18-2000) yields 2–3 % better than Mv Süveges.  The gluten content of Mv Suba is 2–3 % lower,
but it has a higher farinograph value (stable A1) and a higher alveograph W value.  The cultivar has good frost resistance;
medium lodging resistance; good resistance to powdery mildew, leaf and stem rust; and very good resistance to yellow
rust.  The pedigree of Mv Suba is ‘Erytrospermum1778-87/2*Mv Magdaléna’.

Mv Ködmön (Mv 22-2000) was selected from the cross 'Mironovskaya 29/2*Mv Magdaléna'.  Yields are
similar to those of Mv Suba.  The combination of high gluten content (35–36 %) and high gluten quality (A1 farinograph
quality) satisfies milling requirements.  Mv Ködmön is frost resistant and has good tillering capacity and adequate
resistance to leaf diseases.

Starch studies.  A population of the cultivar Bánkúti 1201 (registered in 1931) was divided into lines on the basis of
HMW-glutenin subunit composition and the starch properties of these lines were studied.  The amylose content of the
Bánkúti 1201 lines ranged from 14.4–24.2 %, which was about 40 % lower than the published results.  To study the
relationship between the different lines on the basis of starch properties, we made an hierarchical cluster analysis based
on RVA, DSC, and HPLC results.  Five groups of Bánkúti lines could be distinguished on the basis of these traits.  We
concluded that the Bánkúti lines, which are heterogeneous for their HMW-glutenin composition, also are heterogeneous
for starch properties.  Nevertheless, no correlation was found between the variability in protein composition and the
differences observed in starch properties.  The amylose content of the Bánkúti 1201 lines was lower than that of normal
winter wheat genotypes, but it is still not known whether all three waxy alleles are active in Bánkúti 1201 lines or if there
is a mutation in the waxy alleles that could influence activity.  Further studies need to be made for this purpose.

Modified HMW-glutenin ratio in transgenic wheat.  HMW-glutenin subunits have a significant influence on the
functional and technological properties of wheat flour, so numerous international and Hungarian laboratories are
attempting to modify the functional properties of the dough by developing glutenin transformants.  In the U.K., the
spring wheat line L88-6 was transformed successfully with an HMW-glutenin gene.  The B73-6-1 transgenic spring
wheat line thus created has extra copies of the 1Dx5 HMW-glutenin gene.  The flour of this wheat line has a higher
percentage of HMW-glutenin subunit proteins compared with the control, but the total protein content is not significantly
different.  The agronomic, technological, and rheological properties of the original and transformed wheat lines have
been tested in field and laboratory experiments.

In a 3-year field experiment (2000–02) that was part of a U.K.–Australian coöperation, nontransformed L88-6
was sown as a control for comparison with the transformed spring wheat line B73-6-1.  As a result of transformation,
gluten content, gluten spread, farinograph index, and 1,000-kernel weight were significantly reduced, whereas SDS
sedimentation and water absorption increased.  The year effect had a significant influence on yield, 1,000-kernel weight,
gluten quantity, gluten spread, protein content, falling number, and SDS sedimentation.  The location (Hungary, U.K., or
Australia) and fungicide treatment, at least in the number of replications for which data are available, had no significant
effect on the technological or rheological properties of the lines.  Transformation caused no significant changes in the
yield of the transgenic (107.6 %) or the control lines (100 %).  The lines did not differ from each other with respect to
either productivity or adaptability.  When mixed in the correct proportions with the flour of commercial wheat varieties,
the extra-strong gluten and low extensibility of the transgenic-wheat flour reduces the extensibility of the flours and
improves dough stability and, thus, can be used to amend poorer quality flours or for the development of new end-uses.
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Joint effect of changes in culture medium and incubation conditions on plant regeneration in elite winter wheat
cultivars.  In this study, an effective tissue-culture method was elaborated for plant regeneration from immature embryos
of elite winter wheat cultivars.  The influence of the hormones and strength of macroelements in the regeneration
medium, the incubation temperature, and the light intensity on plant-regeneration frequency were investigated.  The most
noticeable effect on plant formation frequency was achieved by simultaneously reducing the incubation temperature to
23°C and reducing to half-strength the concentration of macroelements in the regeneration medium.  This modification
improved the average shoot-regeneration frequency from about 14 to 57 % in Hungarian winter wheat cultivars.  Further
studies showed that changes in the light intensity combined with an alteration in the temperature improved the average
plant regeneration up to 82 %.

Research on the storage protein composition of old Hungarian wheat cultivars; determining and isolating new
and mutant genes.  In earlier studies, the complete genes on the A and B genomes were isolated from a cDNA bank
prepared from the Bánkúti 1201/11310 line, but only partial fragments of the Dx2 gene were found.  In 2003, that gene
bank was divided into small groups that, on the basis of Southern-hybridization analysis, contained the full length of the
Dx2 gene and could be gradually narrowed down until the desired clone was isolated.  The sequencing of the clone is
now in progress.

PCR cloning now is being used to isolate chimeric (recombinant) genes with structures similar to that of the
B21 clone previously discovered from the cDNA library and from genomic DNA.  The sequencing and sequence
analysis of the LMW-glutenin clones previously isolated from this gene bank now is complete, and the results will be
published soon.  Four of the eight genes are identical to the well-known LMW1D1 gene.  Three of the other four genes
show homology to sequences published by Japanese researchers in 2002 from a soft-grained Japanese wheat cultivar,
whereas one clone exhibits little homology with any known sequence.  A considerable amount of information suggests
that the structure of the Bx7 allele in wheat genotypes with the 7+8 allele composition differs from previously published
sequences.  Work has begun on the isolation of HMW-glutenin genes of the Bx7 type from the Bánkúti 1201 lines with
the Bx7/By8 genotype (one Bx7 overproducing and one under-producing genotype) by means of genomic PCR analysis.
The cloning of the cDNA isolated from the cultivar Lovászpatonai 407 has been completed.

Frost tolerance of T. turgidum subsp. durum genotypes in soils with various moisture contents.  The frost tolerance
of nine T. turgidum subsp. durum genotypes of various origin was determined in the phytotron at –3.5°C at different soil-
moisture contents.  At the end of preliminary growth (Feeke’s stage 4) and during the first phase of hardening, five
different soil moisture-content levels were established by adding various quantities of water.  The majority of genotypes
survived freezing best in very dry soil (water content was 28.3 % of natural soil-water capacity).  Cultivars with poor
frost tolerance suffered the greatest mortality in wet (water content 67.3 %) or very wet (water content 74.8 %) soils.  For
all genotypes, a negative correlation was observed between the percent of survival and the soil-water content.  The frost
tolerance of cultivars with good winter hardiness was not greatly influenced by the soil-moisture content prior to
freezing.  For the other genotypes, close correlations of various sizes were found between frost tolerance and soil-water
content.  The scoring data of plants that survived freezing and exhibited regrowth also reflected the fact that freezing
caused the least damage to the plants in the very dry treatment.  In a similar experiment on bread wheat, differences in
soil-moisture content during freezing had little influence on the test results of cultivars with excellent frost tolerance,
whereas for those with moderate or poorer frost tolerance, the survival values of plants frozen at different soil-moisture
contents had a deviation of more than 50 %.  These results are confirmed by the present experiment with durum wheat.
Soil-moisture content influences the concentration of the cell solution in the plants, which in turn affects the survival of
the plants due to ice formation at subzero temperatures.

Disease-resistance studies.  The degree of infection of genotypes with known resistance genes for leaf and stem rust
was examined in an artificially inoculated nursery.  We found that the resistance genes Lr9, Lr19, Lr25, Lr29, and Lr35
provided full protection from leaf rust in 2002, whereas NILs with genes Lr23, Lr24, Lr37, and Lr44 exhibited infection
levels of 10 % or less.  Cultivars with resistance genes Sr5+6+8a+17, Sr7a,  Sr9b, Sr9e, Sr11, Sr27, Sr31, Sr36, and
SrDr+1 had the lowest stem rust infection.

The race composition and virulence of the natural powdery mildew population was found to be similar to that in
Martonvásár, and the efficiency of known resistance genes was examined in a greenhouse under controlled conditions.
We found that the dominant races of powdery mildew (and their frequency) in 2002 were as follows:  90 (20.3 %), 63
(18.2 %), 72 (18.2 %), 77 (15.1 %), and 76 (9.4 %).  The number of virulence genes in the pathogen population averaged
4.47.  Resistance gene Pm4a+ (Khapli) provided complete protection to wheat powdery mildew pathotypes identified,
whereas cultivars with genes Pm1+2+9, Pm3b, and Pm3d had less than 20 % infection.
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In an irrigated experiment with artificial inoculation to ensure high pathogen pressure, Fusarium resistance of
the spikes of 229 T. aestivum and 17 T. durum cultivars, breeding lines, and other foreign sources was tested.  Resistant
lines were crossed with Martonvásár cultivars.  Molecular genetic analysis has begun on two populations from these
combinations.  This work will identify molecular markers at the DNA level that can be used to trace the inheritance of
spike Fusarium resistance in progeny generations.

While studying the possibility of MAS, new combinations were developed in which one parent is a Martonvásár
cultivar and the other is a genotype with a leaf rust-resistance gene that can be identified with PCR-based markers (Lr9
and Lr24).  The BC

2
 generation was raised in the greenhouse, after which the plants were backcrossed to the recurrent

parent.  The incorporation of the Lr25, Lr29, and Lr35 leaf rust-resistance genes into selected genotypes is now under-
way at the institute.

Resistance of bread and durum wheat cultivars to Fusarium proliferatum was tested in field and greenhouse
experiments.  This species is one of the Fusarium species that produces mycotoxins in a wide variety of forms.  In
greenhouse experiments, spikes of bread and durum wheat genotypes that were infected with F. proliferatum isolates
remained symptom-free.  An analysis of wheat grains originating from inoculated samples showed that when single
spikelets were inoculated, the pathogen never spread to other parts of the spike but at the site of injection the grains were
diseased, if they formed at all.  When the whole of the spike surface was inoculated, the average degree of grain infection
was 38.2 % in bread wheat and 77.9 % in durum cultivars.

Virus diseases have attacked cereals more and more frequently in recent years.  We observed that winter barley,
common wheat, durum wheat, triticale, and oats were most affected by virus infection in Hungary in 2002.  Based on a
data series covering the last 30 years, BYDV caused the greatest damage in the neighborhood of Martonvásár in earlier
years, whereas the WDV became increasingly common from the mid 1990s.  The epidemic in 2002 was caused primarily
by the appearance and intensive multiplication of this virus.  An analysis of plant samples exhibiting symptoms of leaf
yellowing and dwarfing indicated that 91.1 % were infected with WDV, 76.1 % with the virus alone.  The BYDV group
was detected alone in only 0.4 % of the samples and in combination with WDV in 12.8 %.  The cereal yellow dwarf
virus (CYDV) occurred alone in 0.4 % and in combination with WDV in 2.2 %.  Neither BYDV, CYDV, nor WDV could
be isolated from 8.1 % of the samples.  Substantial differences were observed between the cereal species, but WDV was
dominant on all species.  A total of six virus species were detected on winter wheat.  Species in the BYDV group very
rarely were found alone (0.4 % for both BYDV and CYDV) but considerably more frequently in combination with
WDV.

Abiotic stress-resistance studies.  Changes in the activity of antioxidant enzymes were investigated during cold-
tolerance studies.  Leaf samples taken from plants of three cultivars with different levels of frost resistance, grown in a
phytotron experiment, were analyzed.  The activity of the glutathione reductase (GR) and glutathione S-transferase
(GST) enzymes decreased in the poorly resistant cultivar Chinese Spring as the temperature dropped, although in the
case of the ascorbate peroxidase (APx) and guaiacol peroxidase (GPx) enzymes, no great change in the activity was
noted.  By contrast, in lines with better frost resistance (Cheyenne and B. 1201), the activity of the APx and Catalase
enzymes increased during the experiment, whereas that of GR and GPx remained unchanged.  These two varieties
exhibited similar enzyme activity in the experiment, confirming the observation that the antioxidant defence system
plays an important role in the development of resistance to low temperatures.

Investigations on the effect of global climate changes within the framework of environmental protection
research, phytotron experiments were set up to determine which chromosomes were responsible for greater CO

2
 utiliza-

tion and how it influenced frost resistance.  The mean values of phenological parameters in chromosome substitution
lines with major genes for frost resistance were significantly better when grown at a CO

2
 concentration of 700 µmol/

µmol than under normal conditions.  At increased atmospheric CO
2
 concentrations, the frost resistance of the cultivars

and substitution lines was significantly better after freezing at –12°C.  The various frost resistance genes, however,
responded differently to the higher CO

2
 level.  Both biomass production and frost resistance, which helps the plant to

survive cold stress, were found to increase at high atmospheric CO
2
 concentration.

Studies also were made on the interaction between increased atmospheric CO
2
 concentration and various

macronutrient supplies.  When the CO
2
 concentration was doubled, more intensive photosynthetic activity was measured,

the shoot and root mass increased, but the nitrogen content of the leaves was reduced.  However, the quantity of
chlorophylls and carotinoids in the leaves only decreased in one of the varieties as the result of CO

2
 treatment.  When the
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soil nitrogen content was low, the effect of CO
2
 declined.  Although too much N inhibited plant development, this

reduction was moderated by a high concentration of CO
2
.  The root mass changed in inverse proportion to the quantity of

N, whereas the N, chlorophyll and carotinoid contents of the shoot increased in direct proportion with the soil nitrogen
content.
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Genetic and physiological studies.
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I. Molnár.

Glutathione accumulation in wheat subjected to abiotic stresses.  The effect of different abiotic stresses (extreme
temperatures and osmotic stress) on the accumulation of glutathione and hydroxymethylglutathione, on the ratio of the
reduced to oxidized forms of these thiols (GSH/GSSG, hmGSH/hmGSSG), and on glutathione reductase (GR) activity
was studied in the frost-tolerant wheat Cheyenne and the frost-sensitive Chinese Spring.  Cold treatment induced a
greater increase in total glutathione content and GR activity in the tolerant cultivar than in the sensitive one.  The
GSH:GSSG and hmGSH:hmGSSG ratios increased only in the frost-tolerant Cheyenne by this treatment.  After heat
stress, these ratios were greater in Chinese Spring.  Osmotic stress resulted in a great increase in the total glutathione
content independently of frost tolerance.  The amount of total hydroxymethylglutathione increased following all stress
treatments.  These results indicate the involvement of these antioxidants in the stress response of wheat to abiotic
stresses.

Fluorescence in situ hybridization polymorphism with two repetitive DNA clones (pAs1, pSc119.2) in different
wheat cultivars.  Twenty-two wheat cultivars and a wheat line were analyzed with two-color FISH using the pSc119.2
and pAs1 repetitive DNA clones to detect whether polymorphism could be observed in the hybridization pattern of
different wheat cultivars.  The FISH-hybridization pattern of Chinese Spring was compared to wheat cultivars of
different origin.  Differences were observed in the hybridization patterns of chromosomes 4A, 5A, 1B, 2B, 3B, 5B, 6B,
7B, 1D, 2D, 3D, and 4D.  Although a certain degree of polymorphism exists in the FISH pattern of different wheat
cultivars, 17 pairs of chromosomes could be identified according to their hybridization patterns with these two probes.
This study will help to predict the expected variation in the FISH pattern when analyzing wheat genetic stocks of
different origin.  We presume that variations in hybridization patterns are caused by chromosome structural rearrange-
ments and differences in the amount and location of repetitive sequences in the cultivars analyzed.

Nutrient-composition studies.  We investigated the variability in mineral element concentrations in the whole grain of
wild, ancient, and cultivated Triticum species last year.  Our results showed that higher Cu, Zn, Ca, and Mg contents
generally could be observed in the grains of Aegilops species, whereas higher Fe concentrations were found in the grains
of Triticum accessions.  Additionally, no correlation was found between the ploidy level and genome types and the
mineral content of the grains.

Copper-tolerance studies.  Twenty-seven different cereal accessions belonging to the Triticinae subtribe were screened
for copper tolerance in hydroponic cultures.  Based on the shoot dry-mass reduction and the decreased value of the Fv/
Fm fluorescence induction parameter, the Secale species were the most tolerant.  Slightly tolerant and relatively sensitive
common wheat cultivars also were identified.  No significant correlation was found between the copper and iron concen-
tration of the shoots and the degree of copper tolerance.

Effects of drought stress on wheat and Ae. biuncialis genotypes.  The effects of drought stress, stimulated by increas-
ing concentrations of PEG, were examined on the photosynthetic processes of wheat and Ae. biuncialis genotypes
originating from various habitats.  During moderate stress, Ae. biuncialis lines originating from dry habitats fixed more
CO

2
 than the wheats because of a lesser degree of stomatal closure.  After greater water loss caused by severe drought

stress, they had a more rapid regeneration ability compared to the wheats.  Drought stress in the cultivar Sakha resulted
in the induction of the generative phase, with an acceleration in flowering and ripening.  The properties of Ae. biuncialis
lines originating from dry habitats could be suitable for improving the drought tolerance of wheat.

Structural changes in the photosynthetic apparatus under osmotic stress.  Photosynthesis in three Ae. biuncialis
genotypes differing in the annual rainfall of their habitat (1,050 mm, 550 mm, and 225 mm), two drought-resistant T.
aestivum genotypes, and a high-crossing-efficiency wheat (Mv9kr1) was examined to determine the effect of osmotic
stress brought about by the addition of PEG to the nutrient solution.  Two Aegilops genotypes, Ae.b.225 and Ae.b.550,
proved to be relatively stable under osmotic stress showing only slight changes in the chlorophyll concentration in the
leaves and the relative amount of chlorophyll proteins (CPs) in the thylakoids.  In spite of the structural stability, PEG
treatment considerably lowered the yield of low-temperature fluorescence emission.  The relative increase in emission
around 700 nm can be attributed to quenching processes related to LHC aggregation.  More pronounced changes in the
relative amount of CPs were observed in Triticum genotypes and in Ae.b.1050.  These changes, which included a relative
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decrease in the PSII core complex and a relative increase in LHC, were reversed during the recovery period.  The low-
temperature fluorescence yield decreased evenly throughout the spectrum and the lack of a relative increase at around
700 nm points to a quenching process other than LHC aggregation.  The Ae.b.1050 and Mv9kr1 wheat genotypes proved
to be the most susceptible to osmotic stress, with a more pronounced decrease in PSIICC and an increase in LHCII, a
smaller decrease in fluorescence in the emission spectra, and slower recovery of these parameters.

Adaptation to long-term water stress in wheat and Ae. biuncialis genotypes.  The physiological and morphological
responses to PEG-induced water stress were investigated in three Ae. biuncialis genotypes differing in the annual rainfall
of their habitat (1050, 550, and 225 mm/year) and in three T. aestivum wheat genotypes.  In the Aegilops genotypes, a
decrease in the osmotic pressure of the nutrient solution from –0.027 MPa to –1.8 MPa resulted in high water loss, small
stomatal closure, a decrease in the intercellular CO

2
 concentration, and an increase in photorespiration.  However, the

Aegilops genotypes exhibited intensive CO
2
 assimilation capacity.  Together, these factors led to intensive growth,

especially in the roots, even under osmotic stress.

In the wheat genotypes, osmotic stress evokes intensive stomata closure, resulting in small water loss and a high
intercellular CO

2
 concentration.  The decrease in CO

2
-fixation capacity and increase in dark respiration during osmotic

treatment was manifested in a decrease in the growth rate and biomass production.  These results suggest that the
Aegilops genotypes could be a valuable gene source for wheat improvement for drought stress.

Publications.
Bálint AF, Kovács G, and Sutka J.  2002.  Copper tolerance of Aegilops, Triticum, Secale and triticale seedlings and

copper and iron content in their shoots.  Acta Biol Szegediensis  46:77-78.
Bálint AF, Kovács G, Erdei L, and Sutka J.  2002.  Variability of mineral element concentrations in the whole grains of

Triticum and Aegilops species.  In:  Broad Variation and Precise Characterization–Limitation for the Future, Proc
EUCARPIA Cong (Swiecicki W, Naganowska B, and Wolko B eds).  Poznan, Poland.  Pp. 153-155.

Kocsy G, Szalai G, and Galiba G.  2002.  Induction of glutathione synthesis and glutathione reductase activity by abiotic
stresses in wheat and maize.  The Scientific World J  2:1726-1732.

Molnár I, Gáspár L, Stéhli L, Dulai S, Sárvári É, Király I, Galiba G, and Molnár-Láng M.  2002.  The effects of drought
stress on the photosynthetic processes of wheat and of Aegilops biuncialis genotypes originating from various
habitats.  Acta Biol Szegediensis  46(3-4):115-116.

Gáspár L, Sárvári É, Molnár I, Stéhli L, Molnár-Láng M, and Galiba G.  2002.  Structural changes of the photosynthetic
apparatus under osmotic stress in different Triticum aestivum and Aegilops biuncialis genotypes.  Acta Biol
Szegediensis  46(3-4):91-93.

Molnár I, Gáspár L, Dulai S, Galiba G, and Molnár-Láng M.  2003.  Physiological and morphological adaptation to long-
term water stress in wheat and Aegilops biuncialis genotypes.  Plant Sci (submitted).

Cell biology studies.

B. Barnabás, L. Sági, I. Takács, É. Szakács, I. Timár, É. Darkó, and F. Bakos.

Regeneration of fertile plants from cultivated zygotes in vitro.  Zygotes fertilized in planta developed into fertile
plants under in vitro conditions.  Microspore cultures and ovaries derived from the same species were tested as nurse
cells.  With both types of feeder systems, about 20 % of the isolated zygotes were able to regenerate into plants.  The
developmental pattern of the zygotes with regard to morphology, cytological properties, and rhythm of development
resembled the in vivo course of zygotic development, except that the first division seemed to be symmetrical in contrast
to the asymmetrical division observable in planta.  We concluded that ovaries may have the same nurse effect as mi-
crospores on zygotes cultured in vitro.  The application of ovaries as a nurse system is much less time-consuming than
using isolated microspore cultures.

In vitro microspore selection to produce Al-tolerant DH lines.  Aluminium toxicity is considered to be the most
important factor limiting plant growth and production in acid soils.  Because Al tolerance is expressed in both the
vegetative and generative life cycle of plants, the in vitro selection of uninucleate microspores in anther culture provides
a useful tool for developing Al-resistant crops in homozygotic form.  Al-tolerant genotypes of wheat were selected and
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regenerated in vitro from microspores and the phytotoxic effects of aluminium were investigated on the second genera-
tion of the selected dihaploid lines.

Aluminium strongly inhibited the root growth in the Al-sensitive line, but the inhibition was moderate in Al-
tolerant genotypes.  This result is correlated with the lower accumulation of aluminium in the root apex of Al-tolerant
genotypes than in the Al-sensitive line, indicating an Al-exclusion mechanism in resistant lines.  Aluminium is accumu-
lated in the apex region of the primary and secondary roots, especially in the root tip and meristem region, and only a
small amount of Al was observed in the elongation and in the absorption zones.  Aluminum could be transported to the
lower part of the shoot to a slight extent, but could not be detected in the leaves.  This effect was manifested in a slight
shoot growth inhibition even in the Al-sensitive line.

The phytotoxic effects of aluminum treatment on the shoot and leaves are manifested in a reduction in the CO
2

fixation capacity and in increased respiration, but the photochemical processes of photosystem II are not limited.  These
results suggest an alteration in the ATP and NADPH/NADH metabolism under Al stress.  Because Al accumulation was
not detectable in the leaves, these effects must be indirect.  When comparing the genotypes the above-mentioned
phytotoxic effects were much less pronounced in the Al-resistant genotypes.

Publications.
Darkó E, Bakos F, Szakács E, Dulai S, Stefanovits-Bányai E, and Barnabás B.  2002.  Long-term phytotoxic effects of

aluminum on Al-susceptible and Al-tolerant genotypes of wheat selected from microspores.  Acta Biol Szegediensis
46:87-88.

Darkó E, Stefanovits-Bányai E, and Barnabás B.  2002.  Influence of aluminium on plant growth and mineral composi-
tion of Al-susceptible and Al-tolerant wheat genotypes selected from microspores.  In:  Metal elements in Environ-
ment, Medicine and Biology (Garban Z and Dragan P eds) (in press).

KARCAG RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF DEBRECEN UNIVERSITY
5301 Karcag, Hungary.

M. Fazekas, L. Balla, Gy. Chrappán, and Á. Czimbalmas.

The research activities of the Karcag Research Institute focus on the Great Hungarian Plain, especially on the Middle-
Tisza region because of the geographical location.  The Middle-Tisza region has the most extreme ecological conditions
in the Great Hungarian Plain including a high shortage of air and soil moisture and special pedological, hydrological, and
geological conditions.  Winters on the plain are colder and summers are warmer than average for the country.  The first
Hungarian wheat varieties (e.g., Bánkuti 1201) were developed in this area in the first half of the 20th century.

After the institute was established in 1947, Karcagi 522, bred by E. Vezekényi, was released and widely used in
the plains area.  A Co60 mutant of Karcagi 522 was a dwarf genotype with high-protein content (breeder P. Viglási).

The program was interrupted for a time and revived 20 years ago.  Today, we are working to develop and
introduce new cultivars with high quality and excellent adaptability to the severe local climatic conditions.  We would
like these new cultivars to reach the level of Bánkuti, which was awarded a gold medal for its quality in Regina, Canada,
in 1933.

Cultivars.

Kondor.  This cultivar is the result of a joint effort with the Plant Breeding Station in Solary (South Slovakia).  Kondor
has a high yield potential and excellent adaptability.

Alex.  This cultivar is an introduction from the Lovrin Station (Bánát) in Romania where the ecological conditions are
very similar.  Released in 1999, Alex has a high yield potential with excellent quality and good adaptability.
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Róna.  The first new cultivar from our program, Róna was released in 1998.  Róna has excellent yield potential with
excellent adaptability.

Hunor.  Released in 1998,  this cultivar is famous for its yield potential and excellent quality.  Hunor is the most widely
used cultivar from our program.

New releases.

Kg. Kunhalom.  Released in 2002, Kg. Kunhalom is a cultivar with the best quality and good adaptability.

Kg. Magor.   Released in 2002.  This cultivar has a high yield potential and good adaptability.

All cultivars released by our Institute are semidwarf and have excellent lodging resistance and winter hardiness.
We started their multiplication, and they now are gaining area very fast.

Personnel changes.

Dr. László Balla, who retired from the Agricultural Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in 1996
after a productive and very distinguished career at Martonvásár, has joined us as a scientific advisor and continues his
breeding activity in Karcag.

Publications.
Balla L.  2000.  The wheat production in Hungary in the first half of 20th centruy.  Agrofórum 11(12):1-4.
Balla L.  2001.  Wheat Production in Hungary (past, present and future).   Hung Agric Res  10(1):11-15.
Balla L.  2001.  Wheat breeding and production in Hungary in the second half of 20th century.  Magkutatás, termesztés,

kereskedelem  15(4):21-26.
Balla L.  2002.  The recent wheat breeding and its impact on the wheat production.  In:  Farming on the Plain area, Proc

Arany János Múzeum.  Nagykorös, pp. 215-237.
Balla L Ed.  2002.  Cereal production strategy of farming.  Budapest, Mezogazda Kiadó.  93 pp.
Fazakas M and Zsigrai Gy.  2002.  Interactions between nutrient supply and winter wheat quality in long-term

fertilisation experiments.    In:  Tartamkísérletek, tájtermesztés, vidékfejlesztés, Nemzetközi konferencia.  Debrecen,
Nyírlugos, Nyíregyháza, Livada, 6–8 June, 2002.   pp. 348-351.

Fazekas M.  2001.  Effect of nutrient supply on winter wheat quality on meadow solonetz soil.  Innováció, a tudomány és
a gyakorlat egysége az ezredforduló agráriumában.  Gödöllo, 2001.  Pp. 128-137.

Zsigrai Gy and Fazekas M.  2002.  Effect of nutrient supply on winter wheat quality on meadow chernozem soil.  In:
Alps-Adria Scientific Workshop, Opatija, 4–8 March, 2002.  Pp. 175-179.

Zsigrai Gy, Fazekas M, and Márki Sz.  2002.  Paste elongability examination of winter wheat flour samples.  In:  EU
Konform mezogazdaság és élelmiszer biztonság, Debrecen, 26–27 September, 2002.
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ITEMS FROM INDIA

BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
Nuclear Agriculture and Biotechnology Division, Molecular Biology Division, Mumbai-
400085, India.

Current activities:  combining quality traits with durable rust-resistance genes and molecular
studies in Indian wheats.

B.K. Das and S.G. Bhagwat, and A. Saini and N. Jawali (Molecular Biology Division).

The HMW-glutenin subunits are important for improving the bread-making quality of wheat.  We selected desirable
HMW subunits such as 5+10 (coded by Glu-D1d)  in early generation breeding material in a high yielding background.
We also are working to recombine durable rust-resistance genes such as Sr24, Lr24, and Sr31 with good quality subunits.
Intervarietal crosses were made and in the F

2
 generation and single-plant selections were made.  Single-plant harvests

from the F
2
 plants were analyzed for HMW-glutenin subunits by SDS-PAGE.  Plants with subunits 5+10 were selected

and carried forward.  The F
3
 plant progeny were grown and their agronomic attributes are being evaluated.  Resistance to

rusts under field conditions  in these lines is being studied by artificially injecting a stem rust spore suspension at the
seedling stage.  We also are developing and identifying DNA markers for quality traits and rust-resistance genes.  The F

2

progenies were raised by crossing suitable parents and PCR-based markers are being evaluated.

Earlier, the sphaerococcum locus was transferred in to an agronomically suitable background.  From the
backcross population, plants with sphaerococcum and nonsphaerococcum morphology were selected and crossed.  An F

2

population resulting from this cross was grown in the field.  The population segregated for sphaerococcum and
nonsphaerococcum types.  Culm length, spike length, number of spikelets/cm of spike, and leaf type (erect/drooping)
were recorded.  On the basis of culm length, the segregation pattern indicated shorter culms were governed by a single,
recessive locus.   We currently are analyzing morphological data and DNA from individual plants using RAPDs to study
variation at the DNA level associated with sphaerococcum locus.

Genetic linkage map of bread wheat.

E. Nalini and N. Jawali (Molecular Biology Division) and S.G. Bhagwat.

Most often a linkage map is prepared using populations obtained from two highly diverse genotypes.  Such maps may
not be best suited for practical use as the markers used in obtaining the map may not be polymorphic among the cultivars
used as parents in a breeding program.  The cultivars Kalyansona and Sonalika, which were extensively grown at the
beginning of Green Revolution and subsequently widely used in breeding programs, showed variation for seed and plant
morphology, agronomic characters, and HMW-glutenin subunits.  An F

2
 population from a cross between the two

cultivars was grown and phenotypes for the morphological traits and HMW-glutenin subunits were scored.  Methods for
minipreparation of DNA from wheat leaves suitable for PCR-based marker analysis and long term storage were devel-
oped and used to isolate DNA from the leaves collected from the plants in the F

2
 generation.  Arbitrarily primed poly-

merase chain reaction (AP-PCR), RAPD, and ISSR primers are being screened for polymorphism in the parents and
subsequently used to genotype the F

2
 population.  Analysis of the data to determine the association of markers with

morphological and agronomically important traits is underway.
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Studies on stomatal frequency in wheat.

S.G. Bhagwat.

Stomata/mm2 of leaf and leaf area are usually negatively correlated.  We are studying an experimental selection that was
irradiated using gamma rays.  Plants in the M

9
 generation were grown in the winter of 2002–03.  Flag-leaf blade area of

five main tillers was estimated using leaf length and maximum leaf width.  Stomatal frequency was estimated by making
leaf impressions of the upper surface.  Analysis is in progress.  So far, results show that the range of stomata/mm2 was
100 + 2.9 to 63.6 + 8.8 corresponding to leaf areas of 11.1 + 0.4 and 27.7 + 2.61 cm2, respectively.  An overall negative
association between stomatal frequency and leaf area was observed, however, lines with less than expected stomatal
frequency were observed.  Results indicate that variability for leaf area and stomata/mm2 was induced.

An experimental line with sphaerococcum morphology was mutagenized using gamma rays.  A mutant with
altered culm and rachis length was isolated.  The leaves also showed altered morphology.  The data (mean of three) on
pot-grown plants for culm length, spikelets/cm of rachis, flag-leaf blade area (cm2), and stomata/mm2 for the parent and
the mutant were 31.3, 3.61, 28.4, 64.1, and 37.9, 2.43, 13.7, and 91.2, respectively.  One F

1
 plant had taller culms and

intermediate numbers of spikelets/cm of rachis, flag-leaf blade area, and stomata/mm2 values.

Two experimental lines with contrasting leaf areas showed that the larger-leafed parent had an area of 26.2 cm2

and a stomatal frequency 70.1/mm2.  The corresponding values for the smaller-leafed parent were 11.5 for leaf area and
79.2 for stomatal frequency, each a mean of three observations.  The mean of two F

1
 plants showed that the leaf area was

intermediate (20.6 cm2) and the stomatal frequency was lower than expected (66.9/mm2).

Image analysis of wheat grains.

S.G. Bhagwat, J.K. Sainis (Molecular Biology Division), and S.P. Shouche and R. Rastogi (Computer Division).

Image analysis has the potential for use in assessing quality and identifying cultivars in wheat.  Previously, we studied
Indian wheat cultivars with a ‘Comprehensive Image Processing Software’.  We were able to show that the cultivars
could be distinguished from each other.  To test the capability of the software and hardware combination, we have
subjected genetically related experimental wheat lines to image analysis.  The results show that out of the six possible
pair combinations, four were distinguishable.

Publications.
Bhagwat SG and Das BK.  2002.  Differences in grain quality alteration in response to environmental condition.  In:

2nd Internat Group Meeting on Wheat Technologies for Warmer Areas.  Agharker Res Inst, Pune, India, 23–26
September 2002.  Abstr Book, Pp. 126-127.

Bhagwat SG.  2002.  Use of image analysis in mutation breeding for changing grain shape in durum wheat.  Indian
Nuclear Society Ann Conf, Mumbai, India, 9–11 October, 2002.  Poster presentation .

Nalini E, Bhagwat SG, and Jawali N.  2003.  A simple method for isolation of DNA from plants suitable for long term
storage and DNA marker analysis.  In:  National Seminar on The Role of Biotechnology on the Development of the
Indian Economy, Mumbai, India.  Poster Abstr p. 7.
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BHARATHIAR UNIVERSITY
Cytogenetics Laboratory, Department of Botany, Coimbatore – 641 046, India.

Incorporation of specific rust-resistance genes in wheat and their confirmation through
morphological, genetic, and molecular markers.

V.R.K. Reddy and G. Kalaiselvi.

Seven stem rust-resistance genes (Sr24, Sr25, Sr26, Sr27, Sr28, Sr31, and Sr38), four leaf rust -resistance genes (Lr19,
Lr24, Lr26, and Lr37), and two stripe rust-resistance genes (Yr9 and Yr17) present either singly or in combination
(linked), were transferred from aline hexaploid wheat cultivars (K8962, HW 2034, and HW4001).  A simple backcross
method was used to transfer these genes, and BC

2
F

5
 and BC

5
F

5
 NILs were made from all 21 cross combinations.  The

transfer of rust-resistance genes into Indian wheats was confirmed through morphological, genetic, and molecular
markers.  Morphological markers for awnless spikes (Darf/3Ag*6//KITE; Sr24 + Lr24), lax spike (TH*8/VPM-1; Sr38 +
Lr37 + Yr17), reduced yellow pigment in the flour (COOK*6/C80-1; Sr25 + Lr19), club spike (W3353; Sr27), and waxy
color (VEE S; Sr31 + Lr26 + Yr9) were used.  Respective NILs were crossed with the universal susceptible cultivar Agra
local.

All F
1
 hybrids were completely resistant to rust, whereas the F

2
 plants were segregating as 3 resistant:1

susceptilbe.  Similarly, the BC
1
 hybrids segregated in a ratio of 1 resistant:1 susceptible.  The F

2
 segregation from F

1

monosomics and disomic hybrids between monosomic Chinese Spring wheat and the NILs for Lr19 (K8962), Lr37 (HW
2034), and Lr24 (HW 4001) segregated 3:1 resistant:susceptible for rust-resistance genes except for lines 7D, 2A, and
3D, respectively, thus confirming the incorporation of rust resistance into that chromosome of the wheat parent.

The NILs and the parental lines for leaf rust-resistance gene Lr24 were screened at the molecular level using the
previously identified RAPD primer OPJ-09 (Schachermayr 1995), which has complete linkage to Lr24.  This primer
amplified a diagnostic 550-bp fragment and resulted in one additional band in the resistant NILs.  This band was absent
in the susceptible parents.

Reference.
Schachermayr GM, Messmer MM, Feuillet C, Winzeler H, WInzeler M, and Keller B.  1995.  Identification and localiza-

tion of molecular markers linked to the Agropyron elongatum-derived Lr24 leaf rust resistance gene of wheat.  Theor
Appl Genet  90:982-990.

Publications.
Dhamayanthi KPM and Reddy VRK.  2002.  biological effects of gamma rays, EMS, MMS and their combination in

chilli (Capsicum annuum L.).  J Nuc Tech Agric Biol  30(3-4):204-208.
Hemalatha K, Reddy VRK, Magdalene PT.  2002.  Effectiveness of various stem rust resistance genes in some Indian

wheat cultivars.  J Cytol Genet  3(NS)(2):in press.
Reddy VRK.  2002.  Rust reactions of the near-isogenic lines carrying various stem and stripe rust resistance genes in

some Indian wheats.  Adv Plant Sci  15(1):279-286.
Reddy VRK.  2002.  Status of rye chromosome in hexaploid triticale.  Adv Biosci  21(1):59-66.
Reddy VRK.  2002.  Incorporation of leaf and stem rust resistance genes into Indian wheat cultivars.  Adv Biosci

21(1):in press.
Reddy VRK.  2002.  Confirmation of transfer of rust resistance genes into Indian wheat cultivars through inheritance and

monosomic analysis.  Adv Biosci  21(1):in press.
Reddy VRK.  2002.  Effectiveness of various rust resistance genes in some hexaploid wheat cultivars.  Adv Biosci

21(2):in press.
Reddy VRK and Gothandam KM.  2002.  Allelic variation of HMW glutenin subunits in Indian bread wheat cultivars.  J

Cytol Genet  3(NS)(1):89-93.
Reddy VRK, Gothandam KM, and Kalaiselvi G.  2002.  Genetics and breeding studies in wheat:  transfer of leaf rust

resistance genes into Indian wheat cultivars.  Ann Wheat Newslett  48:74-76.
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Reddy VRK, Gothandam KM, and Kalaiselvi G.  2002.  Changes in soluble protein content in near-isogenic wheat lines
carying various rust resistance genes.  J Cytol Genet  3(NS)(2):in press.

CH. CHARAN SINGH UNIVERSITY
Molecular Biology Laboratory, Department of Agricultural Botany, Meerut – 250 004,
U.P., India.

P. K.Gupta, H.S. Balyan, M. Prasad (Present address IPK, Corrensstrasse 3, D-06466, Germany), J.K. Roy (Present
address Department of Biology, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada), R. Bandopadhyay, N. Kumar, S. Sharma, P.L.
Kulwal, S. Rustgi, R. Singh, A. Goyal, A. Kumar, and S.N. Prashanth.

Development and use of molecular markers for QTL mapping and genomics research in bread
wheat.

QTL-interval mapping using the International Triticeae Mapping Initiative mapping population.
QTL analysis for yield and yield-contributing traits.  Using QTL Cartographer, QTL-interval mapping for seven yield
and yield-contributing traits (tillers/plant, spike length, spikelets/spike, grains/spike, biological yield, harvest index, and
grain yield) was undertaken in bread wheat using a set of 110 RILs of the International Triticeae Mapping Initiative
mapping population (ITMIpop).  For each trait, recorded values were averaged from 15 plants/genotype (five plants from
each of the three replications).  Data on a set of 358 mapped molecular markers for the ITMIpop (both genotype data and
genetic distances) were provided by M.S. Röder (IPK, Gatersleben, Germany) and were used for QTL analysis.  Com-
posite interval mapping (CIM) resolved 29 QTL (LOD = 2.1 to 5.5) distributed on 16 chromosomes (six from the A
genome and five each from the B and D genomes).  Seven molecular markers associated with QTL also showed signifi-
cant marker-trait association, both in regression analysis and t-tests and can be used for MAS.  The QTL effects (R2)
ranged from 5.3 % to 50.6 % and, when measured irrespective of LOD score, gave a characteristic L-shaped distribution
suggesting that there are many minor QTL that should also be taken into account during MAS.  Multitrait, composite-
interval mapping (MCIM) for two groups of correlated traits (1. tillers/plant, biological yield, harvest index, and grain
yield; and 2. spike length, spikelets/spike, and grains/spike) detected 41 QTL for seven individual traits.  Several QTL
could be pleiotropic, influencing more than one trait.  In some cases, for the same QTL, LOD scores in MCIM were
generally higher than those in CIM, thus placing a higher level of confidence and reducing the possibility of false
positives in the QTL identified in both CIM and MCIM.  This study is being extended by growing the mapping popula-
tion at three locations for 2 years, so that ‘QTL x environment’ and the epistatic interactions can be worked out.

QTL analysis for growth and leaf characters.  Using QTL Cartographer, QTL-interval mapping for four
growth characters (early growth habit, days-to-heading, days-to-maturity, and plant height) and associated studies for
two leaf characters (leaf color and leaf waxiness) were conducted utilizing a set of 110 RILs of the ITMIpop.  CIM for
all the four growth characters and MCIM for three correlated traits also were made.  The framework map and the
genotypic data for the molecular markers used for yield and yield-contributing traits also were utilized for the QTL
analysis of these traits.  Sixteen QTL detected by CIM using LOD scores ranging from 2.0 to 12.7 were spread over eight
chromosomes.  The individual QTL effects ranged from 6.8–38.08 %, giving an aggregate of 17.81–91.04 % for indi-
vidual traits.  MCIM was done separately for three correlated metric traits, i.e., early growth habit, days-to-heading, and
days-to-maturity.  MCIM and CIM together detected 26 QTL for the above three correlated traits.  Of these, only six
were detected by both CIM and MCIM, 12 were detected by MCIM alone, and the remaining eight were detected by
CIM alone.  Fourteen molecular markers that were closest to 14 of the 16 QTL identified by CIM also were tested for
marker-trait association using regression and t-tests.  Five markers showed significant association and, therefore, are
recommended for use in MAS.

QTL analysis for preharvest-sprouting tolerance (PHST).  QTL-interval mapping for PHST also used the
ITMIpop.  At crop maturity, data for PHST were recorded on each of 110 RILs belonging to ITMIpop.  At the time of
physiological maturity, 15 spikes from each of the 110 RILs (five each per genotype per replication) were harvested
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separately and scored for tolerance to preharvest sprouting following Baier (Ann Wheat Newslet  33:40, 1987).  Obser-
vations on sprouting were recorded 10 days after harvest and spikes were kept wet by regular spraying with water.  For
PHST, the RILs were evaluated in four different environments involving three different locations.  Data on PHST were
scored on a scale of 1–9.  Although there was a narrow range of variability for PHST between parents of ITMIpop, a
wide range of variability was observed among the RILs derived from the cross, encouraging us to conduct CIM enabling
the identification of 12 QTL on eight chromosomes (1A, 2A, 1B, 2B, 3B, 7B, 2D, and 7D).  Individual QTL effects
ranged from 6.05–16.47 %.

QTL interval mapping using three intervarietal mapping populations.
QTL analysis for grain-protein content.  Continuing our earlier studies, we did QTL-interval mapping (using QTL
Cartographer) for grain-protein content (GPC) on a set of 100 RILs derived from the cross ‘WL711 (low GPC)/PH132
(high GPC)’.  GPC data on the RILs evaluated in five different environments involving three different locations and 2
years was used for this purpose.  QTL analysis included single-marker analysis (SMA), simple-interval mapping (SIM),
and CIM.  A framework genetic map was prepared using the above population.  The map had 173 loci involving 171
SSR primer pairs.  As many as 13 QTL with a LOD score > 2.5 were detected on eight different chromosomes.  As many
as 10 QTL were detected by CIM, followed by SMA and SIM (five each).  These 13 QTL included seven QTL identified
by CIM at a LOD score higher than the threshold LOD (ranging from 3.21 to 3.57) calculated for each environment after
1,000 permutations.  Two of these seven QTL also were identified by all the three methods.

More markers are being added to the above framework map to increase the precision of QTL analysis.  For this
purpose, genotyping of RILs with 105 SAMPL markers (using 12 primer combinations involving two SAMPL primers,
i.e., SAMPL 6 and SAMPL 7) and 87 AFLP markers (using eight EcoRI-MseI pairs) already is completed, utilizing a
semi-automated multifluorophore technique (at the University of Delhi South Campus).  Using this saturated map, QTL-
interval mapping will be used to estimate main effects and epistatic and ‘QTL x environment’ interactions.  QTLmapper,
developed in China, will be used for this purpose.

QTL analysis for PHST and grain weight (GW).  The ongoing project ‘Marker assisted selection for some quality
traits in bread wheat’, funded by National Agricultural Technology Project (NATP) of Indian Council of Agricultural
Research (ICAR), also involved preparation of framework linkage maps for two other grain-quality traits, PHST and
GW.  We have two independent intervarietal-mapping populations (each comprising of 100 RILs) for these two traits.
The data on these traits at three different locations were recorded in the year 2001 and 2002.  Data on these two popula-
tions also were collected on other traits including early growth habit, days-to-heading, days-to-maturity, leaf color, leaf
waxiness, plant height, tillers/plant, spike length, spikelets/spike, grains/spike, grain yield, and harvest index.  This data,
collected over environments, will be used for finding ‘genotype x environment’ interactions.  Genotyping data of the
RILs for both the populations using 15 SAMPL and 15 AFLP primer combinations have been recorded using the
multifluorophor technique.  Using the molecular genotyping data, framework maps will be prepared, which will be used
for QTL-interval mapping, not only for PHST and GW, but also for other traits.

Genomic SSRs for DNA polymorphism in Triticeae.  Genomic SSRs also were used to study polymorphism in 14
species of the Triticum–Aegilops group using in-gel hybridization and PCR-based approaches.  For in-gel hybridization,
13 probe–enzyme combinations were tested that gave 5–20 (0.40 kb to >23kb) bands in each of the 14 individual
species.  In addition, 15 SSR primer pairs amplified SSR loci in both species containing A, B, and D genomes and in
other species that contained other genomes, suggesting ubiquitous distribution and interspecific polymorphism of SSRs
among different species of Triticum–Aegilops group.  The available polymorphism also proved helpful in discriminating
not only the species with different ploidy levels and possessing different genomes, but also those with similar or very
closely related genomes.  Thus, wheat SSRs might have been derived from the corresponding SSRs in an ancestral
genome and are conserved across a number of species in the Triticum–Aegilops group.  The present study suggests that
genomic SSRs can be used to evaluate DNA polymorphism, genetic diversity, gene mapping, and synteny conservation
across different species of Triticum–Aegilops group.

ESTs in wheat genomics:  mining SSRs and SNPs.
Development of EST–SSRs.  A large number of SSRs can be obtained by mining EST databases.  We conducted

in silico mining of SSRs in 15,000 wheat ESTs representing 8,250 kb of cDNA sequences using a modified form of the
software developed and used by Dr. N. D. Young, of the University  of Minnesota, U.S.A., which identified 897 EST–
SSRs.  A subset from these EST–SSRs was used for a detailed study involving, first, the diversity estimates in 52 elite
wheat genotypes, and second, their transferability to related species and genera.  Some of the results of our EST-based
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study are posted at the EST–SSR coördination site available on the GrainGenes web page (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov).
This project is a collaboration between laboratories working on the Triticeae ESTs for SSRs in order to reduce duplica-
tion in the efforts between laboratories working on wheat EST–SSRs.

Seventy-four primer pairs of a subset of above EST–SSRs were synthesized on contract and used by us to study
(i) the polymorphism between the parents of the four mapping populations available, (ii) their transferability to related
wild species and five cereal species (barley, oat, rye, rice, and maize), and (iii) the genetic diversity in a collection of 52
elite exotic wheat genotypes using a subset of 20 EST–SSR primers with a view to compare their utility compared to
other molecular markers, including genomic SSRs, AFLPs, and SAMPL.

Detection of polymorphism between parents of four mapping populations.  Sixty-four of the above 74 EST–
SSR (86.48 %) primer pairs were functional but only nine (14.06 %) detected polymorphism in the parents of the
mapping populations for GPC, PHST, and ITMI (none of the EST–SSRs was polymorphic for the parents of mapping
population for GW) with PAGE.  The level of polymorphism observed is lower than the polymorphism (~30 %) detected
by genomic SSRs in various studies.  The nine EST–SSRs with polymorphism already have been used for genotyping
the mapping populations, and the data on genotyping have been collected for mapping of these nine ESTs.

Diversity analysis using 20 EST–SSR primers.  A set of 20 EST–SSR primer pairs also was used to study
diversity in 52 elite and exotic wheat accessions.  Eleven of these 20 primers detected polymorphism and the remaining
nine were monomorphic.  Out of 11 polymorphic primers, two primers showed length variation, seven primers showed
presence and absence (null allele) of the band of the expected size, and the remaining two primer pairs showed polymor-
phism due to length variation as well as due to null alleles.  The number of alleles detected by each of these 11 polymor-
phic primers varied from 2 to 5.

Transferability of wheat EST–SSR to other cereals.  All 64 primers that were functional in wheat were tested
for their transferability to the five cereal species rice, oat, maize, rye, and wild barley.  Fifty-nine (92.18 %) of these
primers showed transferability.  Twenty-four (40.68 %) of the 59 successfully amplified fragments in all the five cereal
species; the remaining 35 (59.32 %) primers showed transferability to one or more of the five species.  This information
suggests the possible transferability and utility of EST–SSRs in other cereal species.

Transferability and polymorphism of wheat EST–SSRs in 18 alien species.  The above 64 EST–SSR primers
were checked for their transferability in 18 alien species of Triticeae possessing different genomes (A, B, D, M, N, and
U) and representing three ploidy levels (2x, 4x, and 6x).  Out of 64 primer pairs, 31 (48.43 %) primer pairs amplified
DNA in all 18 species; the remaining 33 (51.56 %) primer pairs did not show amplification in one or more (1–14)
species.  Out of 64 primer pairs, only nine (PK3, PK11, PK10, PK24, PK27, PK42, PK45, PK47, and PK62) gave
products of expected size in all of the 18 species.  The primers PK5, PK17, PK29, PK69, and PK74 gave species-specific
products of expected size in Ae. geniculata, Ae. cylindrica, Ae. uniaristata, T. timopheevi, and T. turgidum subsp. durum.
Of interest were two pairs of primers, PK24 and PK32, which also showed genus-specific bands.  Primer PK24 gave
product of expected size (275 bp) even in different species of genus Aegilops, i.e., Ae. crassa (DM), Ae. vavilovii (DMS),
Ae. triaristata (UM), Ae. biuncialis (UM), Ae. peregrina (US), and Ae. geniculata (UM), and primer pair PK 32 gave
product of expected size (280 bp) only in the different species of genus Triticum, i.e., T. monococcum subsp.
aegilopoides (Am); T. urartu (Au); T. turdigum subspp. durum (AB), dicoccum (AB), and dicoccoides (AB); and T.
timopheevii subsp. timopheevii (AG).  Therefore, these two primers can be used to distinguish Triticum and Aegilops
genera.

Development of SNPs in bread wheat.  As a member of International Wheat SNP consortium, we have identified 326
SNPs using 53 EST contigs that were allocated to our group.  A density of one SNP every 220 bp was found, although
the local density of SNPs varied from gene to gene, some genes having more SNPs than others.  Consensus sequences
for each of the above contigs also were annotated through   BLASTing them against annotated wheat sequences available
at TIGR (The Institute of Genome Research), many of these contigs were found to belong to functionally important
genes.  Therefore, the SNPs also will allow us to map ESTs of known function on the available map.  Primers have been
designed for the above SNPs and would be used for SNP genotyping using SnuPe (single nucleotide primer extension)
reaction at MegaBACE automatic sequencer facility available at NCPBR, IARI (in collaboration with Dr. N. K. Singh).

Estimates of genetic diversity among 55 wheat genotypes using data on AFLP, SAMPL, SSR,  and phenotypic
traits.  Data on AFLP (eight primer pairs) and 14 phenotypic traits, collected on 55 elite and exotic bread wheat geno-
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types, were utilized for estimations of genetic diversity.  We earlier used these 55 genotypes for a similar study using
SSRs and SAMPL.  As many as 615 scorable AFLP bands visualized included 287 (46.6 %) polymorphic bands.  The
phenotypic traits included yield and its component traits and physiomorphological traits such as flag-leaf area.  Dendro-
grams were prepared using a cluster analysis based on Jaccard’s similarity coefficients in case of AFLP and on squared
Euclidean distances in case of phenotypic traits.  PCA was conducted using AFLP data and a PCA plot was prepared,
which was compared with clustering patterns in two dendrograms, one each for AFLP and phenotypic traits.  The results
also were compared with published results that included studies conducted elsewhere using entirely different wheat germ
plasm and our own SSR and SAMPL studies based on the same 55 genotypes used in the present study.  Molecular
markers were shown to be superior to phenotypic traits and that AFLP and SAMPL are superior to other molecular
markers for estimation of genetic diversity.  Based on AFLP analysis and keeping in view the yield performance and
stability, a pair of genotypes (E3876 and E677) was recommended for hybridization in order to develop superior culti-
vars.

Proposed future work.
Mapping of QTLs for certain agronomic traits.  QTL analysis will be conducted for a number of agronomic traits with
emphasis on the estimation of nonallelic epistatic interactions and ‘QTL x environment’ interactions, which may result in
identifying QTL with or without major main effects.  The raw data on agronomic traits recorded in several environments
will be used for QTL analysis with the help of framework genetic maps that are being prepared using four mapping
populations including ITMI.

Digital gene expression.  To study tissue specific and correlated pattern of genes expression between different
tissues, we are conducting digital gene expression studies using putative gene sequences available in the form of EST
contigs and various cDNA libraries of wheat available at the NSF website.  This study will allow us to (i) identify genes
with tissue specific expression, (ii) identify genes with correlated expression pattern in different tissues/organs, and  (iii)
assign putative biological function to specific gene sequences.

Physical and genetic mapping of available genomic and EST–SSR markers.  Physical and genetic mapping of
available wheat SSR markers such as wmc, gwm, psp, cfa, and cfd (some are already genetically mapped by different
workers whereas others are not yet mapped) using terminal deletion stocks of wheat has been initiated.  Besides the
above, the physical mapping of EST-derived SSRs from wheat and rye that are yet to be mapped genetically, also is
underway.

Construction of a wheat database.  A comprehensive database (Gramene) for rice already is available.  How-
ever, a similar database for wheat is not at present, although enormous information on ESTs, physical and genetic maps,
and markers and proteins is available.  Therefore, we are planning to develop a structurally built, wheat database where
all the available information on wheat can be accessed through available hyperlinks.
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Sources of resistance to loose smut and flag smut of wheat.

Rajender Singh, S.S. Karwasra, and M.S. Beniwal.

Sixty-two entries with field resistance to flag smut after 5 years of tests were found susceptible to loose smut after
artificial inoculation for two crop seasons.  These lines were HS207, HS240, HS271, HS361, HS365, HS369, HPW56,
HPW62, HPW93, HPW143, HPW155, HP1657, HP1658, HP1744, HW971, HI1077, HD2189, HD2501, HD2607,
HD2620, HD2624, HD2667, HD2701, HUW467, HUW468, HUW485, HUW1043, K8565, K8705, K8806, K9305,
K9453, K9533, K9606, KLL19, KRI28, NI9075, NIAW5439, NW1038, NW1043, GW173, GW190, GW236, JOB173,
MACS2496, VL711, VL730, VL773, VL791, VL798, PBW316, PBW320, PBW435, PBW438, PBW443, PBW452,
PBW299, PL975-1, UP2418, WH573, and WH601.

Another 42 entries have been evaluated for 5 years and are resistant to loose smut.  These lines include
KW3924, CPAN1418, CPAN6117, CWI6081, CWI6840, CWI6838, CWI7462, CWI7463, CWI7471, CWI8635,
CWI8636, GW1066, HPW42, HW517, HW657, HW888, HW1081, HS355 HUW20, HUW44, HCM901, HCM903,
HCM906, HCM915, HCM919, HCM920, K825, K9227, MACS3065, NP796, PBW213, PBW218, PBW65, RW733,
VL646, VL682, VL705, VL743, WL2082, WL410, and WL1803.

These lines may be exploited as donors for disease-resistance genes in improving breeding material.
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DIRECTORATE OF WHEAT RESEARCH
Karnal-132 001, India.

DBW 14 – a new wheat cultivar released for rice wheat cropping system of northeastern plains of
India.

G.P. Singh (Division of Genetics, IARI, New Delhi, India), Ravish Chatrath, S. Nagarajan (Indian Agricultural Research
Institute, New Delhi, India), Jag Shoran, Gyanendra Singh, and S.K. Singh.

India has achieved impressive progress in wheat production during the last 35 years and now ranks as the second largest
wheat-producing nation in the world after China.  Wheat production increased from 11 million tones in 1960–61 to 76.37
in 2000–01, and India is carrying a surplus of ~ 28 x 106 tons (Anonymous 2002).

The newly released cultivar DBW 14, is intended for the North Eastern Plains Zone (NEPZ) of India, which
contributes about 30 % of the total wheat production and boasts a predominantly rice–wheat cropping system.  Out of the
total 11 x 106 ha under rice–wheat production in India, nearly half is in the NEPZ and has a yield gap of nearly 1.5 t/ha
between what is achieved and what can be harvested.  This gap mainly is because of complexities arising due to late
harvesting of rice and subsequent delays in sowing wheat, which exposes the wheat crop to unfavorable temperatures.

Cultivars intended for northeastern India, besides having high-yield potential, should also have good early
vigor, early maturity, and heat tolerance for late-sowing conditions and resistance to brown rust and foliar blight.  The
shuttle-breeding approach followed at DWR, Karnal, has successfully developed the cultivar DBW 14, which incorpo-
rates all the desired features and, therefore, meets the requirements of the rice–wheat cropping system of the NEPZ.

Yield potential.  DBW 14 has had a superior and stable yield under late-sown conditions in various locations of north-
eastern India over the past 3 years in the coördinated trials when compared to the best checks.  The frequency that DBW
14 occurs in the top nonsignificant group is highest among all the checks and other varieties in the AVT I and AVT II,
scoring 11/20 in 2000–01 and 17/19 in 2001–02 (31/45 on overall basis of 3 years).  The performance stability of DBW
14 is attributed to the shuttle-breeding approach used in breeding of the genotype.  The yield potential of DBW 14 under
AVT was as high as 54.7 q/ha at Faizabad during 2000–01.  The most commonly grown wheat variety in this region,
HUW 234, which was developed for such late-sown conditions, has become a low yielder in recent years due to suscepti-
bility to brown rust under field conditions.  Therefore, the need of another early-maturing variety coupled with high yield
and resistance was considered imperative for wheat breeders to meet the challenge of environmental constraints.

Suitability for late sown situations.  The sowing span of wheat in the NEPZ is from first week of December to mid
January.  In low-lying areas, sowing also is delayed till first two weeks of January.  DBW 14 has shown superior perfor-
mance under late as well as very late-sown conditions in the NEPZ.  Agronomic trials (2001–02) on late sowing has
shown that DBW 14 had the lowest reduction in grain yield under very late-sown conditions when compared to all
checks.  The 1,000-kernel weight is a crucial yield component being affected by late sowing in eastern India.  DBW 14
had the highest mean 1,000-kernel weight and also showed low reduction under very late-sown conditions.

Better disease tolerance.  DBW 14 has shown tolerance to brown rust (Table 1) and is comparable to all checks except
HUW 234, which is highly susceptible.  The cultivar also has resistance to all the prevalent pathotypes of brown rust.
For yellow rust, DBW 14 is highly resistant when compared to the checks and other test cultivars.  The AUDPC values
of DBW 14 was 11–100 in 2000–01, which indicated presence of adult-plant resistance in addition to vertical resistance.
Such genotypes exhibit better field durability over the years.

Leaf blight is an important disease in northeastern India and DBW 14 has shown average leaf blight score of 35,
which indicates resistance.  The flag leaf rating on a 0–9 scale is only 3 and, therefore, it may not suffer losses.  For other
diseases, DBW 14 scored better in resistance to flag smut and Karnal bunt when compared to all qualifying entries and
checks.

Good quality.  DBW 14 has a high protein content (11.6 %) and is comparable to the checks.  Grain appearance of DBW
14 also is good with an average hectoliter weight of 74.8 kg and sedimentation value of 43.7.  This cultivar has good
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chapatti
quality (6.75/
10.0), the
best bread
quality (7.56/
10), and
highest bread
loaf volume
among the
checks and
qualifying
entries.

Conclusion.
DBW 14 has
a total
balance of
traits that
makes it a
more
profitable
cultivar for

farmers.  With high yield potential and better disease resistance, DBW 14 is amenable to late sowing thereby indicating
heat tolerance, high grain weight, and appropriate industrial applications.  These qualities will optimize the investment,
yield for maximum return, and gives maximum economic return to the farmers of NEPZ.

Reference.
Anonymous.  2002.  Agricultural Statistics at a Glance.  Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India, New Delhi.

INDIAN AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE REGIONAL STATION
Wellington – 643 231, the Nilgiris, Tamil Nadu, India.

New wheat lines with superior yield components and resistance to stem, leaf, and strip rust.

R.N. Brama, M. Sivasamy, and Aloka Saikia.

Unique wheat plant types possess stout stems, long spikes with multiple spikelets and florets, and large broad leaves.
Such plant types are unfit for commercial cultivation, because they lack other desirable agronomic traits.  However, these
plant types could serve as a useful resource for robust habits in a wheat-improvement program, particularly for develop-
ing new plant types with a slightly reduced robust plant habit through further hybridization with other conventional
wheat cultivars.

A cross was made between the robust wheat stock PH 137, with the rust-resistance genes Lr9, Lr19, and Lr24,
and the premier Indian wheat cultivar PBW 343 with Sr31, Lr26, and Yr9.  This cross resulted in an improved robust
plants type (IRPT) with good agronomic traits.  The IRPT, though not as robust as PH 137, had more tillers, strong
stems, broad leaves, and long spikes with around 110 seeds/spike.  However, the seeds were semihard and dull in
appearance and without acceptable shape and texture.  In order to improve the seed quality, the IRPT was crossed with
other Indian wheat stocks having hard seeds, PW 529, PW 556, AP 850, AP 860, KYZ 9801, KYZ 9812, KYZ 9852,
KYZ 9873, KYZ 9932, W 4530, W 8770, WG 9899, W 9917, VW 9814, VW 9875, VW 9876, VW 9879, VW 9880, VW
9904, RSP 379, RWP 9710, RWP 9718, WBM 1260, UP 34, UP 41, UP 51, HS 364, HS 365, K 9107, K 9527, MP 3110,
MP 3111, MP 3117, Lok 7/99, WG 6596, TR 758, TR 761, HG 993, HUWL 99004, HM 99160, LBP 98 -10, LBP 98-35,
GW 244, and Ind 9130.

Table 1.  Grain yield (t/ha) and rust reactions of DBW 14 in late-sown, irrigated conditions of the
varietal yield evaluation trials of the North Eastern Plains Zone of India.  The maximum reaction
(under artificial and natural conditions) and the average of coefficient of infection (ACI) are given for
rust reaction.

Zone yield (t/ha)                     Rust reaction

Cultivar  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Brown ACI Yellow ACI

DBW 14 4.83 4.12 3.87 30S 1 4.30 0 0.0
HUW 234 4.25 3.91 3.47  100S 35.2 0 0.0
NW 1014 — 3.97 3.75 40MS 9.00 40S 15.3
PBW 373 4.47 3.93 — 20MR–MS 3.60 5MR 0.40
HW 2045 — — 3.64 5S 0.70 40S 8.50
NW 2036 4.72 4.15 3.87 10S 1.40 80S 33.3
HUW 543 4.79 4.10 3.57 10S 1.40 80S 33.2
PBW 499 4.79 4.06 3.55 60S 28.30 tR 0.0
CD 0.3 0.1 0.09 — — — —

1 Maximum reaction at one location only.
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Table 1.  Mean performance of genotypes for grain morphometric parameters.

Grain Major Minor Peri-
area axis axis meter Radius Round- Compact- Elong-

Genotype (mm2) (mm) (mm) (mm) ratio ness ness ation

TPBN 1 15.41 5.95 2.72 14.73 2.69 0.84 14.95 2.21
TPBN 2 15.44 6.01 2.73 14.61 2.70 0.84 14.83 2.17
TPBN 3 15.26 6.21 2.84 15.09 2.65 0.84 14.81 2.14
TPBN 4 15.35 5.88 2.79 15.26 2.78 0.81 15.22 2.23
TPBN 5 15.44 6.14 2.82 14.60 2.56 0.85 14.77 2.10
TPBN 6 15.32 6.16 2.87 15.18 2.65 0.84 14.87 2.17
Kalyansona 15.00 6.16 2.72 15.12 2.86 0.80 15.35 2.27
TPBN 1-1 15.59 6.06 2.87 15.04 2.64 0.84 14.94 2.15
TPBN 2-1 15.51 6.14 2.83 15.19 2.70 0.84 14.94 2.17
TPBN 3-1 15.66 6.07 2.93 15.14 2.52 0.85 14.65 2.08
TPBN 4-1 15.14 5.96 2.70 14.73 2.69 0.83 15.06 2.20
TPBN 5-1 15.30 6.12 2.73 15.06 2.80 0.82 15.22 2.25
TPBN 6-1 15.49 6.18 2.82 15.28 2.70 0.82 15.14 2.20
HD 2189 15.49 6.20 2.66 15.00 2.87 0.80 15.59 2.38
C 306 19.41 7.47 2.96 17.94 3.12 0.75 16.71 2.71
PBNS 1666-1 15.53 6.20 2.76 15.26 2.65 0.79 15.18 2.19
Mean 15.58 6.17 2.80 15.20 2.72 0.82 15.14 2.22
Standard error   0.19 0.12 0.03   0.11 0.03 0.003   0.05 0.02
CD at 5 %   0.60 0.36 0.08   0.31 0.09 0.01   0.15 0.05

All the crosses between the IRPT and Indian wheat stocks resulted in new robust plant types (NRPT) that were
less robust in appearance when compared to PH 137 and IRPT.  The NRPTs were taller (90–110 cm) than PBW 343 (85
cm).  Similarly, the NRPTs had longer spikes (13–17cm) with 70–80 grains/spike than PBW 343 (11 cm) with 55 grains/
spike.  The NRPTs also had a higher 1,000-kernel weight (48–54 gm) than PBW 343 (46 gm).  All NRPTs had hard,
amber seeds of the proper shape and texture.  The NRPTs matured earlier, at least by 15 days, compared to PBW 343
(120 days).  The NRPTs were resistant to all three wheat rusts under the heavy epiphytotic conditions at Wellington.  The
resistance observed in these new robust wheat lines could be attributed to Sr31 for stem rust, to Lr19 and Lr24 for leaf
rust, and to Yr9 for stripe rust.  The resistance genes Lr9 and Lr26 do not seem to have contributed for the resistance,
because these genes are no longer effective in India.

Variation in grain morphometric characteristics in bread wheat.

K.A. Nayeem, S.G. Bhagwat, and P.J. Kulkarni.

In the marketplace, the customer judges the quality of wheat grain by visual appearance with respect to shape, color,
luster, and plumpness.  Every genotype has specific traits, however, all these visual characters are qualitative; they
cannot be quantified.  Morphology is a method by which image analysis can measure precisely the variation among
seeds/grains of various shapes, sizes, and perimeters, quantitatively.

We looked at 15 genotypes of bread wheat, including seven stable, induced-mutant lines, three hybrid deriva-
tives, two landraces, and three checks, HD 2189, C306, and PBNS 1666-1.  This research was a collaborative project
with the Bhabha Atomic Research Center, Mumbai, India, who supplied the hardware, a 100-Mhz Pentium III computer
with 16 MB RAM and a SNGA monitor and a digital monochrome CCD camera with high resolution (1,134 x 972 pixels
and a 12.5–75 mm lens).  BIOVIS Image Plus Program software, version 1.3, was used for measurement of grain
dimensions.  Twenty grains from a single-plant harvest were placed under the CCD camera.  The grains were arranged
with the crease down.  An image of the grain was taken and observations recorded for grain area (mm2), major axis
(mm), minor axis (mm), radius ratio, perimeter (mm), roundness, compactness, and elongation.
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The mean performance of the genotypes is given in Table 1.  Image analysis was used for pattern recognition to
assess the physical properties of the kernel.  Because a kernel is a 3-D object, various morphometric parameters can be
measured and the data subjected to biometrical analysis.  Visual assessment plays an important role in identification and
judgment of quality of wheat grains.  Image analysis can help in performing these tasks, particularly relevant in India
where a large section of wheat consumers prefer grains possessing large size with a lustrous appearance.  In the present
investigation, PBN 4501 had the highest grain area and Sharbati the lowest.  The range observed was large and corre-
sponded with 1,000-kernel weight.  All the genotypes in trial II showed a slight decrease in grain area when compared
with trial I.  Late sowing may have resulted in exposure of the crop to adverse temperatures during flowering and grain
filling.

PBN 4025 had the highest major axis, minor axis, and perimeter.  These results suggest that the major and
minor axis influence perimeter increase considerably.  Kalyansona had the lowest minor axis and Sharbati had the lowest
major axis.  Kalyansona had the lowest perimeter value and highest radius ratio, however, revealing that among all the
genotypes, Kalyansona and Sharbati have round grains; confirmed by their roundness values.  Roundness is an important
parameter for flour extraction because it helps with the precise crushing of grain during milling and less bran is mixed in
the flour.

Parbhani 51 had the highest compactness value and PBN 4501 the lowest.  A low compactness value may be
due to larger grain size as revealed through test weight and perimeter.  The roundness, compactness, and elongation
values showed a narrow range of variation among genotypes.  Environmental variation had the least effect on these
parameters.  Thus, roundness, compactness, and elongation are important for identifying particular genotypes, similar to
results from other researchers.

Use of mango pollen as a new source for production of haploids in wheat.

K.A. Nayeem.

A major goal of plant breeding is the induction of maximum genetic variability of genetic sources for securing a wider
scope for selection of desirable traits.  Bergner produced the first haploid plants in Datura stramonium in 1921.  Hap-
loids can be produce in vitro (anther culture and embryo rescue), however, using in vivo techniques, haploids can be
produced by gynogenesis, androgenesis, genome elimination by distant hybridization, semigamy, chemical treatment,
temperature shock, and irradiation.

We used maize pollen to eliminate one genome produces haploids in wheat.  In this method, haploids are
produced to the selective elimination of one of the parental genomes during the process development after fertilization.
Consequently, the embryo is formed with only one genome and the plant arising from such an embryo is expected to be
haploid.

While producing haploids by
using maize at the Wheat Research Unit,
Marathwada Agriculture University,
Parbhani, mango pollen was used in
fertilizations.  The results are in Table 2.
The seeds were small in size and shriveled
when compared to the normal.  The seeds
possess one genome, and haploids can be
produced.  Mango pollen is generally
available in the months of December and
January and these months are most
favorable for emasculation and seed set.
The availability of an abundance of pollen
from mango trees can benefit haploid
production in wheat.

Table 2.  Seed set in different wheat cultivars when pollinated with
maize or mango pollen.

Maize pollen Mango pollen

No. emasculated No. emasculated
Cultivar spikelets Seed set spikelets Seed set

HD 2189 24 5 23 4
MACS 2496 26 4 27 4
PBN 51 19 4 19 5
PBNS 1666-1 15 6 16 4
Sonalika 17 3 15 2
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Cultivar-development  program.

B.S. Malik, A.P. Sethi, V. Tewari, R.K. Sharma, and V.C. Sinha.

Wheat is cultivated in very diverse agroclimatic situations in India.  For the benefit of testing varietal performance, the
country has been divided into six agroecologic zones.  The Indian Agricultural Research Institute (IARI) has the privi-
lege of having a Regional Station in five of these zones.  The cultivar-development program encompasses a number of
projects, which are involved in developing cultivars suitable for different cultural conditions, both rainfed and irrigated.
The Common Varietal Trial has been designed for the multilocation testing of new cultures evolved in various projects at
the Delhi center and at regional centers.  This approach has proved very effective in selecting suitable strains for coördi-
nated trials, which are conducted under the auspices of the All India Coordinated Wheat Improvement Project.  The
varietal trials have paid rich dividends to breeders of IARI in getting cultivars released for various wheat-growing
regions in different agro-ecologic zones.  Recent cultivars developed by the breeders at IARI–Delhi are elaborated
below.

Ganga (HD2643).  This cultivar was identified for the irrigated, late-sown conditions of the North Eastern Plains Zone
and was developed from the cross ‘VEE ‘S’//HD2407/HD2329’.  The cultivar has distinct superiority in yield over all
the commercial cultivars of the area with yield potential of 5 t/ha and average production of 4 t/ha.  Ganga is tolerant to
brown rust, which is the major disease of the zone, and is resistant to a new, virulent race (46S119) of yellow rust that
attacks Yr9.  Ganga has broad leaves and has high number of effective tillers.  Long, lax ears with amber, hard, and
lustrous grains give Ganga superior quality traits, protein (13.1 %), grain-appearance score (6.0), and hectolitre weight
(76 kg).

Shresth (HD2687).  Developed from the cross ‘CPAN2009/HD2329’ combining diverse gene pools of winter and spring
wheats, Shresth was released for timely sown, high-fertility conditions of North Western Plains Zone.  Shresth has a
yield potential of 6.5 t/ha with an average of 5 t/ha and outyields the popular cultivar HD2329 by a margin of over 10 %.
The cultivar has durable resistance to leaf and stripe rust and is tolerant to Karnal bunt, leaf blight, and powdery mildew
pathogens and insect pests such as aphids and the shoot fly.  Shresth has broad leaves, is waxy, and has a mid-dense
spike supported on a slightly wavy peduncle.  The amber, hard, lustrous, and attractive grains have a 12 % protein
content and good chapati-making qualities.

VSM (HD2733).  Released for the timely sown, irrigated conditions of North Eastern Plains Zone, VSM was developed
from the cross ‘Attila/3/HUI/CARC//CHEN/CHTO/4/Attila’, which involves both bread and durum wheat parents.  The
cultivar is double-dwarf, medium-early in maturity with erect leaves and profuse tillering.  The spike is mid-dense and
tapering.  VSM  has a yield potential of 6.2 t/ha with an average of 5 t/ha and outyields the popular cultivars by a margin
ranging from 15 to 26 %.  VSM provides stable resistance against all the three rusts (more specifically against leaf rust)
and leaf blight, which are the major diseases of the zone.  VSM is widely adapted across various management practices.
The grains of VSM are medium-bold (41g/1,000 grains) with excellent chapati-making qualities.

Adult-plant resistance to leaf rust in five wheats.

S.S. Singh, J.B. Sharma, P. Bahadur, Anita Baranwal, and J.B. Singh.

The stability of wheat production and productivity is influenced greatly by biotic stresses, among which the rust patho-
gens pose an important threat to stable wheat production in various environments.  Although more than 47 leaf rust-
resistance genes have been catalogued, only a few have been exploited in commercial wheat cultivars.  Long-lasting or
durable resistance has obvious advantage over race-specific, seedling-resistance genes that eventually lead to evolution
of new pathotypes when exploited in commercial cultivars.  Durable resistance is complex in nature and little is known
about the genetic diversity for this type of resistance.  This report presents the genetic analysis to wheat leaf rust in five
commercial cultivars HS 240, PBW 343, HD 2687, UP 2425, and Raj 3765 grown in India.
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The five wheat cultivars along with differentials were tested against 11 pathotypes of leaf rust and the leaf rust-
resistance genes present in these wheats were postulated.  The F

1
, F

2
, and F

3
 populations of crosses of these wheats with

Agra Local, a susceptible parent, were analyzed at adult-plant stage against three highly virulent, leaf rust pathotypes 77-
2, 77-5, and 104-2.  The F

2
 populations and NILs with the adult-plant resistance gene Lr34 were tested with three

pathotypes.

From the multipathotype tests, leaf rust-resistance genes Lr1 and Lr26 were postulated to be in HS 240, whereas
Lr26 is in PBW 343; Lr1, Lr23 and Lr26 are in HD 2687; Lr1, Lr23, and Lr26 are in UP 2425; and Lr10 and Lr13 are in
Raj 3765.

Inheritance studies using Agra Local as a susceptible parent at the adult-plant stage suggest the dominant,
monogenic control of resistance to leaf rust pathotypes 77-5 and 104-2 in four cultivars HS 240, PBW 343, HD 2687,
and UP 2425.  Because these four wheats were susceptible to pathotypes 77-5 and 104-2 in seedling tests, we concluded
that the resistance gene(s) present in these four cultivars is/are APR gene(s) that are not effective in seedlings.  The
expression of two dominant genes against pathotype 77-2 in these four cultivars can be explained because these cultivars
were resistant to pathotype 77-2 in seedling tests and this seedling resistance was postulated to be seedling leaf rust-
resistance gene Lr26 in all the four cultivars.  By definition, seedling resistance is expressed throughout the plant’s life,
so the expression of two genes to pathotype 77-2 in the field-inheritance study is due to Lr26 and an APR gene.

Analyzing the F
2
 populations from crosses among these four cultivars in a half-diallel suggested the presence of

a one common APR gene in HS 240 and PBW 343 and another APR gene common in HD 2687 and UP 2425.  Allelism
tests of these four cultivars with an NIL (Tc6 + Lr34 (RL 6058)) identified the APR gene in HS 240 and PBW 343 as
Lr34 because of nonsegregation of F

2
 population (all resistant F

2
 plants) in these crosses, although segregation for

susceptible plants in the F
2
 population of crosses ‘HD 2687/Tc6 + Lr34’ and ‘UP 2425/Tc6 + Lr34’ suggested that the

APR gene present in these two wheats is different than Lr34.  We refer to this undescribed gene as APR1.

Inheritance studies with pathotypes 77-2, 77-5, and 104-2 in Raj 3765 indicate the presence of two dominant
resistance genes in Raj 3765 that are effective against the three pathotypes.  Because Raj 3765 was susceptible in a
seedling test to these three pathotypes, the genetic control of resistance in this wheat was attributed to two APR genes.
The positive test of allelism of Raj 3765 with the Lr34 NIL proved that out of two APR genes in Raj 3765, one is Lr34.
Our results were further corroborated from nonsegregation in the F

2
 of crosses of Raj 3765 with HS 240 and PBW 343,

which are carriers of APR gene Lr34.

The second APR gene for leaf rust resistance in Raj 3765 was concluded to be the same as that in HD 2687 and
UP 2425, because crosses of Raj 3765 with HD 2687 and UP 2425 did not segregate for susceptible plants in F

2
.  Be-

cause we also concluded from this study that HD 2687 and UP 2425 have the undescribed APR gene in common, it is
logical to conclude that Raj 3765, HD 2687, and UP 2425 have the same undescribed APR gene.  The genetic constitu-
tion of the leaf rust resistance present in five wheats is

HS 240 = Lr1, Lr26, Lr34
PBW 343 = Lr26, Lr34
HD 2687 = Lr23, Lr26, APR1
UP 2425 = Lr1, Lr23, Lr26, APR1
Raj 3765 = Lr10, Lr13, Lr34, APR1

The isolation of the undescribed APR gene present in these wheats will be pursued in the following generations.
However, a close perusal of the parentage of these three wheats could not identify the common parent that is the donor of
APR1 in these three cultivars.

Variability and association among the components of partial resistance to leaf rust in wheat.

Lal M. Ahamed, S.S. Singh, and J.B. Sharma.

Leaf rust is one of the most destructive and widely distributed diseases in most wheat-growing areas in the Indian
subcontinent.  Breeders commonly have relied on race-specific, leaf rust genes for hypersensitive resistance, which are
very effective in reducing the epidemic buildup and easy to manage in breeding programs because of their monogenic
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nature.  The short-lived nature and improper use of race-specific genes on a commercial scale has led to their erosion
within a short time.  Partial resistance is characterized by a slow epidemic buildup despite a high infection type indicat-
ing a compatible host-pathogen interaction.

In this study on slow rusting to wheat leaf rust, we hope to determine the genetics of the slow-rusting compo-
nents against the leaf rust pathogen, the association among the components of the slow rusting phenotype, and the
relationships of the components between slow rusting and slow disease development in the field.

Six wheat cultivars, Kundan, Galvez-87, Trap, Chris, Mango, and PBW-438, along with the fast-rusting cultivar
Agra Local were evaluated for 2 years for the components of partial resistance (pustule size, pustule number, and latency
period) in a glasshouse and for their AUDPC in field conditions.  Three of the better performing cultivars were selected
for the genetic analysis by making intercrosses and crosses with Agra Local (without reciprocals).  The parents, F

1
s, and

F
2
s were evaluated in the glasshouse for the components of partial resistance.  Part of F

2
 seed was sown in the field to

advance an F
3
 generation.  In the next season, the parents, F

1
s, F

2
s, and F

3
s were evaluated for AUDPC in the field.

The six evaluated slow-rusting parents along with the fast-rusting line showed significant variation for all the
components of slow rusting and AUDPC.  Selected parents showed significant differences from the remaining parents
for the components.  All the parents and F

1
s showed significant variation for all the components and additive variance

was significant for pustule number, latency period, and AUDPC, and the dominance component was significant for
pustule size.

Strong associations among the components of slow rusting and with AUDPC were observed.  AUDPC showed a
positive correlation with pustule number and pustule size and negative correlation with latency period, whereas latency
period showed a negative correlation with pustule size and pustule number.  Pustule size and pustule number had a
positive association, indicating the usefulness of these parameters for identifying slow-rusting types both in the field and
glasshouse conditions.

The parental lines Kundan, Galvez-87, and Trap showed significant general combining ability effects for all the
components of partial resistance and AUDPC.  Kundan showed significant specific combining ability effects for all the
components, whereas Galvez-87 and Trap showed significant values for three (pustule size, latency period, and AUDPC)
and two (pustule size and latency period) components of slow rusting, respectively.  Kundan may have a use in breeding
programs as donor of slow rusting to leaf rust.

Transgressive segregation was observed in the 'Kundan/Galvez-87', 'Kundan/Trap', and 'Galvez-87/Trap' crosses
for both the positive and negative sides for all the characters, which indicates the presence of different genes.  No plant
with an AUDPC value as low as the susceptible parent were observed in the F

3
s.  The same genes with one or two minor

genes involved in the expression of AUDPC, but in crosses between slow and fast rusting wheats, the F
3
s had mean

values in the range of slow-rusting types.

Generation mean analysis of AUDPC showed that epistatic interactions were present in controlling AUDPC.
Epistatic interactions were highly significant in all the crosses.  The cross 'Kundan/Agra Local' was highly significant for
the additive component compared to the other crosses.  Kundan will be important in breeding programs for incorporation
of slow-rusting resistance by using a reciprocal-recurrent selection method of breeding.

The analysis of data for number of genes, estimated by using Wright’s formula, indicated more than three genes
in the expression of the components of partial resistance and AUDPC in all the parents where F

2
 phenotypic range was

used in estimating the gene number.  In the case of ‘slow x slow’ ruster crosses, all showed variation in gene number
from two to six, indicating the involvement of the same or different genes in the expression of components of partial
resistance and AUDPC in wheat to leaf rust.
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Genetic analysis of stem rust and blight resistance in synthetic hexaploid wheat.

Javed S. Salim, S.S. Singh, and J.B. Sharma.

Genetic diversity is of paramount importance for the success of any crop improvement program.  To diversify the genetic
resistance, some synthetic hexaploid wheats were produced from ‘T. turgidum / Ae. tauschii’ crosses with the objective of
exploiting new genetic variability available for resistance or tolerance to abiotic and biotic stress in genome of Ae.
tauschii.  Aegilops tauschii, the D-genome donor, and T. turgidum, the source of the A and B genomes, are known to be a
rich reservoir of valuable genes for resistance to disease and pests of bread wheat.  Both the tetraploid and diploid
progenitors share chromosome homology with bread wheat and were used as resistance gene donors, either in direct
crosses or via bridging crosses or as amphidiploids.  Many such genes have been transferred from Ae. tauschii to wheat.
Direct gene transfer of resistance genes from diploid and tetraploid species to hexaploid wheats requires cytological
follow up.  Therefore, synthetic hexaploid wheats provide an excellent opportunity for the easy transfer of these genes
from T. turgidum and Ae. tauschii to cultivated wheats without cytological analyses.

The move-counter-move process of evolution of resistant genes and virulence of pathogens necessitates tapping
different sources of resistance.  The development of lines with durable resistance depends on the availability of desirable
donors and understanding of genetic control of resistance.  To meet this demand, we have screened the different synthetic
hexaploid wheats developed at CIMMYT.  These lines have shown a good amount of resistance to leaf rust when
screened at the Indian Agricultural Institute, New Delhi.  About 42 synthetic hexaploid wheats were screened with the
most virulent stem rust race, race 40 A, under epiphytotic conditions, and six lines showing a high level of resistance
were selected.

The six selected synthetic hexaploid
wheats along with susceptible check, Agra Local,
were screened with prevalent races of stem rust,
40-A, 40-1, 117-6, 117-3, 21A-1, 21A-2, 34, and
295, and infection data were recorded according
to scale of Stakman et al. (Table 1).  Of the six
selected synthetic lines, two were nearly immune
to all the races tested and the remaining lines,
although resistant, had a slightly higher infection
type, 1+.  The two nearly immune lines are
interesting because most of the strong stem rust-
resistance genes are alien in origin.  This material
seems to possess new stem rust-resistance genes.
We are investigating the genetic and molecular
analysis of stem rust resistance.

These SH wheats also were screened for resistance against isolate 26 of Dreschlera sorokiniana because blight
is a major problem and there are no good sources of resistance.  Many lines were found to be resistant.  Most of the lines
showed resistance with a disease index ranging from 0–8.33 %.  The susceptible check had a disease index of 66.66 %.
Because many lines had high levels of disease resistance, we are making a genetic analysis of the resistance.

Genetic divergence for morpho-agronomic traits in synthetic hexaploid wheats.

R.B. Ram, S.S. Singh, and J.B. Sharma.

Forty-two synthetic hexaploid wheats (2n = 6x = 42) derived from ‘T. turgidum/Ae. tauschii’ received from CIMMYT
were screened for identifiable morphological characters and to cluster them for further use in wheat breeding.  The
observations were recorded on 22 morphological traits of agronomic importance including leaf blade color, leaf sheath
color, flag leaf angle, straw strength, tiller angle, glume pubescence, glume color, spike density, awnedness, threshing
behavior, culm length, leaf area, spike length, awn length, 1,000-kernel weight, number of grains/spike, and grain yield/
plant.  The accessions exhibited substantial variability for the traits.  Data on quantitative traits were subjected to genetic
divergence analysis using the Mahalanobis D2 statistic.  The genotypes were grouped into three clusters with differing

Table 1.  Leaf rust reaction in some synthetic hexaploid wheats
from CIMMYT and a check cultivar to prevalent races of stem
rust.

Disease index Disease index
Genotype (%) Genotype (%)

SH 4 0.00 SH 42 12.60
SH 12 0.00 SH 44 0.00
SH 18 8.33 SH 46 8.33
SH 26 8.33 SH 55 0.00
SH 39 12.30 SH 75 8.33
SH 40 8.33 SH 86 0.00
SH 41 24.30 Agra Local 66.66
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numbers of accessions in each cluster.  On the basis of genetic divergence analysis and superior cluster means, we
predict that cluster III and cluster I were important for between-cluster improvement, and cluster II was important for
within-cluster improvement.  Information on taxonomic description and genetic diversity of these traits in these geno-
types can be utilized in the breeding programs to improve the yield and its traits.

Genetic diversity for seedling and adult-plant resistance to leaf rust and the genetic analysis of
APR in synthetic-hexaploid wheats.

R.B. Ram, S.S. Singh, and J.B. Sharma.

Forty-two synthetic-hexaploid wheat accessions also were tested for seedling and adult-plant resistance to leaf rust
virulent race 77-5 in the glasshouse and field conditions, respectively.  A high degree of genetic variability for leaf rust
resistance was observed both at seedling and adult-plant growth stages.  Most of the accessions were highly resistant at
seedling and adult-plant stage.

The genetic analysis of APR to leaf rust in the SH accessions 18, 35, and 36, which showed seedling suscepti-
bility and APR, indicated that the APR response in the field was governed by two dominant genes.  The APR genes
involved in these accessions are different.  The APR genes present in these synthetic wheats can be used as a new source
for resistance to leaf rust in wheat.

A leaf rust-resistance gene derived from a synthetic-hexaploid wheat.

Reza Haghparast, S.S. Singh, K.V. Prabhu, and J.B. Sharma.

Leaf rust is the most damaging wheat disease in many wheat-growing regions of the world.  Breeding for resistance
represents the most cost-effective and environmentally safe method for controlling leaf rust.  Aegilops tauschii, the donor
of D genome to hexaploid wheat, has been identified as an important source of resistance to wide array of diseases of
common wheat (Mujeeb-Kazi et al. 1995).  At CIMMYT, several synthetic-hexaploid wheats were produced from ‘T.
turgidum/Ae. tauschii’ crosses to exploit new genetic variability for resistance or tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses
in the D genome of Ae. tauschii (Singh et al. 1998).  A high degree of genetic variability for leaf rust resistance has been
observed at both seedling and adult-plant stages in synthetic wheats (Singh et al. 1998).  In this study, a SH with a high
degree of resistance against the most virulent leaf rust pathotype in India, 77-5, was selected to determine the genetic
basis of its resistance.

Material and Methods.  A SH wheat resistant to the most virulent leaf rust pathotype in India, 77–5, was selected for
genetic analysis of its resistance.  This SH wheat was derived from crosses between T. turgidum subsp. durum (Duergand
2) and an accession of Ae. tauschii (Ac. 221) in the wide-hybridization program at CIMMYT, Mexico.  Agra Local (AL)
was used as susceptible parent in crosses with the SH wheat.  The NILs for leaf rust-resistance genes Lr23, Lr32, Lr39,
Lr40, Lr41, Lr42, and Lr43 used for gene identification in a multipathotype test using seven pathotypes.  Pathotype 77-5
was selected for inheritance studies.  The SH wheat, AL, and the NILs were tested with the seven leaf rust pathotypes as
seedlings in a glasshouse.  Direct and reciprocal crosses were made between the SH wheat and AL.  A part of the crossed
seed and the parental lines were sown in the field.  The F

1
 of cross between the SH wheat and AL was backcrossed to

AL.  The SH wheat and the F
1
 and F

2
 generations of the crosses between the SH wheat and AL were grown in field to

assess resistance to leaf rust pathotype 77-5 at the adult-plant stage.  Seeds from the F
1
 and F

2
 generation were harvested

on a single plant basis to give F
2
 and F

3
 seed for further inheritance analysis.  The SH wheat, F

1
, F

2
, F

3
, and BC

1
F

1

generation along with differential sets were tested against leaf rust pathotype 77-5 as seedlings in the glasshouse.  The
urediospore inoculum of the individual pathotypes was multiplied on the susceptible cultivar AL in the glasshouse.  The
procedure described by Joshi et al. (1988) was followed for the multiplication of inoculum and testing of material.  To
test segregating populations, seedlings were grown in rectangular trays (11" x 4" x 3") and inoculated after approxi-
mately 1 week of growth.  Seedlings were sprayed with the inoculum and the pots/trays were kept in a humid glass
chamber for 48 hours.  The average temperature of glasshouse varied between 15 and 25°C.  For recording of rust
reactions at seedling stage, the system of Stakman et al. (1962) was followed.  Testing of material at the adult-plant stage
was done in the field.  Spreader rows were inoculated at boot with a uredospore suspension of pathotype 77-5 in water
using hypodermal syringe.  Rust severity was recorded according to the modified Cobb's scale described by Peterson et
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al. (1948).  The Chi square test (X2) for goodness-of-fit was used for testing the validity of observed versus expected in
segregating populations.

Results and discussion.  In the multipathotype tests, the SH wheat was resistant to all the seven leaf rust pathotypes.
The range of infection type of the SH wheat varied from 0; to X- and the mesothetic reaction (IT X-) was observed to
pathotypes 12-1 and 12-4 (Table 2).  Among the NILs with leaf rust-resistance genes derived from Ae. tauschii, those

with Lr32,
Lr39, Lr40,
and Lr43
were
resistant (IT
= 0 to 12-)
and Lr41
and Lr42
were highly
resistant (IT
0 to ;) to all
seven
pathotypes.
The NIL of
Lr23
derived
from T.
turgidum
subsp.
durum was
highly

susceptible to the group 77 pathotypes and 104-2 (IT = 3- to 33+) but resistant to 12-1, 12-4, and 108-1 (IT = X-).  AL
was susceptible (IT = 33+) to all the pathotypes. Adult-plant response to pathotype 77-5 confirmed that the SH wheat
was highly resistant (trace) at field conditions.  AL was susceptible, exhibiting a reaction of 90S in the field.  NILs with
Lr32 and Lr43 had resistance reactions of 5R and 30R, respectively.  NILs with Lr41 and Lr42 were observed to be
immune in the field.  Moderately resistant (10 RMR) reactions were shown by NILs with leaf rust-resistance genes Lr39
and Lr40.  Consequently, the multipathotype test revealed that the SH wheat was resistant to all the pathotypes and
produced a spectrum of ITs ranging between ;1- and X.  The spectrum of ITs produced on the SH wheat differed from
that of the NILs with known resistance genes derived from T. turgidum subsp. durum and Ae. tauschii.  Thus, we
concluded that the resistance gene in the SH wheat is not present in these NILs.

In field conditions, the SH wheat showed a high degree of resistance (trace), whereas AL was susceptible (90S)
to 77-5.  The F

1
 plants of a cross between these two genotypes had a resistant response, 20MRMS, indicating the partial

dominant nature of resistance in the SH wheat .  Based on their level of resistance, the F
2
 plants were grouped into three

classes, TR, the resistant-parent type; S, susceptible-parent type; and MRMS, an intermediate type.  The observed ratio
in all the F

2
s fit a 1:2:1 ratio (P > 0.05) indicating a single, partially dominant gene controls APR in the SHW.

In the glasshouse, the SH wheat was highly resistant to pathotype 77-5 (IT = ;1-), whereas  AL was susceptible
(IT = 33+).  The IT of the F

1
 seedlings of the crosses and the reciprocal cross ( AL/SH wheat) exhibited the mesothetic IT

X, indicating that resistance in SHW also is partially dominant at seedling stage.  Based on the ITs, the F
2
 individuals

derived from direct crosses (SH wheat/AL) were classified into three groups, resistant with an IT similar to SH wheat (IT
= ;1-), partially resistant with mesothetic IT = X, and susceptible similar to AL (IT = 33+).  The observed ratio according
to this classification fit the expected ratio of 1 (IT = ;1-): 2 (IT = X) : 1 (IT = 33+) (P > 0.05).  Identical F

2
 segregation of

the reciprocal cross (AL/SH wheat) ruled out any cytoplasmic effect in controlling resistance, because the F
2
 seedlings of

this cross were classified as above and the X2 value indicated no significant difference between observed and expected
ratio, 1:2:1 (P > 0.05).  Thus, the results from the direct and reciprocal crosses indicated the presence of a single,
partially dominant gene controlling the resistance to pathotype 77-5, supporting the results screening at the adult-plant
stage.  In the BC

1
F

1
 populations, only two type of infections were observed, X and 33+, and seedlings with IT ;1-, similar

to that of the SH wheat were not observed.  Nonsignificant deviation in the ratio of resistant (IT = X):susceptible (IT =
33+) in the BC

1
F

1
, ‘SH wheat/AL//AL’, from a 1:1 ratio confirmed the presence of one partially dominant gene for

Table 2.  Infection types of seven pathotypes of leaf rust on the a synthetic-hexaploid wheat and near-
isogenic lines carrying known Lr genes derived from T. turgidum subsp. durum and Ae. tauschii.

               Pathotypes

Line 12-1 12-4 77-2 77-5 77-7 104-2 108-1 77-5 1

Synthetic X- X- ;1- ;1- 0; ;1 0 TR
Lr23 NIL X- X- 3+ 33+ 33+ 3+ X- 60S
Lr32 NIL 12- 1+ 12+ 12- 12- 1+2- 1+ 5R
Lr39 NIL 0 12+ 1 1+2- ;1 ;1 0 10RMR
Lr40 NIL ;1+ 12- 1- 12- 1 12- 0 10RMR
Lr41 NIL 0; ; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0 0
Lr42 NIL 0 0 0; 0; 0 ; 0 0
Lr43 NIL 12- 12 1+ ;1 1+ ;1- 0 30R
Agra Local 33+ 33+ 33+ 33+ 33+ 33+ 33+ 90S

1  Leaf rust resistance at the adult-plant stage.
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resistance in the SH wheat (Table 3).  The F
3
 families derived from seeds of individual F

2
 plants in field were labeled

based on their reaction to pathotype 77-5 and harvested individually.  According to the reaction of the original F
2
 plants,

three families of F
3
 were available and were called the TR, MRMS, and S groups.  The reactions of the families in each

group were studied as seedlings against pathotype 77-5 in the glasshouse.  No segregation was observed in the TR
families, indicating that they are homozygous for dominant resistance alleles.  No segregation was observed in S
families, indicating that they are homozygous for recessive resistance alleles.  The families that were grouped as MRMS
segregated, indicating heterozygosity.  The distribution of these F

3
 families at 1 (resistant):2 (segregating):1 (susceptible)

showed a goodness-of-fit p > 0.05.  This result confirms the presence of a single, partially dominant gene to pathotype
77-5 in the SH wheat.  Some partially dominant, leaf rust-resistance genes have been identified already, such as Lr12 and
Lr13 by Dyck et al. (1966), Lr17 and Lr18 by Dyck and Samborski (1968), Lr25 by Driscoll and Jensen (1963), and
Lr21 and Lr22a from SH wheats by Kerber and Dyck (1969).  The presence of Lr21 and Lr22a from SH wheats in the
test is eliminated, because these genes confer APR, whereas the SH wheats have genes for seedling resistance.

Acknowledgment.  We thank Drs. R.G. Saini and H.S. Dhaliwal for their valuable advice and support during the
research.
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Table 3.  Segregation of seedlings in different generations of crosses between a synthetic-hexaploid wheat
(SHW) and the cultivar Agra Local (AL) inoculated with leaf rust pathotype 77-5 in the glasshouse.  Chi-square
values marked with an asterisk (*) are not significant at P > 0.05.

               No of seedlings

               Resistant Susceptible
Expected

Population (IT ;1+) (IT X) (IT 33+) Total ratio X2 df P

F
1 
(SHW/AL ) 0 12 0 12 — — — —

F
2
 (SHW/AL) 65 110 75 250 1:2:1 4.400 * 2 0.111

BC
1
F

1
 (F

1
/AL) 0 38 36 74 1:1 0.054 * 1 0.816

F
1
 (AL/SHW) 0 10 0 10 — — — —

F
2
 (AL/SHW) 24 74 32 120 1:2:1 4.600 * 2 0.100
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Genetic diversity in synthetic-hexaploid wheats.

Nirupma Singh, Sohan Pal Sharma, and S.S. Singh.

A 1 % annual genetic gain in wheat productivity for the last several years is of great concern to wheat scientists in
general and wheat breeders in particular because this level of genetic gain is too low to achieve the production target for
feeding an ever increasing population.  The low genetic gain in productivity mainly is due to the limited diversity used in
developing wheat varieties.  Genetic diversity is considered to be an important factor in choosing parents for a hybridiza-
tion program for obtaining high-yielding progenies.  Currently, the major concern is to augment wheat genetic diversity
in order to realize another quantum jump in wheat production.  The only logical approach is to tap into the huge genetic
variability present in different wheat progenitors.  Keeping this objective in view, synthetic wheats were developed
between T. turgidum subsp. durum and Ae. tauschii.  This investigation analyzes the genetic diversity present in the SH
wheats received from Division of Genetics, Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi, and grown at the GB Pant
University of Agriculture and Technology Research farms, Pantnagar, U.P. that can be used by the breeders in developing
high yielding genotypes.  We assigned these genotypes to groups and studied their intra- as well as intergroup diversities
using the Mahalanobis’ D2 statistic, which is very useful in selecting parents for hybridization program.  Twenty-five
genotypes were grouped into eight clusters using seven characters, plant height, biological yield/plot, economic yield/
plot, grain weight/spike, 1,000-kernel weight, number of spikelets/spike, and number of grains/spike (Table 4).  Syn-
thetic wheats 9 and 50
were contained in clusters
I and III, respectively.
Cluster II constituted of
synthetics 58 and 78.
Three synthetic hexap-
loids, 8, 39, and 42, were
grouped in cluster IV.
Clusters V and VI were
comprised of five and six
genotypes, respectively.
Cluster VII contained
three genotypes, synthetics
19, 33, and 56.  Cluster
VIII had four genotypes,
synthetics 31, 55, 63, and
74.

The results of this study demonstrate the immense, unexploited genetic variability for different combination of
traits that exist in this material that may be exploited through use of different breeding methodologies (single, three-way ,
and backcrosses).  Developing wheats from this material with very high yield potential and genes for resistance/tolerance
to biotic/ abiotic stresses is possible.

Acknowledgment.  GB Pant University of Agriculture and Technology, Pantnagar, U.P., India.

SHER-E-KASHMIR UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES AND
TECHNOLOGY
Division of Plant Breeding and Genetics, FOA, R.S. Pura, Jammu, India.

Cytogenetics of Triticum aestivum/Aegilops longissima hybrids.

J.S. Bijral.

Aegilops longissima is resistant to powdery mildew and leaf and stem rust.  The species also possesses a high degree of
tolerance to heat and drought stress coupled with high grain protein (Kimber and Feldman 1987) and, thus, constitutes a

Table 4.  Cluster classification for 25 synthetic-hexaploid wheat genotypes (SHW).

Number of
Cluster genotypes Genotypes included

I 1 SHW 9
II 2 SHW 58, SHW 78
III 1 SHW 50
IV 3 SHW 8, SHW 39, SHW 42
V 5 SHW 2, SHW 12, SHW 41, SHW 46, SHW 47
VI 6 SHW 6, SHW 30, SHW 35, SHW 44, SHW 45, SHW 59
VII 4 SHW 19, SHW 33, SHW 56
VIII 4 SHW 31, SHW 55, SHW 63, SHW 74
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valuable germ plasm for the improvement of bread wheat.  This communication reports the cytogenetics of T. aestivum/
Ae. longissima F

1
 hybrids.

Materials and methods.  The bread wheat cultivar WW 27 and Ae. longissima (accession number 28) were used in the
study.  Manually emasculated wheat spikes were pollinated with freshly collected, Ae. longissima pollen under field
conditions.  For meiotic studies, immature F

1
 spikes were fixed in a 1:3 acetic acid:alcohol solution for 24 h, and meiotic

preparations were made by squashing the anthers in 2 % acetocarmine.

Results and discussion.  The F
1
 hybrid plants were completely self-sterile and resembled the wheat parent more closely

in overall morphology.  The hybrid status of the F
1
 plants was confirmed cytologically.  All the plants had the expected

28 chromosomes.  The mean chromosome associations in bread wheat/Ae. longissima hybrids were 25.5 univalents + 1.1
ring bivalents + 0.15 rod bivalents, suggesting a low homology between the parental genomes.  The F

1
 hybrids were

backcrossed successfully to the bread wheat parent.

Acknowledgment.  Our sincere thanks to Dr. H.S. Dhaliwal, Department of Genetics and Biotechnology, Punjab
Agricultural University, Ludhiana, India, for kindly providing the seed of Ae. longissima accession no. 28.
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Bread wheat genotypes for sustainable-cropping systems.

M. Perenzin, M. Corbellini, and G. Boggini.

The long-term history of wheat breeding has been characterized in Italy and elsewhere by the constant release of leading
cultivars that in turn became progenitors of new cultivars, selected to perform well under intensive crop management.  In
the present economic and political context where farmers are forced to optimize and reduce inputs, there is a need to
release genotypes characterized by high nitrogen-use efficiency.

Our recent data confirm that modern cultivars do not perform well when the nitrogen supply is reduced.  On the
other hand, the reintroduction of old cultivars is not realistic mainly because of their low harvest index and very poor
bread-making quality.  In order to meet the farmer’s needs, a breeding strategy based on selection under low-input
management was used, and five lines with stable yield and quality have been selected.  All lines appeared different from
Donald’s wheat ideotype at least in terms of plant height, but highly efficient for dry matter and nitrogen accumulation in
the grain.  Further studies are needed to establish if they really represent an example of high nitrogen use efficiency.

Allelic variability at the waxy loci in Italian wheat germ plasm.

G. Boggini, M. Cattaneo, P. Vaccino, and C. Concaro.

Waxy wheats, characterized by reduction or absence of amylose in the starch, may find a use in the production of
modified food starch and their flour may be used to extend the shelf life of baked products.  The primary enzyme
responsible for the synthesis of amylose in amyloplast, granule-bound starch synthase (GBSS), is present in bread wheat
in three isoforms encoded by the structural genes Wx-A1, Wx-B1, and Wx-D1.
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We have analyzed 288 cultivars of bread wheat, 139 cultivars of durum wheat, and about 200 accessions from
other Triticum species in order to find genetic variability for the waxy trait.  Electrophoretic separation of GBSS allowed
the identification of 63 bread wheats deficient in Wx-B1, one in Wx-A1, and one in Wx-D1 protein isoforms.  The wheat
accessions with Wx mutations were evaluated with a Rapid Visco Analyser to investigate starch properties.  All the
analyzed cultivars showed peak and final viscosities different from normal wheat.

Analyses made in order to evaluate the amylose:amylopectin ratio and the rheological characteristics of the
partial-waxy genotypes have been completed.  The results suggest that the loss of one of the three Wx-protein isoforms is
not sufficient for a significant reduction of amylose content, and the variation in the gelatinization profiles is probably
due to the dimension or molecular weight of starch granules.

A crossing program to select double and null waxy-wheat mutants is in progress; double mutants have been
selected by means of electrophoretic analysis.

Puroindoline and kernel hardness in Triticum aestivum and Triticum monococcum.

N.E. Pogna, L. Gazza, G. Boggini, M. Corbellini, P. Vaccino, and E. Ponzoni.

Puroindolines a (pin a) and b (pin b), two lipid-binding proteins affecting grain texture, were investigated in diploid and
hexaploid wheat species by A-PAGE fractionating and PCR amplification.  A-PAGE provided a clear separation of pin a
and pin b, which occurred as two or four major bands in T. aestivum and T. monococcum, respectively.  Using A-PAGE
analyses, four different puroindoline patterns were identified among 67 diploid wheat accessions, all of them exhibiting a
very soft grain texture as determined by the Single Kernel Characterization System.  Among the 66 bread wheat cultivars
analyzed, four A-PAGE patterns, two alleles coding for pina, and four alleles coding for pinb were identified.  Grain
softness proved to be associated with the presence of alleles pina-D1a, and pinb-D1a, coding for wild-type pin a and pin
b, respectively.  On the other hand, medium-to-hard grain texture was associated with either the absence of pin a (allele
pina-D1b) or the occurrence of a single amino-acid substitution in wild-type pin b (alleles pinb-D1b, and pinb-D1d).  Pin
b alleles have been sequenced and Southern analyses are in progress in order to investigate the structures of the genes.

Breeding for resistance to powdery mildew.

A. Brandolini, M. Corbellini, and G. Reffo.

A breeding program based on backcrossing and MAS selection and aimed at the introgression of powdery mildew
resistance gene Pm13, derived from Ae. longissima, in bread wheat cultivars is currently at the BC

5
 stage.  To fix the

gene, a cycle of selfing will be made this season.  Evaluation of lines for similarity to the recurrent parents also is under
way.

Genetic analysis of einkorn wheat quality traits.

A. Brandolini, P. Vaccino, G. Bruschi, and M. Corbellini.

A consensus map of einkorn wheat, obtained in collaboration with the Max-Planck Institut of Cologne, is completed and
published.  The map was used to localize QTL for quality and agronomic traits.  A major QTL for bread-making quality
was detected on chromosome 1S, and the gene responsible for free threshing was positioned on 2S in a position compat-
ible with Tg genes of polyploid wheats.

Progenies of two-, three-, and four-way crosses of lines with good agronomic and quality traits (earliness, free-
threshing, short straw, gluten quality, and large kernel) are ongoing and at different stages of evaluation.
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Nobuyoshi Watanabe.

New book:  “Wheat Near-isogenic Lines”.

Wheat Near-isogenic Lines (156 pp, Sankeiha, Nagoya, Japan; ISBN 4-88361-131-0) have been the theoretical basis to
catalogue the NILs of the spring wheat Novosibirskaya 67 developed by S. F. Koval and V. S. Koval and durum wheat
LD222 developed by N. Watanabe.  Near-isogenic lines developed by the other research groups also have been included.
The book is available upon request to the author (E-mail: watnb@cc.gifu-u.ac.jp).  See p. 13 for further information.

A near-isogenic line of Aegilops tauschii.

A NIL for brittle rachis in Ae. tauschii is now available.  Aegilops tauschii is diploid species and donor of D genome to
hexaploid wheat.  The tough-rachis mutant of Ae. tauschii is known as a spontaneous mutant.  The tough-rachis mutant
was used as a recurrent parent.  The isogenic pair can be utilized as material for studying the domestication of wheat.
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Viceconsejeria, Servicio de Publicaciones y Divulgacion, Spain.  Pp. 339-343.

Watanabe N.  2001.  Development and use of near-isogenic lines of durum wheat cultivar LD222.  Eur Wheat Aneuploid
Coop Newslet  Pp. 59-61.
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The transmission route through which hexaploid wheat reached the Far East and Japan.

Hiro Nakamura.

Hexaploid wheat appeared about 7–10 thousand years ago in the Middle and Near East (the west coast of the Caspian
Sea) and was then transmitted from its origin to Europe, Africa, southern Asia (Pakistan, India, and Nepal), and China.
We know that some hexaploid wheat varieties were transported along the Silk Road through China to the Far East and
Japan.  Little is known, however, about the actual route of transmission of hexaploid wheat into Japan.

In this study, we analyzed the distribution of the Glu-D1f allele throughout Asia to determine the route by which
hexaploid wheat reached Japan, the most geographically remote region of hexaploid wheat production in the world.
These studies concentrated predominantly on the variation of the HMW-glutenin Glu-D1f allele and the factors that
affected its distribution in different parts of the world.  The allelic composition of the HMW-glutenin subunit from 131
improved Japanese cultivars and 174 Japanese, 353 Chinese, 150 Turkish, 3 Syrian, 6 Israeli, 4 Iranian, 1 Iraqi, 23
Indian, 15 Pakistani, 7 Bhutanese, 66 Nepalese, 1 Myanmar, 1 Filipino, 2 Thai, 3 Indonesian, 46 Taiwanese, and 21
Afghani landraces of hexaploid wheat were investigated using SDS–PAGE.  The 353 Chinese wheat cultivars were from
Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, Hebei, Beijing, Shandong, Shanxi, Hangzhou, Zhejiang, Henan, Jiangsu, Ningxia, Gansu,
Xinjiang, Sichuan, Anhui, and Jiangxi provinces.  The Japanese, Chinese, and other Asian hexaploid wheat materials
were provided by the National Institute of Agrobiological Resources (NIAR) at Tsukuba in Japan.

The Glu-D1f allele has been reported to be a rare allele when studying the worldwide distribution of Glu-1
alleles.  Data also indicate that the products of this allele are more common in Japanese wheat seed-storage proteins than
anywhere else bread wheat is grown.  We have shown that the Glu-D1f allele is more common in Japan than elsewhere in
Asia.  The allelic frequency of this subunit is in excess of 35 % among improved Japanese cultivars and 25.3 % among
Japanese landraces, whereas it was found in only five cultivar of Chinese (two Xinjiang, one Jiangsu, one Zhejiang, and
one Beijing cultivar) and two Afghani wheats.

The carriers of the Glu-D1f allele are distributed across a limited region of Asia, only in southern (Kanto, Tokai,
Kinki, Chugoku, Shikoku, and Kyushu areas) and northern (Hokkaido, Tohoku, Hokuriku, and Nagano areas) Japan; in
Xinjiang (northwest), Jiangsu and Zhejiang (southeast), and Beijing (northeast) China; and in Afghanistan.  However, the
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allele is rare in wheat varieties from north Japan, China, and Afghanistan.  The frequencies of Glu-A1, Glu-B1, and Glu-
D1 alleles in hexaploid wheat cultivar from different countries are known to differ.  A noticeable geographical cline has
been reported in the frequency of the Glu-D1f allele in Japan.  To elucidate the factors involved in the establishment of
this cline, I investigated the association between the occurrence of the Glu-D1f gene with winter habit and with flour
hardness.  Because the Japanese islands extend a considerable distance from north to south, they provide a diverse range
of environments in which wheat is cultivated.  Improved Japanese cultivars and different locally grown landraces are
diverse in their type of winter habit.  The degree of winter habit in Japanese wheats is the most important factor for
hexaploid-wheat production.  Generally, the weaker winter-habit wheat cultivars are grown in southern Japan and those
with a stronger winter habit are grown in the north.  A strong correlation was observed between the intensity of the
winter habit and the occurrence of the Glu-D1f allele.  Improved cultivars with weaker winter habit tended to have the
Glu-D1f allele more frequently than those with strong winter habits, whereas the allele was absent in the cultivars with
the strongest winter habit.

The Glu-1 alleles were previously reported not to be associated with ecogeographical parameters in a world-
wide context.  However, results from our studies suggest that the Glu-D1f allele is associated with ecogeographical
parameters within Japan, a finding of great interest to Japanese wheat breeders and cereal chemists.  In Afghanistan,
Xinjiang in northwest China, Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces in southeast China, and in southern Japan, spring and
facultative types are sown in the autumn or in the spring, respectively.  This type of cultivation is specific to these
regions.  Genotypes that were suitable for this type of hexaploid-wheat cultivation in China may have been selected for
during the process of transmission to Japan.  All cultivars with the Glu-D1f allele in northern Japan are sown in the
autumn, both spring and facultative types.  These results suggest that there are no other wheat cultivars in any other
region in Asia that possess the Glu-D1f allele.

Until recently, Japanese hexaploid wheat breeders did not manipulate the Glu-1 alleles intentionally.  Japanese
hexaploid wheat is characterized by the high frequency of alleles such as Glu-D1f.  Natural and artificial selection in
Japan is thought to have narrowed the genetic base of Japanese hexaploid wheat and this conclusion is supported by the
frequent occurrence of the Glu-D1f allele.  The unique composition of Glu-1 alleles in Japanese hexaploid wheat will be
of considerable interest to both Japanese wheat breeders and cereal chemists.  Japanese, hexaploid wheat-breeding
objectives mainly determine the requirements for the production of soft white noodles (Udon) in areas where they are
eaten frequently.  On the other hand, in areas where bread is more commonly consumed, the similarity in Glu-1 allele
composition among countries seems to be mainly determined by similar breeding objectives.  This study has shown that
the Glu-1 allele frequencies differ between noodle-culture zones such as Asia and bread-culture zones such as Europe
and the U.S.A.  The Glu-1 alleles are reported to directly affect wheat-gluten quality.  Therefore, in Japan, Japan-specific
differences in Glu-1 patterns are likely to occur because of the intensity of selection pressure towards good, soft noodle-
making qualities as compared to selection for good bread-making qualities.

In the course of its long journey and adaptation to diverse local environments, Japanese hexaploid wheat
appears to have depleted its genetic diversity.  The frequency of the Glu-D1f allele differs between the Japanese and the
other Asian, hexaploid-wheat cultivars.  Therefore, all Japanese wheat cultivars possibly have a common heritage, which
explains the similarities in Glu-1 patterns for all Japanese wheat.  There were four routes by which people moved across
Asia in ancient times.  The first of these routes, the so-called Silk Road, ran through Afghanistan; Xinjiang (northwest),
Gansu and Shanxi (northeast), and Jiangsu and Zhejiang (southeast) provinces in China, eventually reaching Japan.  The
second route ran through Pakistan, India, Myanmar, and then to the Yunnan province in China.  A third route ran through
Nepal or Pamir, Tibet, and into the Sichuan province in southwest China or the Shanxi province in northeast China.  The
final route was directly into southern China by boat from India.  The distribution of the Glu-D1 alleles is very interesting
considering these four routes across Asia.  Of all the Glu-D1 alleles, Glu-D1a and Glu-D1f are common in Japanese
hexaploid wheat.  The Glu-D1a allele was common in wheat cultivars from all over Japan, whereas Glu-D1f is present
predominantly in the south.  This finding may suggest a transmission pattern for hexaploid wheat in Japan.  The first
hexaploid wheat (characterized by Glu-D1a or Glu-D1f alleles) arrived in Japan and became distributed across southern
Japan.  Wheat was then distributed northwards through Japan.  As a consequence, northern Japanese hexaploid wheat
cultivars predominantly have the Glu-D1a allele.  This allele is linked to a gene that makes the wheat suitable for
cultivation in the colder winters of northern Japan.  The Glu-D1f allele is not linked to this trait.  The high frequency of
the Glu-D1f allele in southern Japanese wheats may be due to the selective advantage conferred either by Glu-D1f itself
or by the action of another linked gene.  Whichever gene is responsible, it confers a trait that is suitable for cultivation in
southern Japan, such as the intensity of winter habit or be responsible for wheat-flour quality.
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The Glu-D1f allele has been regarded as a characteristic glutenin allele for Japanese hexaploid wheat cultivars.
In fact, although many hexaploid wheat cultivars in southern Japan possess Glu-D1f, most of the northern Japanese
cultivars do not.  By comparison, α-amylase isozyme types shows that both types A and J are common in Japan.  Type A
was found throughout Japan, whereas type J was present predominantly in southern regions.  This distribution of α-
amylase isozyme types is similar to that of Glu-D1f alleles in Japanese hexaploid wheat.  In this study, the specific
distribution of an adaptively neutral characteristic (the Glu-D1f allele) suggested a transmission route for hexaploid
wheat into eastern China and far-east Japan.  Introduced from Afghanistan, Glu-D1f moved through the Xinjiang
province in northwest China, into the Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces in southeast China, and then into southern Japan
along the so-called Silk Road.  The results presented here indicate that analysis of the Glu-D1f allele is a powerful tool
for investigating the real transmission routes of hexaploid wheat across Asia and into far-east Japan.
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ITEMS FROM MEXICO

INTERNATIONAL MAIZE AND WHEAT IMPROVEMENT CENTER — CIMMYT
Lisboa 27, Colonia Juárez, Apdo. Postal 6-641, 06600, D.F., México.

CIMMYT Advanced Wheat Improvement Research Training For Developing Countries.

R.L. Villareal, O.T. Bañuelos, and S. Rajaram.

The CIMMYT Advanced Wheat Improvement Course is an integral part of the Center’s Global Project 8, on ‘Building
Human Capital’.  The course has two main objectives:  1) to impart to senior NARS scientists knowledge on the efficient
management of a germ plasm improvement program and 2) to give NARS scientists the opportunity to select new wheat
germ plasm from the CIMMYT wheat-breeding program.  The major focus of the course is on senior scientists who have
at least 5 years of wheat-research experience.  The course exposes them to the most up-to-date wheat technologies and
materials available at CIMMYT, gives their work a considerable boost, and provides valuable stimulus to national
programs.  Participants have a unique opportunity to exchange ideas among themselves and with CIMMYT staff, discuss
research results, and generally strengthen the interpersonal and professional bonds that hold the international network
together.  The advanced course is scheduled to take place once a year or every other year in Mexico, depending on
financial availability.  By offering this training, CIMMYT also benefits by continually strengthening its international
networks of research scientists, whose collaboration is essential to advancing the cause of global food security.

Course description.  The CIMMYT Advanced Wheat Improvement Course is designed for more experienced national-
program scientists with significant research leadership responsibilities and emphasizes crop-improvement research and
program design; a special training category of CIMMYTs wheat visiting-scientist program.  The course was established
in 2000 as an attempt to further define and more efficiently manage the 'active' visiting scientists who work directly with
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CIMMYT senior scientists in on-going research programs.  Participants get a unique opportunity to exchange ideas
among themselves and with our staff, discuss research results, and generally strengthen the interpersonal and profes-
sional bonds that hold the international network together.  Information is exchanged through personal contacts, group
discussions, and seminars.  Throughout the course, the participants constantly work and interact with fellow participants
and CIMMYT staff of all disciplines in the classroom, laboratory, and field as they conduct research activities.  The
program also provides opportunities for in-depth studies in wheat improvement and specialized topics of interest to the
scientist, the scientist’s host institution, and CIMMYT.  The experience gained fosters camaraderie between staff and the
participants and increases confidence, knowledge, and competence in, and appreciation of, field activities.  Participants
also develop appreciation for the multidisciplinary approach in wheat improvement.

Another important aspect of this course is the exchange of germ plasm.  Visiting scientists send germ plasm to
CIMMYT, and while they are at the Center, they can observe the performance of their materials.  These participants also
get a free hand to select wheat, triticale, and barley germ plasm and, after the seed has been appropriately treated with
fungicides and other chemicals, to take it to their home countries for use in their own cultivar-development programs.
The concept of international coöperation, the exchange of information and breeding materials, is a significant component
of this course.

Program outlook.  CIMMYT works closely with more than 50 developing countries that have programs focused on
wheat research.  The national agricultural research system (NARS) in these countries express a strong and continuing
demand for human resource development in order to maintain and strengthen the research capacity of their staff.  Trained
professional manpower is essential precondition for the development of improved agricultural technologies to benefit
farmers.  New skills are constantly required as the practice of agriculture becomes increasingly complex (e.g., the
application of biotechnology and information technology to plant breeding; the integration of improved varieties with
sustainable crop management practices; and the need to carefully balance food, forage, and nonfood uses of agricultural
products).  Staff turnover in the NARSs also implies that newly trained professionals are in continual demand, hence the
training job is never done.  As the work of CIMMYT has evolved, so have the training needs of NARS.  National
agricultural research centers now request more specialized training at a higher level to enable them to keep abreast of the
changes in agricultural science such as those mentioned above.

Backcross-derived, synthetic bread wheats under drought stress.

R.L. Villareal, O.T. Bañuelos, S. Rajaram, and A. Mujeeb-Kazi.

Thirty-seven percent of the developing world’s wheat area is semiarid where moisture is the principal production
constraint.  Two field experiments were conducted at the CIMMYT experimental station near Cd. Obregon, Sonora, to
test the agronomic potential of 260 BC
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 lines with an Ae. tauschii base.  The three backcross populations

were 'Altar 84/Ae. tauschii 219//3*Seri 82', 'Croc1/Ae. tauschii 224//3*Opata 85', and 'Duerd/Ae. tauschii 214//3*Bcn
88'.  Trials were arranged in an alpha-lattice design with three replications.  The experimental plots, each consisting of
eight rows, 20-cm
apart, and 4-m long,
were machine-drilled
into dry soil at a
seeding rate of 100 kg/
ha.  Results of the 2
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ing 260 BC
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Table 1.  Percent of lines in three BC
2
F

1
 synthetic-derived F

6
 populations significantly

greater than (>) or less than (<), or not significantly different than (=) their recurrent parents
for six traits averaged over 2 years under one irrigation at Cd. Obregon, Sonora.  Number in
parenthesis are the number of F

6
 lines from each population.

Recurrent parent Seri 82 (100) Opata 85 (76) Bacanora 88 (84)

Trait > = < > = < > = <

Grain yield 2 95 3 3 72 1 0 63 21
Biomass 5 95 0 1 75 0 0 81 3
1,000-kernel weight 23 72 5 33 43 0 43 39 2
Test weight 9 64 27 5 64 7 7 56 21
Physiological maturity 0 83 17 6 70 0 1 83 0
Plant height 21 79 0 26 49 1 8 73 3
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spike length are not shown to simplify the table presentation.  The mean of the crosses showed some lines superior to the
recurrent bread wheat parents for 1,000-kernel weight (38 %), spike length (10 %), test weight (8 %), spikes/m2 (3 %),
above-ground biomass at maturity (2 %), and grain yield (2%).  A higher frequency of the lines possessing heavier
kernels than the recurrent parent was observed from the cross  ‘Duerd/Ae. tauschii 214//3*Bcn 88’ (51 %), followed by
‘Croc1/Ae. tauschii 224//3*Opata 85’ (43 %), and ‘Altar 84/Ae. tauschii 219//3*Seri 82’ (23 %).  The yield of the
advanced derivatives ranged from 1,952 kg/ha (Altar 84/Ae. tauschii 219//3*Seri 82) to 5,042 kg/ha (Duerd/Ae. tauschii
214//3*Bcn 88).  Twenty-one percent of the derivatives were taller and headed (12 %) and matured later (3 %) than their
recurrent parents.  Using the mean of nine yield-related traits, 19 % of the lines are superior to the recurrent parents.
These results show that SHs developed from artificial hybridization of durum wheat with Ae. tauschii can enhance yield
or yield components under drought stress.

Elite, synthetic bread wheats (Triticum turgidum/Aegilops tauschii) under one irrigation.

R.L. Villareal, O.T. Bañuelos, S. Rajaram, and A. Mujeeb-Kazi

The principal objective of the study was to evaluate the agronomic performance of 28 elite, primary synthetics derived
from ‘T. turgidum/Ae. tauschii’ crosses developed from CIMMYT’s Wheat Wide Crosses Program under one irrigation
conditions in Cd. Obregon, Sonora, Mexico.  The field trials were arranged in randomized complete block design with
three replications.  The experimental plots, each consisting of 8 rows, 20-cm apart and 4-m long were machine drilled at
a seeding rate of 100 kg/ha.  Baviacora 92 (Bav92) and Dharwar Dry (DD) were used as the high yielding drought
tolerant bread wheat check cultivars.  Grain yield, biomass at maturity, yield components, and other agronomic traits
were determined.  Data on the eight best SHW and the drought-tolerant bread wheat cultivars Bav92 and DD is presented
(Table 2).  Results of the yield tests identified three primary synthetics with similar yield to the highest yielding check
(Bav92, 4,338 kg/ha).  Grain yield of the synthetics ranged from 1.069 kg/ha (D67.2/P66.270//Ae. tauschii 223) to 3,439
kg/ha (Ceta/Ae. tauschii 1024) with an overall mean yield of 2,223 kg/ha.  The majority of the synthetics have a compa-
rable 1,000-kernel weight (86 %), biomass yield (79 %), and spike length (61 %) to that of Bav92.  The three SH wheat
lines with heavier kernels than Bav92 (45.2 g) were ‘Doy1/Ae. tauschii 1026’ (53.2 g), ‘Doy1/Ae. tauschii 188’ (53.1 g),
and ‘Croc1/Ae. tauschii 444’ (52.1 g).  Forty-three percent of the lines have test weight comparable to Bav92 (77 kg/hl).
Aboveground biomass yield at maturity ranged from 3.8 t/ha (Gan/Ae. tauschii 897) to11.8 t/ha (Ceta/Ae. tauschii 1024)
with an overall mean biomass yield of 8.8 t/ha.  All the synthetic materials flowered and matured later than Bav92.
However, grain-filling period of 93 % of the SH wheats are comparable to Bav92 (39 d).  Plant height of the SH were
similar to those of the two bread wheat checks.  Two SH wheat lines possessed more spikes/m2 than Bav92.  Results
indicate the potential use of the best primary synthetics as progenitors in drought tolerance breeding in T. aestivum at
CIMMYT.

Table 2.  Agronomic traits of eight synthetic hexaploids (Triticum turgidum/Aegilops tauschii) and bread wheat check
cultivars, Baviacora 92 and Dharwar Dry combined over 2 years under one irrigation at Cd. Obregon, Sonora.

1,000-kernel Physiol. Plant
Entry Yield Biomass weight Test weight maturity height
 no. Cross (kg/ha) (t/ha) (g) (kg/hl) (d) (cm)

2 Ceta/Ae. tauschii 1024 3,439 11.8 45.3 74.6 135 106
8 Ceta/Ae. tauschii 327 3,260 10.2 41.8 76.1 132 94
21 68.111/RGB-U//Ward/3/FGO/4/Rabi/5/Ae. tauschii 629

2,806 11.4 48.8 73.5 133 104
23 Ceta/Ae. tauschii 1031 2,738 10.1 48.2 72.5 133 98
17 Ceta/Ae. tauschii 1026 2,721 11.8 47.2 70.7 131 91
3 Croc1/Ae. tauschii 444 2,597 10.0 52.1 72.8 135 85
18 Doy1/Ae. tauschii 1026 2,587 9.3 53.2 74.4 133 98
22 Doy1/Ae. tauschii 1029 2,465 9.7 49.2 73.7 135 97
29 Baviacora 92 4338 10.0 45.2 77.5 125 86
30 Dharwar Dry 3233 8.4 36.8 79.7 122 94

LSD (0.05) 1560 4.0 6.6 4.2 5 21
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Human-resource development for wheat-improvement research at CIMMYT.

R.L. Villareal, O.T.  Bañuelos, and S. Rajaram.

The objective of CIMMYT wheat-
improvement research training course
is to help upgrade the skills of scien-
tists from the national agricultural
research systems of the developing
world, so they can more effectively
utilize new genetic materials from
CIMMYT and, thereby, make available
a continuous flow of new technologies
to their client farmers.  Since
CIMMYTs inception in 1966, more
than 2,600 wheat-improvement
researchers from 90 developing
countries have attended the course
(Tables 3 and 4), which is characterized
by a strong emphasis on field activities
(50–60 % of course hours) and on
linking theory with the application of
breeding and agronomic principles.  A
unique opportunity also is offered for
participants to come into contact with
many colleagues worldwide.  Recent
surveys have shown that many wheat
research leaders in NARS are former
CIMMYT trainees.  Because many
alumni move into administrative
positions or have retired, there is a
continuing need to train promising
researchers for their replacement, thus,
maintaining a critical mass of knowl-
edgeable and field–oriented wheat scientists.  By offering this training, CIMMYT also benefits because it constantly
strengthens its international networks of research scientists, whose collaboration is essential to advancing the cause of
global food security.

The impact of synthetic wheat on breeding for stress tolerance at CIMMYT.

R.M. Trethowan, Jose Borja, and A. Mujeeb-
Kazi

Synthetic hexaploid wheats are developed by
crossing tetraploid wheat with Ae. tauschii, the
probable donor of the D genome.  The bread
wheat, stress-breeding program at CIMMYT has
steadily increased the contribution of synthetic
wheat parentage in the breeding program over the
past 5 years (Fig. 1).  Currently, more than 40 %
of all breeding materials in the breeding program
have a synthetic wheat somewhere in their
parentage.  These synthetics have provided
significant new variability for a range of charac-
teristics important to wheat adaptation in

Fig. 1.  Contribution of synthetic wheats to the pedigrees of germ
plasm comprising CIMMYTs bread wheat-breeding program for
marginal areas.

Table 3.  CIMMYT wheat-improvement trainees in Mexico from 1967 to
2002 (Source: CIMMYT Training database).

Latin Other
Year Asia Africa America countries Total

1967 10 0 2 0 12
1968–72 41 27 23 4 95
1973–77 35 27 26 6 94
1978–82 56 21 34 3 114
1983–87 57 31 39 6 133
1988–92 53 26 28 2 109
1993–97 23 20 13 10 66
1998–02 51 23 2 12 88
Total 326 175 167 43 711

Table 4.  Origin based on regional aggregates of CIMMYTs Wheat Program
visiting scientists in Mexico from 1966 to 2002 (Source:  CIMMYT Training
database).

Origin No. of visiting scientists

Sub-Saharan Africa 145
West and north Africa 193
East, south, and southeast Asia 507
Latin America 509
East Europe, central Asia, and Caucasus 70
High-income countries 548
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marginal environments, including new
variability for tolerance to drought, heat,
micronutrient imbalances, and resistance to
diseases that affect the roots and crowns.

Drought screening at CIMMYT is
conducted near Cuidad Obregon in northwest-
ern Mexico.  This site is arid, and wheat is
grown using irrigation.  Drought is generated
using a combination of gravity and drip
irrigation methods to generate controlled
moisture-stress scenarios.  The ‘genotype x
year’ interaction under moisture stress is low
(Trethowan, unpublished data) and the
relevance of germ plasm selected at this site,
under limited and optimal irrigation, to global
wheat-growing environments has been
demonstrated (Trethowan et al. 2001, 2003).
When germ plasm selected at this site using
one or two gravity irrigations is tested
globally, significant rates of improvement in productivity have been observed (Trethowan et al. 2002).  The soils at this
location have been carefully characterized for biotic stresses (nematodes, root rots) and other abiotic stresses (micronutri-
ent imbalances) thereby ensuring that the observed differentiation of genotypes is due to water and not other confound-
ing factors.

Currently, CIMMYTs benchmark standard for drought tolerance is a Bavuacira derivative called Weebill 1.
Combining variation for drought tolerance from traditional sources, such as advanced-line performance in dry environ-
ments globally, with that of synthetic wheat has led to the development of synthetic derivatives with greatly enhanced
drought tolerance.  Figure 2 demonstrates the superiority of a few of these new synthetic derivatives over Weebill 1 and
Pastor, a line adapted to dry environments globally, under drought stress in northwestern Mexico.

The superior performance of these synthetic derivatives is linked to a number of characteristics including deep
root systems, root systems that can efficiently extract more water per unit volume of soil (Copeland et al. 2002), im-
proved emergence and establishment, and the ability to maintain seed size under stress.

One of the primary mechanisms or
expressions of stress tolerance is the mainte-
nance of kernel weight under stress.  Wheat
plants grown under moisture or heat stress
often produce shriveled seed, reducing the
yield and market value of the wheat crop.
Significant new variability for maintaining
kernel weight has been found in the primary
synthetics (Fig. 3).  Each of the primary
synthetics in Fig. 3 have larger seed size
(measured as the 1,000-kernel weight) than
Baviacora (which is recognized as having
large seed) under stress-free conditions.
However, all the synthetics in Fig. 3 have
higher seed weight than the check under all
test conditions.  Synthetic # 1 is able to
maintain its seed weight best under both
drought and heat stress with very little
observable difference among treatments.
This important new variability is being
introgressed into germ plasm targeted to marginal environments.

Fig. 2.  Yield of some synthetic derivatives under drought stress
(200 mm of available water) compared to CIMMYTs benchmark
check for drought tolerance Weebill 1, and CIMMYTs globally
adapted, dryland check Pastor.  Pedigrees of the synthetic lines are
Syn1, Croc_1/Ae. tauschii (213)//PGO/3/Babax;
Syn2, Croc_1/Ae. tauschii (224)/Opata/3/Pastor;
Syn3, Caskor/3/Croc_1/Ae. tauschii (224)//Opata; and
Syn4, Pastor/3/Altar 84/Ae. tauschii (taus)//Opata.

Fig. 3.  Change in 1,000-kernel weight for three primary synthetics
and Baviacora under irrigated and drought- and heat-stressed
conditions.  Pedigrees of the primary lines are
Primary 1, CETA/Ae. tauschii (1025);
Primary 2, DOY1/Ae. tauschii (428); and
Primary 3, Croc_1/Ae. tauschii (516).
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Apart from seed size, poor industrial
quality and low protein levels have been
disincentives to plant breeders wanting to
improve stress adaptation using synthetic
sources of variability.  Historically, breeding
for both high yield and high protein content,
as these characteristics are negatively
associated, has been very difficult.  However,
the synthetic wheats offer significant new
variability for protein subunit composition
(Peña et al. 1995).  When these synthetics are
crossed to high yielding, drought-tolerant,
elite bread wheat parents, it is possible to
find lines with both high yield and high
protein (Fig. 4).  The two synthetic deriva-
tives in Fig. 4 have yields equivalent to the
elite, drought-tolerant check cultivar Weebill
1, however, they produce up to 20 % more grain protein.
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Triticum aestivum/Aegilops geniculata and Triticum durum/Aegilops geniculata hybrids, BCs,
and amphiploid production.

M. Zaharieva, A. Cortés, V. Rosas, S. Cano, R. Delgado, and A. Mujeeb-Kazi.

Aegilops geniculata is an annual, self-fertile, allotetraploid (2n = 4x = 28, MU genome) species (Van Slageren 1994).
For wheat breeding, the species is a source of biotic and abiotic stress resistance (Zaharieva et al. 2001b).  Promising Ae.
geniculata accessions resistant to BYDV, CCN, and rusts were identified and hybridized with susceptible high-yielding
bread and durum wheat cultivars (Zaharieva et al. 2001a).  The results of Triticum/Ae. geniculata hybridization efforts
are presented here.

Genetic material and hybridization strategy.  Two bread (Prinia and Baviacora) and durum (Kucuk and Sooty9/
Rascon37) wheat cultivars were crossed as female parents with 10 Ae. geniculata accessions using conventional proto-
cols (Mujeeb-Kazi et al. 1987).  Within each cross, some F

1
 hybrids were treated with colchicine to produce amphiploids.

The remaining F
1
 hybrids were backcrossed to their wheat parents to produce BC

1
 derivatives.  The BC

1
 plants having

complete parental chromosome sets were crossed with bread or durum wheat parents (BC
2
) or selfed to produce BC

1
F

2

plants.  Crosses between Chinese Spring (phph) and Ae. geniculata accessions also were made to promote homoeologous
wheat/alien chromosome pairing.  Mitotic, meiotic, and Giemsa C-banding cytological analyses were made on the F

1
 and

the backcrossed and amphiploids plants according to protocols in Mujeeb-Kazi et al. (1994).

Triticum/Ae. geniculata hybrid and amphiploid production.  A total of 323 hybrid plants were obtained for 30 (out of
40 potential) cross combinations.  Crossability rate was higher for T. durum/Ae. geniculata (15 %) than for T. aestivum/

Fig. 4.  Grain yield and flour protein content of two synthetic
derivatives and a nonsynthetic advanced line expressed as a percent
of the benchmark check for drought tolerance Weebill 1.  Pedigrees
of the synthetic lines are
Syn1, Skauz/Pastor/3/Croc_1/Ae. tauschii (224)//Opata and
Syn2, Milan/Kauz//Pastor/3/Croc_1/Ae. tauschii (224)//Opata.
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Ae. geniculata crosses (9 %) and varied according to the bread and durum wheat parent (Table 4).  The hybrids obtained
expressed
codominant
phenotypes.
Mean meiotic
associations
where
univalency
predominated
suggested that
wheat/alien
recombinations
did not occur.

After colchicine treatment, seeds were obtained from 19 out of the 30 F
1
 cross combinations.  Seed (C

0
)

frequency was significantly higher for durum wheat/Ae. geniculata (94 %) than for bread wheat/Ae. geniculata combina-
tions (29 %).  Seed number also was higher for durum wheat based amphiploids than for bread wheat and depended on
the cultivar used (Table 5).  A total of 46 seeds were obtained from four T. aestivum/Ae. geniculata cross combinations
(out of 14 F

1
s) and 851 seeds from 15 T. durum/Ae. geniculata cross combinations (out of 16 F

1
s).  Chromosome

numbers were between 67–70 in T. aestivum/Ae. geniculata amphiploids and 51–56 in T. durum/Ae. geniculata amphip-
loids.  Complete chromosome sets (2n = 10x = 70) for bread wheat and (2n = 8x = 56) for durum wheat combinations
were observed in 25 % and 57 % of the tested plants, respectively.  These amphiploids were seed increased and are under
further evaluation.

Table 5.  Genotypic variation for amphiploid production involving bread and durum wheat/Aegilops
geniculata accessions.  The Ae. geniculata accession number used in the CIMMYT Wide Crosses working
collection is in parentheses.

Triticum/Ae. geniculata Florets Seed Embryos Plants Doubled
cross combinations pollinated set excised obtained seed set

Prinia/Ae. geniculata (MZ 77) 64 16 15 9 8
Baviacora/Ae. geniculata (MZ 77) 56 6 6 6 5
Kucuk/Ae. geniculata (MZ 149) 56 11 11 11 185
Sooty9/Rascon37//Ae. geniculata (MZ 149) 48 7 7 5 26

Table 4.  Genotypic variation in bread and durum wheats for crossability with Aegilops geniculata
accessions.

Triticum/Ae. geniculata Florets Seed Embryos Plants Crossability
cross combinations pollinated set excised obtained (%)

Prinia/Ae. geniculata 766 99 98 76 12.9
Baviacora/Ae. geniculata 624 34 34 26 5.4
Kucuk/Ae. geniculata 570 103 101 75 18.1
Sooty9/Rascon37//Ae. geniculata 570 68 66 46 11.9

BC seed production.  BC
1
 seeds were obtained from F

1
 hybrids after backcrossing to the durum or bread wheat parent.

Crossability rate was higher than for the F
1
 hybrids.  Seeds were more frequent in ‘T. durum/Ae. geniculata//T. durum’

crosses than in ‘T. aestivum/Ae. geniculata//T. aestivum’ (21 and 15 % crossability rates, respectively).  Chromosome
number was in the range 41–60 for the T. aestivum combinations and 32–45 for T. durum combinations.  C-banding  on
plants having complete chromosome sets confirmed 21 II + 14MU and 14 II + 14 MU associations for the T. aestivum
and T. durum combinations, respectively.  These BC

1
 plants were backcrossed to their bread or durum wheat parent

(BC
2
) or selfed (BC

1
F

2
).  Their seeds will be used to advance desired combinations for applied wheat production pur-

poses.

ph gene strategy.  Transfer of traits of interest from alien donor species into wheat can be facilitated using the ph genetic
stock of Chinese Spring (Mujeeb-Kazi 2001).  Chinese Spring ph and Chinese Spring Ph (as a reference) were crossed
with the 10 Ae. geniculata accessions producing 100 and 80 seeds, respectively, from all cross combinations (Table 6).
Chromosome numbers ranged between 34–35 for the Chinese Spring ph/Ae. geniculata and 35 for Chinese Spring Ph/
Ae. geniculata hybrids.  The crossability rate was high (20.2 and 21.4 %) compared to the two bread wheat cultivars
previously described.  However, when F

1
 Chinese Spring ph hybrids were crossed to different bread wheat cultivars, no

or very few seeds were produced.  Only two plants with incomplete chromosome number were obtained after crossing
with Prinia.  When Chinese Spring Ph hybrids were crossed with Prinia and Bacanora, seven plants were obtained from
four cross combinations with chromosome numbers from 54–60.
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Amphiploids also were obtained after colchicine treatment.  Fifty-two seeds (C
0
) were produced from four

Chinese Spring ph combinations (40 % frequency) and 60 seeds from five Chinese Spring Ph combinations (50 %
frequency).  Chromosome numbers ranged between 64–72 in Chinese Spring ph-based amphiploids and from 62–70 in
Chinese Spring Ph-based amphiploids.  Complete chromosome counts of 2n = 10x = 70 were observed in 24 % and 35
% of the tested plants, respectively.  The ph-based amphiploids are anticipated to be a very potent source of enhanced
translocation events (homologous and homoeologous) after several rounds of selfing.

In general, crosses between Chinese Spring ph-based hybrids and bread wheat cultivars are difficult.  We
decided to use Chinese Spring ph as backcross parent for the Ph locus BC

2
 progenies and amphiploids in order to

produce Phph-heterozygote progeny from which ph derivatives are being identified and exploited (Mujeeb-Kazi 2001).

Conclusions.  Elite bread and durum wheat cultivars were hybridized with different stress resistant Ae. geniculata
accessions and a great number of amphiploids and BC

I
 derivatives were produced.  The durum wheat cultivar Kucuk and

the bread wheat cultivar Prinia had good crossing ability and might have priority for use in wheat–Ae. geniculata
hybridization programs and for other combinations.  After evaluation for resistance to the concerned diseases and pests,
some desired combinations are to be advanced via production of Ae. geniculata addition lines and ph-based cytogenetic
manipulation for achieving alien introgressions in targeted wheat cultivars.
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Triticum durum/Aegilops umbellulata hybridization.

M. Zaharieva, A. Cortás, V. Rosas, S. Cano, R. Delgado, and A. Mujeeb-Kazi.

Aegilops umbellulata is an annual, self-fertile, diploid (2n = 2x = 18, U genome) species distributed in the eastern
Mediterranean and western Asian regions (Van Slageren 1994).  Ae. umbellulata is a source for resistance to powdery
mildew, CCN, Hessian fly, and greenbug (Gill et al. 1985; Bekal et al. 1998).  Leaf rust resistance gene Lr9 from Ae.
umbellulata was transferred to bread wheat by Sears (1956).  However, information on durum wheat/Ae. umbellulata
hybridization is scarce and mainly concerns hybrid production (Ozgen 1983a, b).  Furthermore, no germ plasm is
globally available for incorporating this genetic diversity for wheat improvement compelling us to initiate the effort
herein reported.

An Ae. umbellulata accession MZ 163, originating from Iran and resistant to Mexican and Bulgarian isolates of
leaf and stripe rust at seedling and adult stages (Zaharieva, unpublished data), was crossed as the male parent with the
CIMMYT durum wheat cultivar Mexicali 75.  The hybrid and backcross derivative production is reported.

Table 6. Crossability data for Chinese Spring ph and Chinese spring Ph wheat crosses with Aegilops geniculata.

Triticum/Ae. geniculata Florets Seed Embryos Plants Crossability
cross combinations pollinated set excised obtained (%)

Chinese Spring ph/Ae. geniculata 494 100 100 68 20.2
Chinese Spring Ph/Ae. geniculata 374 80 80 58 21.4
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Crossing, embryo rescue, and plant regeneration techniques applied were as described by Mujeeb-Kazi et al.
(1987).  From 56 pollinated florets (two spikes), 10 seeds were produced (17.9 % crossability rate).  Ten embryos were
rescued and nine plants obtained (90 % plant regeneration).  Somatic chromosome numbers of all hybrid plants were 2n
= 3x = 21, ABU.  Morphologically, the F

1
 hybrids were intermediate between their parents and all of them were self-

sterile.

BC
1
 seeds were obtained from F

1
 hybrids after backcrossing to the wheat parent (Table 7).  The crossability rate

(32.5 %) was higher than for the F
1
 hybrids.  Thirteen seeds were produced from 40 pollinated florets and 10 plants were

obtained (76.9 % regeneration).  Chromosome number ranged between 34–36; most plants (60 %) had a complete
chromosome set of 35 chromosomes (2n = 5x = 35, AABBU).  The two plants with 34 chromosomes were self-sterile.
Self-pollination of the remaining eight plants (having 35 or 36 chromosomes) produced 76 BC

1
F

2
 seed.  On average,

seed set was two seed/spike.

After backcrossing eight plants with Mexicali 75, 54 BC
2
 seeds were produced from 120 pollinated florets (45

% crossability rate).  Fourteen of these were germinated and 12 plants obtained (87.5 % regeneration rate).  The chromo-
some number ranged from 28–32.  Most of the plants (58.3 %) had 29 chromosomes with 14 bivalents plus 1 univalent at
meiosis, suggesting that one Ae. umbellulata chromosome was added.  Only two plants (16.7 %) had no alien chromo-
some added.  Ten plants with 29 or more chromosomes were selfed and 120 BC

2
F

2
 seeds were produced from eight

plants; two were sterile.

A preliminary test for leaf rust resistance at the adult stage was made on four BC
2
 plants with 29 chromosomes

using a Mexican isolate virulent on durum wheat.  The four plants were found to be completely resistant.  Durum wheat
cultivar Mexicali 75 was highly susceptible to this isolate.

These results suggest that leaf rust resistance of Ae. umbellulata was expressed in a durum wheat background
via the added alien chromosome.  This alien-resistance source is being identified and cytogenetically manipulated for
introgression into an end product that will be euploid with 2n = 4x = 28 and carry the introgression; a lengthy complex
process.  At the same time, we are attempting to complete the full set of seven chromosome Ae. umbellulata chromo-
some-addition lines.

Conclusions.  The durum wheat cultivar Mexicali 75 was hybridized with leaf- and stripe-rust resistant Ae. umbellulata
accession and backcross progenies carrying one or more alien chromosomes were obtained.  Production of durum wheat/
Ae. umbellulata addition lines is in progress.  A crossing program also is underway to hybridize BC

2
 progenies with

Capelli (ph1c) and promote homoeologous pairing for introgressing Ae. umbellulata-resistance genes into durum wheat
background.
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Table 7.  Crossability data for Mexicali 75/Aegilops umbellulata hybrid and BC seed production.

Florets Seed Crossability Plants Regeneration
Combination  pollinated set (%) obtained (%)

(F
1
)      Mexicali 75/Ae. umbellulata 56 10 17.9 9 90.0

(BC
1
)   F

1
/Mexicali 75 40 13 32.5 10 76.9

(BC
2
)  BC

1
/Mexicali 75 120 54 45.0 — —
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Genetic diversity of synthetic hexaploids with enhanced levels of resistance to Fusarium head
scab.

M. Zaharieva, K. Suenaga (Japan International Research Center for Agricultural Sciences, 1-1, Ohwashi, Tsukuba,
Ibaraki 305-8686.), H.M. William, and A. Mujeeb-Kazi.

The D-genome donor Ae. tauschii (2n = 2x = 14; DD) represents a valuable source for bread wheat improvement because
of the close homology of its genome with that of the D genome of bread wheat and the availability of a wide range of
accessions from diverse geographic regions.  Among a great number of synthetic hexaploids (2n = 6x = 42, AABBDD),
produced by crossing durum wheat cultivars and Ae. tauschii accessions, a subset was found to be highly resistant to
scab (Mujeeb-Kazi et al. 2000b).  Because all durum varieties are highly susceptible to head scab, the resistance ob-
served in SHs should logically be due to the Ae. tauschii genome.

Pyramiding strategy.  As a result of multiyear testing, a set of 15 highly resistant, synthetic hexaploids was selected and
used to introgress head scab resis-
tance traits into high-yielding bread
wheat cultivars (Mujeeb-Kazi and
Delgado 2002). By intercrossing
these SHs made with different
accessions of Ae. tauschii, we
initiated a procedure to pyramid scab
resistance.  Progenies of these
crosses are a precious genetic basis
for improving scab resistance in
bread wheat, because diverse genes
are incorporated simultaneously,
thereby enhancing breeding effi-
ciency (Mujeeb-Kazi et al. 2000a).
The efficient choice of parents to be
used in intercrossing, however, needs
a better knowledge of genetic
relationships among SHs.

Germ plasm and microsatellite
analysis.  In addition to the 15 SHs
mentioned above, 10 durum wheat
cultivars, that were used to make the
SHs, a synthetic derivative that has
excellent resistance to head scab
(Mayoor//TK SN 1081/Ae. tauschii
(222)), two wheat cultivars, the head
scab-susceptible wheat cultivar
Flycathcher, and Chinese Spring
were included in the analysis (Table
8).

DNA polymorphism within
the selected head scab-resistant SHs
was analyzed using SSR markers.
Fifteen D-genome microsatellites

Table 8.  Synthetic hexaploids, Triticum durum subsp. durum, and T. aestivum
subsp. aestivum genotypes used in the analysis.  The Aegilops tauschii acces-
sion numbers in CIMMYT Wheat Wide Crosses working collection are in
parentheses.

Genotype (pedigree) Abbreviation

68.111/RGB-U//WARD/3/FGO/4/RABI/5/Ae. tauschii (629) SH/629
YAR/Ae. tauschii (783) SH/783
68.111/RGB-U//Ward/3/FGO/4/Rabi/5/Ae. tauschii (878) SH/878
GAN/Ae. tauschii (180) SH/180
LCK59.61/Ae. tauschii (313)SH/313
Scoop 1/Ae. tauschii (358) SH/358
Botno/Ae. tauschii (625) SH/625
CPI/Gediz/3/GOO//JO69/CRA/4/Ae. tauschii (409) SH/409
Dverd 2/Ae. tauschii (1027) SH/1027
CETA/Ae. tauschii (172) SH/172
CETA/Ae. tauschii (306) SH/306
CETA/Ae. tauschii (445) SH/445
CPI/Gediz/3/GOO//JO/CRA/4/Ae. tauschii (1018) SH/1018
CETA/Ae. tauschii (1031) SH/1031
Ae. tauschii (1026)/DOY1 SH/1026
68.111/RGB-U//WARD/3/FGO/4/RABI TD 1
YARMUK TD 2
GAN TD 3
LCK59.61 TD 4
SCOOP_1 TD 5
BOTNO TD 6
CPI/GEDIZ/3/GOO//JO/CRA TD 7
DVERD_2 TD 8
CERCETA TD 9
DECOY 1 TD 10
Chinese Spring —
Flycatcher (susceptible check) —
Mayoor/TK SN1081 (222) M/TK (222)
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derived from hexaploid wheat or Ae. tauschii were used (Table 9).  DNA extraction, PCR amplification, and gel electro-
phoresis were according to standard established protocols of the CIMMYT Molecular Genetics Laboratory (Hoisington
et al. 1994).  The approximate size of the fragments was scored using a molecular-weight standard and Chinese Spring
patterns as reference.  Only D-genome-specific bands (absent in durum wheat parent varieties) were taken into account
for the analysis.  The presence or absence of each fragment was coded by 1 or 0, respectively, and scored in a binary data
matrix.  Jaccard’s genetic distances were calculated for each pair of SHs and cluster analysis was performed based on the
unweighted pair-group method with arithmetic average (UPGMA).

DNA polymorphism.  All 15 primer pairs
used revealed polymorphism between the
tested synthetic hexaploids.  A total of 91
alleles ranging from 105 bp to 250 bp
were found (Table 9).  The number of
alleles/locus varied from 4 to 9, with an
average of 6.1 alleles.  From one to eight
unique genotypes (with alleles occurring
only once in a microsatellite locus) were
found for 14 out of the 15 primers used.
Two SHs, ‘YAR/Ae. tauschii (783)’ and
‘Botno/Ae. tauschii (625)’, revealed two
alleles/locus for 8 and 2 microsatellite
primers, respectively.  This could be
explained by the variability existing within
Ae. tauschii accessions (Pestsova et al.
2000b) used as male parent for the
production of SHs.

The dendrogram produced on
genetic dissimilarity values among
accessions showed that 13 out of the 15
SHs could be distinguished with 15
microsatellite primers and clustered into
four groups (Fig. 5).  Only two of the 15
SHs, ‘GAN/Ae. tauschii (180)’ and
‘LCK59.61/Ae. tauschii (313)’ could not
be differentiated using the 15 SSRs.  The
smallest genetic distance (0.06) was
between ‘Ae. tauschii (1026)/DOY1’ and ‘CETA/Ae. tauschii (445)’, which differ only at one locus.  These results
suggest that these four SHs are genetically closely related.  The largest genetic distance (1.0) was observed between
‘Ceta/Ae. tauschii (172)’ and the synthetics including Ae. tauschii accessions 306, 409, and 1027 and between ‘Ceta/Ae.
tauschii (1031)’ and SH/306, 409, 445, 629, 878, and 1026.  Synthetic hexaploids ‘Ceta/Ae. tauschii (172)’ and ‘Ceta/Ae.
tauschii (1031)’ were the most distant from the rest of accessions showing unique alleles for six or seven SSR primers,
respectively.  They were included in inter-synthetic crosses for pyramiding scab resistance genetic diversity.

When analyzed together with the SH-derivative line ‘Mayoor//TK SN 1081/Ae. tauschii (222)’ and the bread
wheat cultivar Flycatcher, a total of 93 alleles were found; two being specific for Flycatcher.  The SHs most distant from
the susceptible bread wheat cultivar Flycatcher included Ae. tauschii accessions 172, 445, 609, 1018, and 1026 (sharing
only two common alleles).  These lines could be used to produce mapping populations for identifying QTL.  Flycatcher
and the synthetic derivative line ‘Mayoor//TK SN 1081/Ae. tauschii (222)’, already used for production of a DH-
segregating population, were polymorphic for 8 out of the 15 tested SSR primer pairs.

Conclusions.  The results suggest that a relatively small number of microsatellites can be used to estimate genetic
diversity in the germ plasm of T. durum/Ae. tauschii SHs and also indicates the presence of a significant level of hetero-
geneity among the Ae. tauschii accessions.  High intrasynthetic polymorphism was observed, and most SHs were
distinguished with only 15 microsatellite primers.  We postulate that most genes related to head scab resistance of the
tested SHs may be different, revealing the important diversity of head scab-resistance sources.  Based on our results,
genetically distant SHs were intercrossed in order to create lines with pyramided Ae. tauschii-derived genes for scab

Table 9.  Microsatellite markers used in the study, their chromosome
location according Röder et al. (1998) and Pestsova et al. (2000a),
number of alleles generated in the synthetic hexaploid and their size
range, and number of unique genotypes per marker.  The chromosomal
location of microsatellites marked with an asterisk was determined using
nullisomic-tetrasomic lines of Chinese Spring.

No. of No. of unique
Marker Location alleles/locus Size (bp) genotypes

GWM 337 1D 6 160-190 2
GWM 848* 1D 5 180-200 2
GWM 934* 1D 4 140-146 2
GWM 157 2D 6 100-142 4
GWM 455 2D 9 135-190 5
GDM 6 2D 9 120-250 8
GDM 35 2D 7 160-250 3
GDM 128 3D 5 110-125 3
GDM 161 3D 4 150-165 1
GDM 125 4D 8 120-160 4
GDM 68 5D 4 125-140 1
GDM 99 5D 9 155-250 5
GDM 98 6D 7 170-190 3
GWM 428 7D 4 120-130 1
GWM 150 7D 4 105-115 0
Total 91 44
Average 6.1 2.9
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resistance.  The involvement of various Ae.
tauschii accessions in the pedigrees of advanced
material will contribute to wide range of genetic
diversity that should be beneficial for imparting
durability of scab resistance to bread wheat germ
plasm.
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Microsatellite markers for detection of Aegilops geniculata M- and U-genome chromosomes in
wheat background.

M. Zaharieva, K. Suenaga (Japan International Research Center for Agricultural Sciences, 1-1, Ohwashi, Tsukuba,
Ibaraki 305-8686, Japan), H.M. William, and A. Mujeeb-Kazi.

Aegilops geniculata (2n = 4x = 28; MMUU) is a distant relative of cultivated durum and bread wheat.  Some accessions
of Ae. geniculata possess good levels of resistance to BYDV, CCN, and the rusts (Zaharieva et al. 2001b).  We have
made crosses between these accessions and susceptible high-yielding bread and durum wheat cultivars with the objective
of transferring resistances originating in Ae. geniculata accessions to be utilized in CIMMYT durum and bread wheat
improvement activities (Zaharieva et al. 2001a).  Amphiploids and backcross derivatives have been produced.  This
material is under evaluation in order to select promising combinations for future advance via cytogenetic manipulation
protocols (Mujeeb-Kazi 2001).  To facilitate the detection of chromatin of Ae. geniculata in wheat backgrounds, we have
evaluated the use of SSR markers and the ongoing initial efforts are reported here.

Fig. 5.  Dendrogram of Jaccard’s distances among the 15
synthetic hexaploids, Flycatcher, and ‘Mayoor//TK SN 1081/
Ae. tauschii (222)’  using UPGMA as the clustering method.
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The Ae. geniculata genome.  Ae. geniculata is presumed to be an amphiploid of two diploid species, Ae. comosa (2n =
2x = 14; MM) and Ae. umbellulata (2n = 2x = 14; UU) (Kimber et al. 1988).  Friebe et al. (1999) confirmed the chromo-
some similarities between the U and M genomes of Ae. geniculata and its diploid progenitors.  Based on the pairing
affinities between Ae. geniculata (MU) and the wheat genomes (ABD), Fernandez-Calvin and Orellana (1992) revealed
that the A- and D-genome chromosomes more frequently associated with the M- and U-genome chromosomes of Ae.
geniculata than did the wheat A or D or Ae. geniculata M or U chromosomes with wheat B-genome chromosomes.  By
comparing the Ae. umbellulata and hexaploid wheat maps, Zhang et al. (1998) confirmed the homoeology between U-
and D-genome chromo-
somes, but also observed
that all seven Ae. umbellu-
lata chromosomes display
one or more structural
rearrangements relative to
wheat chromosomes.

Our objective
was to explore some
microsatellite markers
that are reported to be
located on D genome
(Röder et al. 1998;
Pestsova et al. 2000), in
order to identify Ae.
geniculata M- and U-
genome chromosomes.

Genetic material and
molecular markers.
Twenty-four microsatel-
lite primers showing
polymorphism between
Triticum and Ae. genicu-
lata alleles were selected
previously (Table 10)
(Zaharieva et al., 2002).
In the present study, these
primers were tested on a
set of Chinese Spring
nullisomic-tetrasomic
lines (Sears 1966) and on
Chinese Spring/Ae.
geniculata chromosome
addition lines (Friebe et
al. 1999) in order to
identify the location of
polymorphic fragments of
these primers.  A com-
plete set of M-genome
chromosome additions
(1M to 7M) and an
incomplete set of U-
genome chromosome
additions (1U, 2U, 4U,
and 5U) were used.  A
complete set of addition
lines for the U-genome

Table 10.  Microsatellite primers used in the study, their respective chromosome location
and the Aegilops geniculata and/or Ae. peregrina chromosome they can distinguish. 
Primers with a — have no chromosome-specific fragment.

Chromosome Addition Aegilops
Primer  location 1 Group 2 line 3 chromosome

GWM 642 1D, 1A 1L 1Ug, 1Up 1U
GWM 848 1D 1Ug, 1Up 1U

4Ug, 4Up 4U
GWM 903 1D, 1B 1Up 1U

GWM157 2D 2L 2Mg 2M
GWM455 2D, 2B 2S 2Ug 2U
GDM 35 2D 2S 2Mg, 2Ug, 2Up 2MU
GDM 93 2D, 2A 2L 2Mg 2M

6Up 6U
GDM 148 2D 2 2Mg 2M

GWM 114 3D 3S 3Mg 3M
GWM161 3D 3S 3Mg 3M

7Up 7U
GDM 128 3D 3L — —

GWM 165 4D, 4A, 4B 4S 4Mg, 4Up 4MU
GWM 192 4D, 4A, 4B 4L — —
GDM 34 4D 4 5Ug, 5Up 5U
GDM 61 4D 4 4Mg 4M
GDM 125 4D 4L 4Mg 4M
GDM 129 4D 4S — —

GWM 159 5D, 5B 5S 5Up 5U
GWM 205 5D, 5A, 5B 5S 5Mg 5M

5Ug, 5Up 5U
GDM 68 5D, 5A, 5B 5S 5Mg, 5Ug 5MU

5Up 5U
GDM 99 5D 5L 4Ug, 4Up 4U

5Ug, 5Up 5U

GDM 108 6D 6S 6Up 6U

WMS 37 7D 7L 2Ug, 2Up 2U
WMS 974 7D, 7A, 7B 7Mg 7M

1 Chromosomal location determined using nulli-tetrasomic lines of Chinese Spring.
2 Data from the Catalogue of Gene Symbols for Wheat, 1998–2002 Supplements.
3 Chinese Spring-Ae. geniculata (Mg and Ug) and Chinese Spring-Ae. peregrina (Up) addition lines

where specific fragments were amplified.
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chromosomes from Ae. peregrina (2n = 4x = 28, SSUU) developed by Friebe et al. (1996) also was tested in order to
complete the missing Ae. geniculata U-genome chromosome additions.

Chinese Spring nullisomic-tetrasomic lines and Chinese Spring chromosome-addition lines (Chinese Spring/Ae.
geniculata and Chinese Spring/Ae. peregrina) were kindly provided by Dr. A. Lukaszewski (University of California,
Riverside) and Dr. B.R. Friebe (Wheat Genetics Resource Center, Kansas, U.S.A.), respectively.  DNA extraction, PCR
amplification, and gel electrophoresis were performed according to the protocols of the CIMMYT Molecular Genetics
Laboratory (Hoisington et al. 1994).

Genome-specific markers.  Nullisomic-tetrasomic analysis revealed that the location of most of the loci amplified by
the 24 microsatellite primers was consistent with the information about their chromosome location reported by Röder et
al. (1998) and Pestsova et al. (2000) (Table 10).  Fourteen of these amplified fragment specific only to D-genome
chromosomes.  The remaining primers amplified fragments not only for D but also for the A and/or B genomes.

The results of evaluations with disomic addition lines of different U- and M-genome chromosomes also are
indicated in Table 10.  Out of the 24 primers showing polymorphism between Triticum and Ae. geniculata, three (GWM
192, GDM 128, and GDM 129) did not amplify specific fragments in any of the addition lines.  Three other primers
(GDM35, GDM 68, and GDM 165) amplified the same sized product in U- and M-genome chromosome addition lines
and, therefore, cannot be used to distinguish the U and M genomes.  The remaining 18 SSRs (75 %) showed additional
amplification products and can be used to distinguish Ae. geniculata U- and M-genome chromosomes in wheat back-
grounds.

Chromosome-specific markers.  All three microsatellite primers located on 1D chromosome (Table 10) amplified
specific additional bands in the disomic addition line with chromosome 1U of Ae. geniculata and Ae. peregrina, indicat-
ing that they could be used as markers for detecting Ae. geniculata 1U chromosome.  GWM 848 also gave a specific
product for 4U chromosome.

Out of the five SSRs located on 2D chromosomes, GWM 455 produced a fragment specific only to the 2U
addition line, whereas GDM 35 amplified the same sized products in both 2U- and 2M-chromosome addition lines and,
consequently, may be considered only as an Ae. geniculata chromosome-2 marker.  The three remaining SSRs (GWM
157, GDM 93, and GDM 148) distinguished chromosome 2M.  GDM 93 also generated a distinct PCR product in the
addition line with chromosome 6U of Ae. peregrina.

Two SSRs specific to chromosome 3DS , GWM 114 and GWM 161, were identified as markers for Ae. genicu-
lata chromosome 3M.  GWM 161 also amplified a product specific to chromosome 7U of Ae. peregrina.  Three out of
the six 4D primers amplified products specific to 4M chromosome of Ae. geniculata.  Only two of these (GDM 61 and
GDM 125) can be used as M-genome markers, however, because GDM165 amplified the same size product in the 4U
addition line.  Two primers did not amplify any specific band for 4U or 4M disomic addition lines, and one primer
(GDM 34) produced distinct fragment for the 5U chromosome addition lines of Ae. geniculata and Ae. peregrina,
indicating homeology between 5U and 4DL chromosomes for this locus.

All four SSRs specific to group-5 chromosomes had distinct amplification products for the chromosome 5U
disomic addition of Ae. geniculata and Ae. peregrina (Table 10).  Two of these, GWM 205 and GDM 68, also could
detect the chromosome 5M, disomic-addition line; the first one different from 5U in size and the second one of similar
size.  Moreover, GDM 99 detected chromosome 4U.  Zhang et al. (1998) has noted the homoeology between 4U and
5DL and between 5U and 4DL chromosomes and confirmed the existence of a reciprocal T4UL·5UL translocation.
GDM 108 located on the short arm of chromosome 6D distinguished 6U chromosome of Ae. peregrina.  GWM 974, one
of the two 7D microsatellites could be a marker for chromosome 7M of Ae. geniculata and GWM 37 for chromosome
2U of both Ae. geniculata and Ae. peregrina.

Conclusions.  The results obtained in this study confirmed the homoeology between U- and/or M- and D-genome
chromosomes and the presence of chromosomal rearrangements of U genome relative to wheat D genome.  Eighteen
microsatellites revealed specific alleles for chromosomes 2M, 3M, 4M, 5M, 7M, 1U, 2U, 4U, 5U, 6U, and 7U in Chinese
Spring addition lines and could be used to identify wheat lines with chromosomes from Ae. geniculata.  Other D-genome
microsatellite primers are not yet explored for substantiating more data to confirm these results and for the identification
of the remaining chromosomes 1M, 6M, and 3U.
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